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Introduction 

The European Commission has initiated a systematic analysis and continuous assessment of the development of the 
telecommunications sector in the Central and Eastern European countries. The purpose is to measure the progress achieved 
within the Phare Multi-Country Programme for Telecommunications and Posts and to assess the Phare countries' eligibility 
to join the European Union. 

Accordingly a project has been launched to establish an initial base of information, with a view to the creation of a Phare 
Regulatory Observatory. As the first step towards this, the following revised interim report has been produced. It is based on 
a limited number of sources and its aims are to provide a structured overview of the telecommunications sector in ten Phare 
countries: Bulgaria, the Czech Republic, Estonia, Hungary, Latvia, Lithuania, Poland, Romania, Slovakia and Slovenia. 

A preliminary version of the interim report was produced in August 1996 at short notice, in order to be available for the 
Second EU/CEEC Forum on the Information Society held in Prague on September 12- 13, 1996. It was based on a desk 
study of information collected during the previous 12 months by the European Union and other institutions. The most 
important sources for this study were: 

• European Commission (DG XIII): Draft Table on the Major Aspects of the Regulatory Framework in Central and 
Eastern Europe, based on material provided by the CEECs; • Sagatel study IS4/94: The development of advanced networks in Phare and Tacis countries; • EBRD: Regulatory Status Survey for the Telecommunications sector in Central and Eastern Europe and the former 
Soviet Union; • CEEC Information Society Forum- Panel A (Financing and Infrastructure) Conclusions and recommendations of 
Panel A, final version; • CEEC Information Society Forum- Panel B (Legal and Institutional Framework), Draft Report of Panel B. 

No additional independent research could be carried out for the August version of the interim report and much of the 
information required to make a reliable preliminary assessment was unavailable. Consequently there were unavoidable gaps 
in the content of this version. Furthermore, due to the rapidly evolving situation in the Phare countries the August report soon 
needed to be updated. The countries covered by this study were therefore asked to provide comments on the preliminary 
version in order to fill in gaps and correct any inaccuracies. They were given four months in which to respond. 

The August report was subsequently officially reviewed and updated by the officials responsible in the following 8 Phare 
countries: the Czech Republic, Estonia, Hungary, Latvia, Lithuania, Poland, Slovakia and Slovenia, and a second version of 
the interim report was produced in November 1996. 

However, despite the helpful cooperation and comments of these officials, some gaps still remained in the report, mainly 
because the information required was simply unavailable at the time. 

Accordingly in early 1997 interviews were conducted with government representatives from all 10 countries represented in 
this report. Although primarily aimed at collecting additional information, these interviews also provided an opportunity for 
further revising, updating and fmalising the report. 

The authors therefore believe that this final revised version of the interim report now achieves its aim and gives a 
comprehensive overview of the telecommunications sector in the countries concerned. 
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List of contents 

Executive summary - Bulgaria 

The Bulgarian regulatory framework is being revised to enable the telecommunications networks and markets to be 
liberalised and modernised. A completely new Telecommunications Law is needed to replace the old Communications Law 
of 1975 and this is expected to be enacted during 1997. The Trade Act and the Competition Protection Act regulate 
competition in general, while foreign investments in Bulgaria are regulated both by the Act on Economic Activity ofF oreign 
Persons and the Act on Protection of Foreign Investments. A Concession Act (enacted in '96, and currently under review by 
the interim government) regulates the radio-frequency spectrum for civil use, the monopoly telecommunications services and 
some networks of national interest. 

The newly elected parliament is expected to amend the Concession Act and enact the Telecommunications Act very soon. 
The sale of at least 25% of the Bulgarian Telecommunications Company {BTC) to a strategic partner is expected to follow 
immediately. 

The Bulgarian telecommunication regulatory and administrative structure is still centralised. In 1992 the Post & 
Telecommunications Administration split into three separate entities: 

• The Committee of Posts and Telecommunications, an administrative body with somewhat conflicting functions -
making postal and telecommunications policy, owning the dominant postal and telecommunications operators on 

• behalf of the government, and acting as regulator in the same sector; 
The Bulgarian Postal Company, operating postal services under the Trade Act with some subsidies from the budget; • The Bulgarian Telecommunications Company (BTC), operating telecommunications networks and services under the 
Trade Act. 

The Committee of Posts and Telecommunications (CPT), is directly dependent on the Council of Ministers. Some attempt at 
strengthening the regulatory function of the CPT and resolving its conflicting functions may be seen in its latest structural 
changes, which attempt to defme and separate the three functions more clearly, though within the existing organisation. 

A partial privatisation of the Bulgarian Telecommunications Company (BTC), the main public telecommunications operator, 
is planned but not yet started. The World Bank is helping the Bulgarian Government to hire a fmancial advisor on 
privatisation. 

There is no legal limit to foreign ownership in Bulgaria. Sprint Business Telecommunications Company is a joint venture 
company with 60% foreign ownership, and Bulphon has 68%. 

Markets for telecommunications networks have not yet been opened to competition. Owned 100% by the state, BTC retains 
under its current licence exclusive rights to operate the PSTN and voice telephony until1997. Preparatory work for the 
privatisation of BTC ended with a decision to maintain the monopoly for voice telephony until 1 January 2003 and the 
infrastructure until1 January 2005, in order to cope with the shortfall in service and infrastructure. Thus at the moment 
neither CATV networks nor alternative infrastructures can be used to provide voice telephony in Bulgaria. 

Liberalisation is beginning in the mobile sector and paging operators are competing at both local and national level. There 
are 70 CATV operators. Payphones are liberalised, as are all data and value-added services. 

The country enjoys a relatively high penetration rate of 34 telephone lines per 100 inhabitants. The local and transit networks 
are still based on analogue technology and these networks need to be modernised by their owner, BTC. However, the 
implementation of a digital overlay network began in 1995. 

The regulatory trend is towards the gradual abolition of the BTC monopoly of telecommunications, modernisation of the 
networks and liberalisation of telecommunications markets - voice telephony being an exception in the short term. 

Although in theory Bulgarian operational and regulatory telecommunications functions have been separate from 1992 
onwards, nevertheless, to get into line with EU legislation, a truly independent regulatory authority needs to be created. 

Next: The regulatory framework 
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1.1 Telecommunications 
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i recent draft of a telecommunications law has!!pending II 
1ri-----------·---been issued. _____ "_ ___ ___ .. -!! ::=-==~"~"~-::.":::-·--~~ 
Key secondary legislation II ij 

Subject 

• National Regulatory 
Authority (NRA) 

: Decree N 114 of the Council of Ministers 
: stipulating the basic functions and tasks of 
: the Committee of Posts and 
:Telecommunications 

Table 1 - Telecommunications regulations 

1.2 Broadcasting 

! 

.• 1,_.1 :! ~ d 

!!Enacted !I 
1!1991 ,!!! 

H 
. J t ~ ~mmm .... ~m"~"'"'"m.J I 

~t~i~-~~- -~-F:~-~~o:~~~~~~~sio~ ·---1~~~:: --] 
i : Ordinance on the Technical Requirements !!Date? !i 
! ·and Rules for Licensing and Registration of!! :j 

j Key secondary legislation : Local Transmitters for Radio and TV HEnacted 
! :Broadcasting. :!nate? II 

...... J! : ____ ............. ~------ ____ jL 

Table 2 - Broadcasting regulations 

1.3 Competition 
................................ 

iiEnact~·d ............. il 
1!1992 
II li 
li tl !!Enacted ,, 

:Trade Act 

Primary legislation 
: Competition Protection Act 

1!1993 11 

......... ,,,,,, "''"'' '"'"""""'"'"' "'"""''""""'"""" ...Jl. .. .... ,il 
!!Enacted n 

............... ; ......... . 

Act on Economic Activity of Foreign 
:Persons 

1!1994 II 
li jl!,l, 

H 
ii !i 

:Act on Protection of Foreign Investments iiEnacted !I 
111994 11 

Key secondary legislation 

f li !! 

L. ............................................................ _____ .... _._ ........ -.......................... -.............................................. : .. :: .... ,, .. ,,,,,,_,"·"'-'"'"'-'~·-'-.. ·'-' .... , .. : .. : ..... : .. : ..... : .... : ............... : .. : ..... : .. : .... : .... : .. : .................................... : ... ~L. .... : .. : ........... : ................... ,.,.J.I 

Table 3 - Competition regulations 

Next: Players in the telecommunications market 

~~~~-·=--=· """"'"""" '" .......... "'""'"'""=-'""'"'"'""'"'""-·"'""''"'""""""'""""" ... """"""""""'"""""'"'"'""""" ... """""'"'""" ... ""'""'"'=-·-=·-·-=·-·-=·-·-= .... = .... -=, === 
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Previous: The regulatory framework 

2. Players in the telecommunications market - Bulgaria 

2.1 Main regulatory structure 
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T elecommuni
cations Policy 

.Advises the C~e o! 
Posts md Tell.c<mmlllrli· 
cttiaras em policy 

RepubHc of Bulgaria 

Council of Iv.linisters 

I 

1---

Committee of Posts and 
Teleconununications 

NRA 

State Agency 
Posts md 
Tell.c<mmlllrlicttiaras 
policy·mtking 

Bulgarian Posts 
National Postal 

Operator 

100% mt.e CMl'l.ed 

Posts md 
Tell.c<mmlllrlicttiaras 
ngul.ataty mr.ctitw 

Bulgarian T ele
communications 

Company 

• 100% state CMl'l.ed 
• OwN 50 .P% o! Betcom 

2.2 Telecommunications regulatory authorities 

State Inspectorate 
of 

Telecom
munications 

Cremd in 1PP3, :it usiru 
theC~e 

o! Posts md Tell.com· 
:tllllrlicttiaras in :its 
comrolJirlg ful'lctilm. 
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i 

Regulatory 
authorities 

I 
: Committee of Posts and 1 
- I . . CP : Te ecommumcat10ns - T 1 

(body of the Council of Ministers) 1 
. I 

Key responsibilities: 

• 
• 

to pursue State policy in post 
and telecommunications 
to pursue regulatory functions: I 
in post and 1 

telecommunications (i.e. 
licensing,_privatisation, type 
approval, application of 
tariffs policy, control on 
illegal access to the 
telecommunications services 
markets) 

• to stimulate the market ; 
• to represent the state as owner 1 

i 
---------------------------;::::---=----=----=------=---=--c.:.:;---=-----=--=--=---=----=-----=----:::..;--=----'-'====;;=----=----'11---F----=----=---.:..;;--~--::.:;.--:.-..:.;:_---=----=----=-=----:::;,:---=------=----=---=---=----=---=---=-----=---::::::;--- ! 

~~~~~~cin ~[ : ~~~~~~~;~~~~ 
: ............... .,..,. .. ,..,. .. .,.,. ... ,. ............ .,.,. •.•.•....• ::c::.: .. : .• : .. :,.:~: .. : .• :.: .... ~.~:~::::~:~.::: .. : .. :,.:,.: . .,.: ... : .. : .. : ... ·"""""::::::~::::~:~:~:~:~:~.~.~:L,: .•• :,:.:.:,:,: .. : •.• :c .• :~: .. ::.:c,, •.•.•.• c:~:::.~:::::::::.~:~::::::::::~::::,: .. : .. : .. : .. :,,,.~,.: .. : .. :,;,:,,.,:J 

Table 4 - Bulgarian regulatory authorities 

2.3 Telecommunications operators 
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!~~~~ ClX~~PSTN . . . -~~~~~if~~~=:!~~~~~~~~~~~~~:~ 
1 ne . or an : 1l mcorporated on 1_1 Dece.~ber 1992, by lnJunctton :1 

1 services : 
1 
124 of the Council of Mrmsters :! 

: ......... ···-·-···········-·-·-······ ..... fa~;~-""-"-lr;~!OJf~~~~~~;;~~c~~~~ta:ouna~oo-~ 
"Mobile-aiia··-··-····-: ·······-······· .. ···-·-··························-·-····-·-···r····································-·-·-·-·-····-·-························-·-····-····---·······-··················-··········-........................................................................ ~ l 
satellite : Altaj II BTC :1. 

networks 

u~~:~~==-1 
;=.;;;;;..;:....:..._;_;.;;;;~"'"'--'-_,ll~obiltel_~!~: __ ( ~ ?Oo/o. B.~I~cn:~a~ -~~est()~S 2_. . :I 

'·~-~·~·····~-~-?.?..: .... : ..... : ..... :.~...l'~·~··'~~:~.~~~~·~····'··'-'-'-'··'·'-'·'······················-·········~·····''·'··''··:::::.~:::~::::::::::.~ .. : ....... ~ ..... : ....... :.:.: ...... : .. : ..... : ............... :.1 

Paging 

:On a national/eve/, 3 operators have a licence: :1 

• :I 
Radio Telecommunication Company Ltd. ! 

• (public); :l 
Global and Jordan (private); 

• BTCLtd. 

On a local level, the following 7 companies have 
developed paging networks in 10 towns: 

• Pirel; r 

• Skortel. :I 

• Black Sea; • Bulvar Electronics; • DIVA; • Microbul; • BTC; 

~~~:-- -jBf~~~d:J3~~-.rt_.~j 
Table 5 - Bulgarian telecommunications operators 

Next: Privatisation and strate~ic alliances 
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Previous: Players in the telecommunications market 

3. Privatisation and strategic alliances - Bulgaria 

Table 6 - Current status and plans for privatisation 

3.2 Strategic alliances 

~~~-~-=-~ -::-:-:~~~, 

1 : Supply, installation and ; 
l BETKOM operation of GPT pay-phones, • 50.9% BTC Ltd. I 
1 :pre-paid card phones • 49.1% GPT Great Britain I 

i 

I 
--~-~-~-- .. ~-~- ..... _ -~----- ... ~-------------· .................... .. ........................ - ---- ~ ------------ -~ ~............... . ........... :! 

:Bulfon 
! 

; Pre-paid card phones 

: Joint venture: ! 

• 32% BTC Ltd. • 68% Intracom. 

I 
! 
I 
I 
I 'r-... ;;.;.. .. ;;.,:,.:.,;.="= ...... = ... ···=·· .. ··= ...... ;;_;. .. ·.;;,;· .,;,;..;;...;;;;;,;.:.:..: ;-:-;;;;;=,;,c,;,.,.,;,__;:...:..:..:.;. .. ____ : _____ ~.= ...... ==,;.;;;;;.;,........;,;,..;..;.,r.J~o7in.;.,;,t.;.,;,v.;.,;,e.;.,;,ntu~....:..:..re;,;,:'---,;..;;.;.;:;====..:_:..:..;:..:._l 

: : ! 
: Long-distance and international : i 
i telephony over an OBN (overlay : • BTC Ltd. i 
business network) · • PTT Telekom Netherlands I 

! 

Business Star 

;':":~";";:":: .. ~·:":. ·::"",;:":.c ... : .. c:· ... : .. : .. :.c ... :~·.c: .. ..: ....... : .. : ... :: .. : .. :.::: •. ::~:~:::::~:::; ;:.:: ... : ... c ...... : ..... : .. :.:: .. : .. :.:.:::::::::::::~.::: ...... :: ................ : .. : •• : .. ::.:::: .• :c: .. :::::.c: ... c .... c .. : .. :c: .. :·;; ;: ~::.:~ .. ::.::~: ... ~:~:~:~:~:~::::::::.: .. :.: .. : .. : .. : .. : .. : .. : .. : .. : .. : .. : .. : .. : .. : .. : .. : .. : ... c ......... : .. : .. : .. : .... c ......... : .. : .. : ...... : .. : ... : I 
; Joint venture: :1 

! Radio ; 
! Telecommunications ; Mobile telephony and paging 
f Company Ltd. (RTC); 
! . 

Sprint Business · d k 
Telecommunications : X.25 ata transfer networ 

i_ Telex, e-mail Company 

• 51% consortium ofBTC Ltd. :1 

(39%) & Radio Electronic .1 
• Systems (12%) :1 

49% Cable & Wireless -1 
:j 
·i 

• 60% Sprint USA • 40%BTCLtd. 
i 

•..::::"':::::;"'"':::::;"' ·:..:..:::..:.:==="="'"':="'"':="''":='"'":=' ·,;,;' ...:..:.:.:;.:::.._:.:.::=::::::"='"'"""''' .. . . - .. - .................. '"' "'""""'""',:::::;"'"':::::;"'"':::::;''"''::::::'"'"='. :..:..:..:..:..:..:..:..:..:..:......_..:..:· --~-·.;.,;,· ·.; __ :..:~ 

Table 7 - Strategic alliances 

Next: Status ofliberalisation of the markets for networks and services 

Czech Republic Estonia Hun~ary Latvia Lithuania f.Qland Romania Slovakia Slovenia 
e···~·;::;·:-:·::::-::·::·~-;;··:·-·;··-!''!~~-!-!'!"':-"'-!''!'''!"'"! .. !'""'''! .. !!!!!'~·-··::···;;-··:!:::·;·-:-········-oo·oooow:-:oo••••••••••••••••oo•••••ooooooo:_:oo;•~•oooooooo•;:":-·-·-::·~-:'!:'"':!"''::"'"!'!':!''""'!""!""!'!'"''""':"!'!!":"'!!'"!"'"!""'!"''!"'!''!''"'!'"''!'"""'"' ..... : .... :.""!"!"!"!"'"'"''"'"'"'"'' ............. ,. ...... ! .. !"!'"' .. '"''"=""':!"'!"!"''"""""'""''!"'"!'!""'"!"'' .. ! .. !"'' .. ':-"''!~-:.."!!:!'::::"..!!!!..-...:::::-..:::-
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Previous: Privatisation and strategic alliances 

4. Status of liberalisation of the markets for networks and services - Bulgaria 

4.1 Telecommunications networks and alternative infrastructure 

f[~~!:~~~.~~i:.:.~! .. ~c~!~~~~~~.~~.~~~.~~~!.~~~~: ........ :~~:~~.~ ......... : ......... ~ ..... ~ .. : ....... : ..... ~.~ .. :.~ .. :JI~.~~~.! ... ~.~~~.~.~~.~.~-~c~~ ..... : .. : ................ ~ ... : 
' ; 1 BTC's exclusive rights are : 

: . . ! contained in the licence 
: The Bulganan ~STN lS 1 granted by the CPT on 
: operated excl?s1vely by I behalf of the Council of 
: BTC Ltd. until at least 1 Ministers. 

Public telecommunications : 1997 · BTC Ltd. has I · 
k : exclusive rights to provide 

networ :access to local, :In the_ draft Act_, 1 January 
:long-distance telephony, i 2003 1s the ~xpuy date for 
: qnd telegraph over the fixe~ these exclusiVe nghts~ and 1 
:network 

1 
January ~005 the expey 

· 1 date for mfrastructure 
' 

Table 8 - Telecommunications networks and alternative infrastructure 

4.2 Telecommunications services 

4.2.1 Voice telephony 

In 1992 BTC Ltd. was granted a 5-year exclusive rights licence and a 20-year general licence. The exclusive rights period 
will be extended probably until January 1, 2003. 

: . JSiat~s -;;· .. -·--·--::::::." .. c .•. .: .... ·ir··· .. :· . Exclusive rights 'd;it~ 

; ~01~~·-t~le~~~~~ ........... ill!~!~~!~~~~~.~~ . ]~~~~~.c~ ~~~~~~.~.~~~> .. :of expiry ..... ·-- ....... j 

![Local __ j~~":oly _____ J§T~~d. _ -~1~003 ' 

I ~%~~c~ _ _![Monopoly JsTC Ltd: _ ~;:~~~~~~003 _. 

[~"4~=~ I[Monop~~-~ ~~~~_:_Ltd. j~~::~b~~~~oo~-" 
Table 9 - Voice telephony - status of Iiberalisation 

4.2.2 Data transmission 

With 3 licences already granted, there is limited competition in the data transmission market. BTC Ltd. uses the X.25 
BULP AC data network to provide data services. The second operator is Sprint Business Telecommunications Company and 
the third operator the academic network used and owned by the academic community. Any other data network operator can 
receive a licence, the only limitation being the compulsory use ofBTC's facilities for transmission. 

4.2.3 Mobile communications 

9/10/97 7:39AM 
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r····· .............................. . 

~~~ltaj - - . ~: On1~ s~ec~ --·· I No\- bl . lit;.~:~~~s in 

~~-- - --- ·~lu~:. · . ·· · • ::::::ti~~; ;hare~~:: lea e :::.:tes a paging 
~1 NMT 450 : RTC :the same niche market j' 

0
1. bl :!service in · 

! :as Mobiltel . app Ica e ..... i!.??.~P.e~~o:n . 
!;:::::;;...:...::.;..;..;..=.;;.;.;.;;.;..;..;.;;..;..;;.;;;;=;;;;;;;·:~::...:..:..:..:.:::::=,=·;, ..... : .... :.···•"''"''''''''''•••'"'"''"'""'"'""" 

1 :Open to competition ! iiStarted late in 
i, b th r h 111995; at present ' 

: ut no o er 1cence a~ .. L.ionly operating in j 

1 yet been granted 1 Not 
i !!Sofia and : 
I !IPlovdiv; the 

i The end of '97 is the i applicable II granting of a 
; deadline for granting a I Jlsecond GSM 
:second GSM licence ! !!licence is under 

: ; . i !!consideration · 

~~~ce1E~~~4~~ 
I 

RTC, BTC, . i! . 
Global & i l :!Nationwide and 

I Jordan, : ! !!locallicences 
I . Bulvar, :Open t? competition °~ Not ilhave been 
! Pagmg ; Microbul, : ~e ntatiOnal and local I applicable ilgranted, for 12 

i Pirel, Black i tron 1 !land 8 years 
! Sea, Skortel, !!respectively 

... J !? .. !~~..... . ' ...................... ..... .. .. ....... ..1..... . . .... !l 

iGSM i Mobiltel 

Table 10- Status of liberalisation of the mobile communications market 

4.2.4 Satellite communications 

BTC operates a class A earthstation and serves as umbrella for a multitude of VSAT terminals. 

Bulgarian Maritime Fleet has a licence to operate IMMARSA T services. Two VSA T operators will be granted licences, 
restricted only from providing voice telephony. 

4.2.5 Other services 

TELEMATIC- 100% owned by a BTC subsidiary 

Teletex service TELEVEST - owned by the same subsidiary 

RDS paging service in Sofia - owned as above 

Over 15 INTERNET primary service providers (not licensed) 

Next: Additional information on networks and services 

·==-=~~.,.,..,.-~""-"=--= .... = .................................................... _. ............................................. - ............................ _ ................................................................ -..-. .. 
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Previous: Status of liberalisation of the markets for networks and services 

5. Additional information on networks and services - Bulgaria 

5.1 Penetration rate 

ilt!:~~~:~~:~~~?::~::E~!~.:.:.: .. :.~.:::~:.:: .... ~ ... :.::.~:~: ... ~: ... ~.:c.c .. : .•.• : • .:..:..:~:.::~:.:.:::::~:~ .. , ••. :.~.:c::::::::::c:::~:~:: ........ ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::! 
: CATV connections per 100 households 114 I 
I---·-------·-···-· ... ···-······---·-·-----------·-·-·---· .... ···------------. . .. ....... .. . . . .. --. . . ... . . .. 

i~~~ ~~eph~me_l~~~-e~-~ _!~~ ifl!labitantSll~~-------· ________ _ ____ . 
:Percentage .of households provided with 1165% 
i telephone lmes I! 
• w ~ ., - ~·~·~·- :..._ -~·-:::.:.:_::.:::.. •• -._~ ~ ~ •• L ·-~·~·~·"' 

Table 11 - Penetration rate 

5.2 Quality of service - Voice telephony 

5.2.1 Waiting time for telephone subscription 

--~=~~ 
Waltlng···Hme."for···-·····--·--l~·-···-·-··········-·-······-··············-···-········--·--···············-·-··r···-·-·······-···············-····-····-·-·······-·-·-···-·-·-···-·-·-·-i 

telephone : 5 years 1 20 years ; 
subscription 1 

: • 
I , .-.-.. ", .:.:.:.:..:.:..: . .:.onoonn.:.:.:.:-. .... <o.-' .:. .:.: '" "' .:.:.: .:. • ,< .:.:.:.:.:..:.:.:.:.:.: '"""' .:.:. "" ' •" .:mo.:: 

Table 12 A- Waiting time for telephone subscription 

5.2.2 Numbers of faults cleared within 24 hours 

Table 12 B - Quality of service of voice telephony 

5.3 Network investments 

5.3.1 Investment volume per year 

The economic situation in the recent years makes any average estimation very difficult. 65,000 new lines per annum has been 
the maximum, 45,000 the minimum. The Digital Overlay Network (DON) investment programme in the last 3 years accounts 
for approximately 90 million US$ loans and 40 million US$ self-fmanced investments. 

5.3 .2 Investment per main telephone line 

Around US$ 700 per new line, 200 -300 US$ per line for upgrade 

5.3 .3 Investment plans 

The Committee of Posts and Telecommunications Development Plan has two phases: 

• First phase: 1994- 1997: setting up a nationwide Digital Overlay Network (DON) at an estimated cost ofECU 252.2 
million • Second phase: 1998- 2010: gradual digitisation of the local network at an estimated cost ofECU 1.68 billion 

Next: Participation in international bodies groups and prQjects 
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6. Participation in international bodies, groups and projects - Bulgaria 

6.1 Membership/participation in international bodies or groups 

ltt~~!~~=:-~::-~:~~~~-~-'='-'-:jl~~~tt~~~w;~i-~::~:,i 
l9E~I...... .. ... . _____ ___ ___________ :1~~-~~-e~ _j~~~-~~~~!~~' __ 1_99._2. ___ .................. I 
[OE~D__ ...................... :lnon~~~mber________ _ ilnot apJ>l~?_a_!J]~------·-

II.W!.~.............................. __ ................... :jmem,b~r . . ....................................... ... :jl D_ec_e111ber 1996 .. .. ! 

!.l~~;~~;;: .. :.: ........ : .. : .. C .... : .. : .. m;; .. ;, .. , ..... : .. : .. ;_ ... ;C;~;;;;;~;~;;;,"; .. ;_; .. J~~~~~~-m•;• .. •;;,;;,:;;;;;;~;;;;;;,;;;,:;,;;,;,;; .. ;_;~; .. ;c; .. ; .... ; .. mmmJJ~.~-~;~,~-~-~~~-~~ .... ~ .. ~-~-~----•""'"';"'";"'"';;;,; .... ;;,;,;;;,) 
Table 13 - Bulgarian participation in international bodies 

6.2 Participation of Bulgaria in international telecommunications projects 

Transbalkan Line - TBL 

Albanian Telecom, BTC, IRITEL, PTT of the self-styled Macedonia and the Turkish PTT are engaged in this project. 
Istanbul, Sofia, Skopie, Tirana and Bari will be connected by a 1,600 km digital trunk line, based on fibre optic terrestrial 
and submarine cables and on digital microwave links. SDH technology and STM-1 and STM-4 transport modules will be 
used. 

Submarine Cable System in the Black Sea - KAFOS 

BTC, ROMTELECOM, Turkish PTT and UKRTEL started this project in May 1992. Later UKRTEL dropped out to join 
ITUR, and MOLDTELECOMjoined KAFOS in its place. The terrestrial points are Istanbul, Varna and Mangalia. Its 
intention is to provide greater access to COLUMBUS and FLAG, via ITUR. 

TransEuropean Network- TET 

TET connects Brno (Czech Republic) to Yeroskipos (Cyprus). 

BTC is participating with fibre optic technology on the Bulgarian/Romanian border - Rousse - Sofia, in the Digital 
microwave link Sofia to Petrich and in the fibre optic cable from Petrich to the border between Bulgaria/Greece. 

TransEuropean Line - TEL 

The project is based on fibre optic technology, connecting Frankfurt with cities in Central and Eastern Europe. BTC is 
building two links: 

1. Border Romania/Bulgaria - Rousse - Sofia 
2. Border Romania/Bulgaria- Rousse- Varna. 

Black Sea Fibre Optic System - BSFOS 

This is a common project between BTC, CYTA (Cyprus), OTE (Greece), ROSTELECOM (Russia) and UTEL (Ukraine). 
Georgia joined the project later on. Varna, Odessa, Novorossiysk and Poty will be linked by submarine cables. 

Next: Future trends in the sector 
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7. Future trends in the sector - Bulgaria 

7.1 Telecommunications policy 

Two words sum up the main trends of Bulgarian telecommunications policy for the future: 

liberalisation and privatisation. The short- and long-term goals of telecommunications development in Bulgaria are 
formulated in the document State Policy in Telecommunications 1991: 

• gradual abolition of the state monopoly by introducing governmental regulation and encouraging a competitive market 
for telecommunications services; • provision of basic telecommunications services of high quality at reasonable prices; • rapid introduction of new services, with priority being given to the demands ofbusiness customers; • putting the maximum share of profits towards establishing an investment fund for infrastructure development. 

Other objectives of the Bulgarian Telecommunications policy are mentioned in a report from the Committee of Posts and 
Telecommunications: 

• private sector participation in network building and service provision; 
• fair competition under Bulgarian law. 

7.2 Developments of markets and technology 

The national carrier BTC has created a development plan covering the period 1994 - 2010, structured in two phases: 

1. 1994 - 1997: completion of the digital overlay network (DON) and the re-design of the transit network 

2. 1998- 2010: replacing analogue with digital equipment in the local network. 

As far as market development is concerned, satellite communications and value-added services are currently developing 
well. 

Next: Amwndix 1 - List of sources 
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Appendix 1 - List of sources - Bulgaria 

1. Draft table on the Major Aspects of the Regulatory Framework in Central and Eastern 

Europe, final version 5 

Source: European Commission, DG XIII 

Ref.: DG XIII, IS 2 MS/HPG 

Date: 4 July 1996 

2. Study IS4/94 on the development of advanced networks in PHARE and TACIS countries 

Source: Sagatel 

Ref.: S.4375/BUL 

Date: February 1996 

3. Regulatory Status Survey for the Telecommunications sector in Central and Eastern Europe and the former Soviet Union 

Source: EBRD, Telecommunications Team, Terrance Rochefort 

Date: March 1995 

4. Central and East European Countries (CEEC) Information Society Forum- Conclusions and recommendations of Panel A 
(Financing and Infrastructure), final version 

Source: The European Commission and the Hungarian Ministry of Transport, 

Communications and Water management 

Date: May 1996 

5. Central and East European Countries (CEEC) Information Society Forum- Draft Report of Panel B (Legal and 
Institutional Framework) 

Source: European Commission, DG XIII 

Ref.: hpg/dhar regpanel 

Date: 4 March 1996 

6. Committee ofPosts and Telecommunications: The reform of Bulgarian Telecoms 1995 

Source: Bulgarian Committee of Posts and Telecommunications 

Undated 

7. Commission of the European Communities: Evaluation of 1991 PHARE programme for 

Bulgarian Telecommunications 

Source: European Commission, Ove Amp & Partners, Consulting Engineers 

Date: July 1994 

8. Bulgarian Ministry of Telecommunications and Posts, Information Note n°2 

Source: unknown 

undated 

9. Committee of Posts and Telecommunications Information Newsletter, Autumn 1995 
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Source: Committee of Posts and Telecommunications 

Date: Autumn 1995 

10. Draft outline of the major elements of regulatory reform in developing countries 

Source: European Commission, DG XIII, Gebhardt, version 2 

Ref.: 

Date: 11 July 1996 

11. The Road to Accession, Telecommunications and Posts Sector Paper 

Source: European Commission 

Ref.: 

Date: 17 July 1996 

12. Interviews with officials of the Committee of Posts and Telecommunications: Mrs. Snejana Anguelova, Director of the 
Project Implementation Unit, Mrs. Lina Danovska, senior adviser, and Mr. Rendov, senior adviser. 
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Facultes Universitaires Notre-Dame de Ia Paix 

Centre de Recherches Informatique et Droit 

in association with 

FUNDP Cullen International SA 

PHARE MULTI-COUNTRY PROGRAMME FOR TELECOMMUNICATIONS AND POSTS
TELECO~CATIONSSTATUSSTUDY 

Final Report- March 21, 1997- CZECH REPUBLIC 
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Executive summary - Czech Republic 

After Czechoslovakia split into the Czech Republic and Slovakia in 1993, the 1992 Telecommunications Act was recognised 
as being valid for both republics. The Act on the Commission for Broadcast and Television now regulates broadcasting in the 
Czech Republic, and the Economic Competition Act and the Economic Law regulate competition. 

The operational function of SPT Telecom has been separated from the regulatory function which is carried out by the Czech 
Telecommunication Office. As this remains part of the Ministry of Transport and Communications, additional information is 
needed in order to assess further the independence of the national regulatory authority from the operator. 

SPT Telecom has been partially privatised. An international consortium, Telsource, holds 27% of the company, 19% is 
owned by individual shareholders and companies, and 3% by restitution funds. Thus SPT Telecom is still 51% state-owned, 
under the responsibility of the Ministry of Transport and Communications. 

In the operation of the PSTN and the provision of voice telephony, the Czech Republic has adopted a regime of multiple 
(exclusive) concessions in the local sector and has granted SPT Telecom exclusive rights in the domestic long-distance and 
international sectors. While CATV networks cannot be used to provide telecommunications services, the use of alternative 
infrastructure to provide such services is permitted under the conditions provided in the Czech Telecommunications Act. 

Mobile markets are liberalised. EuroTel is the cellular mobile operator of an analogue NMT 450 system. Recently the Czech 
authorities have granted two licences for GSM services (EuroTel and RadioMobil). There is an open market in satellite 
communications and data transmission. 

The United Telecommunications Network (UTN), the network of the former Czechoslovakia, serves both the Czech 
Republic and Slovakia. Until the end of 1996, communications between the two countries considered as domestic 
long-distance calls. The UTN in the Czech Republic consists of analogue cables and analogue radio links, as well as digital 
systems. The construction of a nationwide digital overlay network was completed in 1994 and digital technology will be 
extended to all network levels by 1998. The current penetration rate of telephone lines in the Czech Republic is 25 per 100 
inhabitants. 

As a general comment, the country may be said to be well advanced both in the process of modernising its network and in 
liberalising its telecommunications services market. 

Although good progress has apparently been made, a great deal still needs to be done in order for the Czech Republic to get 
into line with EU legislation. National legislation needs to be revised with particular emphasis on liberalising voice telephony 
and infrastructure markets and on enabling VSAT communications to be connected to the PSTN. 

Next: The re~ulatozy framework 
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1. The regulatory framework- Czech Republic 

1.1 Telecommunications 
........................................ ....................................... ·······.1 
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Table 1- Telecommunications regulations 

1.2 Broadcasting 
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Table 2 - Broadcasting regulations 

1.3 Competition 
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Table 3 - Competition regulations 
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2. Players in the Telecommunications market - Czech Republic 

2.1 Main regulatory structure 

Czech Republic 

Ministry 

of 

Transport and 
Communications 

Department 
of the Ministry 

I 

Government 

Ministry 
of 

Finance 

Regulatory authority for 
tarif~s for domestic telephone 
sernces 

Czech 
TeleconunWlication 

Office 

SPTTelecom 

Regulatory authority for all 
telecommWlications regu
lations (except those related to 
tariffs for domestic telephone 
services) 

Main public TO 

51% State-owned company 

2.2 Telecommunications regulatory authorities 

Key responsibilities: 'I :I 
: Czech Telecommunication Office • ·i 

all telecommunications .1 ! 
Regulatory ; (Department of Ministry of I 
authorities i Transport and Communications) I 

~egudlations_ exc
1
epthfor tariffs :! 

tOr omestlc te ep one 
services 

, I 
,E........................ .. ·~ • tariffs for domestic telephone ! 

; Ministry of Finance : services I 
l ' ! 
l ~ i 
l ........................................................................ : .......................................................................... : ................................... _, ....... _ ........... ~ .... -......................................................................... : ........ : . .: .. : .. : .. : ........ : ....................................... 1 

Table 4 - Telecommunications regulatory authorities 
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2.3 Telecommunications operators 

! SPT ·T~~~~~~~-~~~---~~----- -- -- -~ ------------~----~-~------~~ 
:I 
.! 
:I 

:PSTN 

Switched fixed 
networks and : 
services 

• joint-stock, state-owned company (51%) 

! 6 local telecommunications operators (TOs) 

• operate in 16 local areas 
• 5% of the overall number of main lines 

; 2 pilot local operators (Praha, Liberec) 

1 public data network (Nextel) in operation 

2 licences issued for public data networks: 

• • G1Ty, a.s. 
• AliaTel, a.s. 

:I 
:I 
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:I ., 
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.I 
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:I 
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:I 
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i Approximately 40 operators of private data networks :I 
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Table 5 - Czech Republic telecommunications operators 
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Previous: Players in the telecommunications market 

3. Privatisation and strategic alliances - Czech Republic 

3.1 Current status and plans for privatisation of the main telecommunications operators 

, Telecoms ..... ~~:::.·········· ·l~;:.·~~~~;:~~:r·· 1~~~~~~:~el~~ri::::~· i Operators ; , q 1 d foreign ·! 
i : : liP anne participation :lcompany n 

~~~·~;']~~~~ 
:181 I TO :IV . hi trivatisation i!J . . Variable I ·i1 d !i 
! ~~~- ·"~-··-~·. , ana .. ~. . . in p~o_gress .... .JI omt venture .I ~?O~. .. .. :1 ncorporate !I 

Table 6 - Current status and plans for privatisation 

3.2 Strategic alliances 
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1
oTel Prague : M b'l 
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! s r.o. • 24.5% US WEST I 

: Joint venture: - ! 
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(insurance company) l 
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; Telephony, data 
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• 19% individual shareholders :1 
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Table 7 - Strategic alliances 
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4. Status of liberalisation of the markets for networks and services - Czech Republic 

4.1 Telecommunications networks and alternative infrastructure 

~~~~~~~~d"-~-==~1~~~~~ 
i :Telecommunications ! 
< ; Network (UTN) which , 

: covers the whole territory i . . 
; Public telecommunications : of the former : Exclusive nghts ~~anted by : 

·network • ;:~~o~~~~~;;u~Y~rated ~fu~:ti~~~eclSion and 
'territory by SPT Telecom 
. and the Local TOs under 
exclusive rights. 

I............................................ . ... , .......... _·---~ . · . .:..:..:..." .... ..:..:..:..:: 
! : Cannot be used for , 

i CATV : Pt rloviding . ti. I Not legally permitted 
1 : e e~ommumca ons , 
, : services : 
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: ~ltemative infrastructure ; . ; Use is permissible as : 
: (~temal netwo~k~ ofr?~~s,: ~an be used as alternative 1 defmed in the Czech : 

! ~;~fu,~~ir~~~;;). ~tlhbes.: m~astructure to the PS~ .. J Telecommunications L~w~. : 

Table 8 - Telecommunications networks and alternative infrastructure 

4.2 Telecommunications services 

4.2.1 Voice telephony 

Table 9 - Voice telephony - state of liberalisation 

4.2.2 Data transmission 

The data transmission market is open to competition. There is one main packet switched data network called Nextel which is 
operated by SPT Telecom. Two licences were issued for two other PSDN. There are 40 operators of private networks. 

4.2.3 Mobile communications 
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! : ·i i! :coverage : 
: I !i ' 
GSM : EuroTel iL. . d . . :!Not · 

: RadioMobil ! mute competitiOn:: r bl :Commercial 
: :!app tea e :services by the; 
i ~-~ :end of96 · I ,! 

' .... . . ..................... . - . ..... ............. . . ................ . --. '! ' ....................... -. . ....... :!.................. . ----. . . . .................. . . 

:l~~,~~~.f~~~~:::~~~ 
Table 10- State of liberalisation of mobile telecommunications markets 

4.2.4 Satellite Communications 

The satellite communications market is open to competition. 

4.2.5 Other services 

Other services can be freely provided. There are approximately 50 local operators of trunk networks in the 450 MHz range. 

Next: Additional information on networks and services 
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Previous: Status of liberalisation of the markets for networks and services 

5. Additional information on networks and services - Czech Republic 

5.1 Penetration rate 

!lj»e~~~-~~~io_n rat_e_. ............... . _... ... ............ _ _ . . . ...................................... . J :lcXf\T'coilliectioiis ... per· .. ·nnriiouseliotas···· ............ liT2 ........................................................................... 1 
irgain telephon~ lines per foo -itiliabit~~ts-' -i~5 ___ .. _______________ .. ___ _; 
; Pe~~entage ofhou~~h~lds pro~ided-;i!}i'·-·---r----- .. - ...... - ..... ____________ _ 

;145% 
~ ~~!~J:J~~~e_l~es _ ![ .. _ .. 

Table 11 - Penetration rate 

5.2 Quality of service - Voice telephony 

5 .2.1 Waiting time for telephone subscription 

; ~::ageWani~-~~~~ 
l·waitliii"ffiii'e ... ror ................. ~['~~-;~-~-~:~::;:;~------~4:7 ...... : .. : .. :.c.:;[·::::::~:~::::~:~-~:~:~.c::: .. : .. : .. : .. : .. : .. : .. : .. : .. : .. :.c .. : .. : .. : .. : .. : .. : .. : .. : 

! telephone I d ) Y ( : over 20 years I 
: subscription I ays . ·1 ! ... , .. , _______ , _________________ .. , ___ ................... .J .............. ' ... - ... - ................ • • • ..... • - -...... ' ............ ------------- ............................................... ' 

Table 12 A- Waiting time for telephone subscription 

5.2.2 Numbers of faults cleared within 24 hours 

The numbers of faults cleared within 24 hours is unknown but the information on the number of faults cleared within 72 
hours is available. 

~~~~~-~~~-:~r~~~~~~#~~~~~ed···!i~7~~-:~-:~~-
:[Q~--~!!~-~~-~---------------- ............................... -------- -- ' 

..................... ~l90.33 ----
.... t .............................. m.............. . • "'"'"'""'""'"""m"'"""""'"-" 

Table 12 B - Quality of service of voice telephony 

N.B.: the information provided in the table concerns only the number of successful connections. 

Next: Participation in international bodies groups and projects 
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Previous: Additional information on networks and services 

6. Participation in international bodies, groups and projects - Czech Republic 

6.1 Membership/participation in international bodies or groups 

11~!.-~.~: ..... : .. ::~.~:~:~::::~:::.:~:~: .. : ......... : .. : ...... : .. : .. : ...... : .... :.:~~:::::::::i.!.~~:~~-=~-.. : ............ ::::.::.:::~.~:~:: .... :.:.: ........ c ...... : .. :.: .. : .. : .. : .. J.t.~.:~.~-~: .. : .. :.:: .. : .. : .. : ........................ : ....... : ... ~.:::~:::.:::~:~:::::.:::::::::.: .. : ... . 
Table 13 - Participation of the Czech Republic in international bodies 

6.2 Participation of the Czech Republic in international telecommunications projects (such as Trans Europe Lines): 

The Czech Republic is involved in the PHARE Multi-Country Programme for Telecommunications and Posts. 

Next: Future trends in the sector 
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Previous: Participation in international bodies. groups and projects 

7. Future trends in the sector- Czech Republic 

7.1 Telecommunications policy 

• Adopted in 1994, the Government Decision N°428 contains the 10 rules of the country's telecommunications policy . • In 1995, the Government decided to introduce GSM technology which will be operated by two competitive companies 
with nation-wide coverage. Two GSM licences were granted: to EuroTel (see 3.2 before), and in March 1996, to 
RadioMobil which is a joint-venture between Ceske Radiokomunikace (Czech Radiocommunications) (51%) and the 

• TMobil consortium ( 49% ). 
SPT Telecom, the public carrier, has launched a network development program. The flrst phase, implementing a 
national digital overlay network, has been completed, and the second phase, which involves the extension of local 
networks and the gradual change from analogue to digital technology at all network levels, is still in progress. The 
second phase covers the period 1995 to 1998. 

7.2 Development of markets and technology 

The market for terminal equipment is fully liberalised as well as the market for value-added services. 

Next: Appendix 1 - List of sources 
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Previous: List of contents 

Executive summary - Estonia 

Estonia has adopted a modem regulatory framework in order to enable the rapid development of its telecommunications 
networks and services. The primary telecommunications law is the Communications Law of the Republic of Estonia. 
Broadcasting regulations are set out in the Law on Broadcasting while competition rules can be found in the Competition and 
Price Laws. 

The regulatory functions have been separated by law from the operational functions. However, a single ministry, the 
Ministry of Transport and Communications is responsible both for the holding company Estonian Telecom, which owns the 
operator (Estonian Telephone Company Ltd.) and for regulatory functions through the Communications Section and the 
Inspectorate of Telecommunications. With the enactment of the new Communications Law by the end of 1997 or in 1998, 
the Inspectorate of Communications will be set up as separated entity from the Ministry. As a consequence the regulatory 
and the operational will be more clearly divided. 

The Estonian Telephone Company is a partly privatised company, owned 51% by the state through Estonian Telecom, a 
100% state-controlled public holding company. In order to undertake rapid network transformation in the absence of 
adequate national funding and know-how, the Government has decided that foreign companies can invest in Estonia without 
any limits on participation. Nevertheless, in practice, the current level of participation of foreign companies in Estonian 
telecommunications operators is less than 50%. 

Except for the domestic long-distance and international segments of voice telephony, which remain within the province of 
the Estonian Telephone Company, local voice telephony and infrastructure markets have been liberalised. Besides the 
Estonian Telephone Company, there is another small operator of telecommunications infrastructure in a remote area of 
Estonia, called Eleks Ltd. 

Competition exists in the mobile and paging sectors and in local voice telephony. CATV networks will soon be allowed to 
provide the latter, though long-distance voice telephony remains under monopoly. The data transmission and value-added 
services markets are also open to competition. 

Like the two other Baltic States, the Estonian telecommunications network suffers from having been an extension of the 
USSR network. By January 1, 1997, the penetration rate of telephone lines was 30 per 100 inhabitants. As the network is 
being upgrading, it is expected that by the end of the year 1997, basic fibre optic cable rings over the entire country will be 
completed, so that by the year 2000, 48% of lines will be connected to digital exchange, and the waiting period for getting 
connected will be reduced to two weeks. 

Estonia is progressing in both the privatisation and liberalisation of the telecommunications sector. 

To get in line with EU legislation, Estonian regulations would need to be revised with particular emphasis laid on the 
complete liberalisation of voice telephony and on creating the conditions for fair competition between the Estonian 
Telephone Company and other operators. 

Next: The regulatory framework 
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1. The reeulatory framework - Estonia 

1.1 Telecommunications 

Primary legislation 

Key secondary legislation 

! Subject 
I 

.; Communications Law of the Republic of · iEnacted 
:II February 

:Estonia :1 I99I 
:L .. 

1·-·-·-·-·-·-········-·-·-·-·-·-··-·----·-·-··-·-·-·-·-·-·-··-·-·-·-·-·-·······---·-·--: Conc.essloii.Agreemeiif6-etween-the-·········-·-············: r···-··········-·-···-···-···········-·-····-·: 

I
, • Concession agreement : Governm~nt of the Republic of Estonia ;!Enacted 1 

; and Estoman Telephone Company :!I6 D I992i 
1 'Limited :1 ec. ' 
! :(ETC Ltd.) :1 , 
l .... - . ···-·- .. ---~ .. -- --------~L.........----·--·--' 
I - Frequency allocation 

1-

i Government Regulation on Regime for :!Enacted 
i Frequency Registration :_II .. 5 Dec. I99i 

............... 

I • Radio transmission 
; Ministry of Transport and ;lEnacted 
; Communications Regulation on ; 123 March 
: Border -Crossing Regime for : i I994 
: Radio transmitters :! 

'''~'~'~''i"·"'i~di~··;·~~i~~~:t··'··'-'-'"·-'··'····j Mh{i~ti)t?f"~~ailsp~ita~~'-'-'··'-'-'··'-'-'··'··'-'--'----·'':''''''~'''''''''''''''ji::~~~-~'·············-·····; 
, Commumcatio~s Reg~latton on Regrme : i3I Ma I995· 
for Use ofRad10 Eqmpment :! Y . 

............. !............ . .. .. .............................................. . ' 

Table 1 - Telecommunications regulations 

1.2 Broadcasting 

~·:.::.::::::::~:~:~:~: .. :.c.c:~:.:.: .. : ... c:.c.c:~cc ... :~: .. cc . .::c::~:~:~:~:::::::::.:: .. : ......... : .. :c:c: .. : · .. :.c ... : .. : .. : .. : ... : ... :: ... ::::::~::::::::::.:: .. : .. : .. : .. : .. : .. : .. :c: .. : .. : .. :.: .. : .. :.c .. : .. : .. : ..... : .. : .. : .. :.c .. : .. : .. :.c .. : .. : ... c:c.c.c ... : .. : .. : .. :c: .. :c: .. :.:j·:E~~~t~d~::::::::"·! 

i Primary legislation : Law on Broadcasting i I9 May 
I : ! I994 ·i 

IE se~o:~~~~~a~on_~j~~~~nj~~~~i~~45 ~~~~~~J 
Table 2 - Broadcasting regulations 

1.3 Competition 

, I ............ ; E~a~ted 
i ~~im=~legislation _ _ _ _ .. : Competitio~ Law . ~ Uf'•_ . 

E :Enacted 
! Key secondary legislation ' Price Law i i~Rec. , 
l..::::::::::::::: .. : .................................................. : ... :c:::~::::::::~::: ... :.: ..................... : .. ~.: ......... :.: .. : .. :: .. ::.: .. ::::::::.::::::::::::::: .. : .. : ........................................................................................................................................................................... .i 

Table 3 - Competition regulations 

Previous: Executive summary 

Next: Players in the telecommunications market 
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2.1 Main regulatory structure 
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~=~~:~ __ ·~~~~ res~~~:i~ili~~s:_ 
• ''""'""""""'"'"'! 

'i 
! 

... :1 MmisifY·-orfiiiiisi>orf.aii<r···········-·········-····-·-·: 
I Communications (the National 

Regulatory Authority (NRA) 
:.:::~:~:::::~:~:c: .. : ... :~: .. : .. :c:~:~:~:::::::::~ •.• : .. : .. ::::.::.::.~ .• : .. : .. : .. ::.:::::::~:::.~:.:: •. ::.:: .. :.~::: .. : .. : .. :' .•.••.•.•....•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.......•.•.•...........................................•.•.......•...•.......................• i 

l telecommunications policy .I 

• Communications 
Department 

• Inspectorate of 
telecommunications 

~~~ • telecommunications · j 
• legislation I 

tariffs I 
~~ • new licences where no .ll 

foreign investment is 

I ···-· _:volved I 
- frequency management I 
• standards I • type approval of radio 

communications equipment 
and from the frrst January , 
1998 with the setting-up ofanl 
independent body: ·1 

• numbering system I 
organisation ! 

: interconnection problems ! 
licence administration ! 

;: ... : ... : .. : ...... : .. :: •.....• :::::c~:c: ... : .. : .. : .. : .. : ............ :.:::":;";;";':"::·"::·:: ....................... : ........ c ....... :: ... :::.: ... :; i·::::::~:~: •. : .. : .. : ..... : ..... : .. : .. :.: .... :.:.: .... :~: .. :.:c:.::::::::::.::.:::: ....... : ........ : ................ : .. : .. : ........... J 
when foreign investments are 'I 

Ministry of Finance 

involved, the Ministry of ! 
Transport and I 
Communications sets the 
terms and conditions of the 
licences and the Ministry of 
Finance grants the licences 

.......... .................. . .................... ·::::.:: .................................................... :::.: .. :c:~:::.~: ........... : .. : ..... : .. : .. : .. : .. : .. : ... c .. : .................. : ... •! 

anti-trust responsibility over I 
! all economic sectors I 

• Administration for ! • w~r~ in cooperation with the :1 
Competition (Department ofi Mmlstry ?f ~ransport and I 
the Ministry of Finance) : Comr~mmca~ons and ! 

especially w1th the ·! 
Inspectorate of I 
Telecommunications :1 

.......... l · · · .......... c.:..:..:.=--. ....:..;...::..-· _ .. · .. cc . ..:~:~:::.c:cJ 

Table 4 - Telecommunications regulatory authorities 

2.3 Telecommunications operators 
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:--~;~~~~ ~~~dl·;·~~ 
:services 
-·~ ~~ "~ ~ -~~ n•~- _., ----

I 

I Estonian -~elephone c::~~~ L~ted (ETC L~~:) 
Levi Cable Ltd. 

Tallinn Cable Television Ltd. 

Cable TV STV 

Starman Ltd. 
l ! 

, __ __: :thers _ _ __ _ --~-- I 
I Mobile and D: Estonian Telephone Company Ltd. I 
1: satellite Altaj ! T 1 Ltd ; 
: networks 1 e era · I 
. I ' i ............... -. ------ ---- ---- -.. - " -. ·-- - - -- -. . i 

~~~:~!:~~? .............. :.Jt~~~~~~~-~~--:~~~~~~~-~~:~:~~:~~~~---S.?.:~~~~-:-~-~-~~-~:~::::~::::~:":::::::: ...... : .... : .. J 
i Estavla Ltd. :j 
l i 

Trunked I -~ 
networks I others · i 

I 
,;==-;...;;.;;..;. ___ ..... _ ...... _ .. _ ... __, .. 1 r=-- . . .................. . .. . .. .... -...... .... ............................ . . -

1 Es-tonian Mobile Telephone Company Ltd. 

GSM 

DCS 1800 

I 
I 
; Radiolinja Eesti Ltd. 
I 
' 
: Ritabell Ltd. 

, Estorihin Mobile Telephone Company Ltd. 

Radiolinja Eesti Ltd. 

: ~ 
Ritabell Ltd. :1 

... .............................................. ..................................................... . . .............................. 1 
,.~ .. : .. , .. ::~ .. =:=-.·::=-.-"c:· •• :.":".-'..:·"-::::::::::~::: .. :.".::.:::::.;;:BiHco'iii .. Esioma-Lid~-.................................................................................................................. ! 

i 
i 

Paging j Estonian Paging Ltd. I 
I Jiushen Ltd. (100% Chinese owned) i 

rsatemte'='-'''-][Noop~~;r:-:::-~~"-"--'-"'~·::''"'-1 
Table 5 - Telecommunications operators 

Next: Privatisation and strategic alliances 
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Previous: Players in the telecommunications market 

3. Priyatisation and strategic alliances - Estonia 

3.1 Current status and plans for privatisation of the main telecommunications operators 

:Telecoms 
:operators 'i : . planned fore~g!l . ; company 

:I status . :!Plans i ~:~~~£~' ~~~:~t /maX., Plans to form a . 
1 

:1 i : , participation : 1 I ;.;; .. ; ..... ;.~'"'"'''''''''··-·-·-'-'"'"''·''·'·-'"' .. ··;i'·"'"'''''''''''·'· ... ; .. ; .. ; ..... ; .. ; .. ; .. ;; .. ''''"'"-"'1 .. ; .. ; .. ; ......... ; .................. "·';;"·''';;\ '''"'''·'; ....... c ........... ; .. ; .. ;~; .. ; ..... ; .. ;.l.; .. ; .. ; ..... ; .. ; .. ; .. ,,,,",,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,_, .. ,, .. , ....... , ... ; t~ie(f"c~~P~~Y~;;j 

iESDATALtd il 10~%. INot. :Jointventur 135/100% redistri~:mtionof j 
! · 11Pnvatised 1 apphcable · '1 shares 1s under 1 

· ..... __________ .......... ,_ .... ; L ....... _................................. . . i ... ) ......................................... -- . ..... ............................. . -~~~~-~~~ .. i~-~- ............................ 1 

· M b'l ij · , ' 'Limited company, I 
Estoman ° 1 e!Partly I Not ; I :redistribution of : 
TCelephoneLtd ~1privatised I applicable i Joint ventur1 4911 OO% : shares is under 

, ompany · 'i 1 1 : discussion 
,---·-·-·-·---~:~ .. : .. : .. : .. : ............... : ............ f'"''"'"'"''"'"'": .. :.~ ............................... ll .: .... ~ .............................................. ! .................... : .. : .............................. 1 :::::: :: " . 'L~t~d:.~~~p~~y:: 

, Estoman Pagmg 1Pa!11Y. Not. Joint venture! 401100% :redistribution of ; 
' Ltd. !PTIVatised i apphcable 1 ; shares is under · 
! ................ .J .. .. ... ......... · ......... , _ ............... ...!. __ . : ~i~~u~~~-'?11: ...... _. .... .. 
• · 1 , ' Limited company, i Estonian _: 11Partly ; Not .: 1' , : redistribution of 
j ~~:~~~e Ltd. }}~;~tised in j applicable I Joint ventur~ 49/100% : shares is under 

lr-:· ·= .. =:..;,..,..,.;..:..;::;.::..;.,;,.,;.· ·..:..:· ·..::; .. ir:! .... = .. :.::;,;;_..;..;.._..;..;.._.:.::; .... = .... ·..::; .. !;..;... _..;__...:........,·= ..... = ...... :::. .. ·, :::.::..:.:.....:............;..· ""'-. _ =·. ""'-' _ ;..;,; .. :;;.:..· ;.,...;..;,'-'--"'==.:..:.:......:....;.; discussion 
I ~~ 1 

' : Limited company, 1 

I 
Telemedia Eesti !100% Not · : :redistribution of I 
Ltd '' · u· d 1· bl : Joint ventur~ 5211 OO% ·. shares 1·s under 

1 
• 1pnva se app 1ca e : : 

1 ____ ....... ....;L_ ... _ .. ~- ... __ ..... J ~--. . ............. __ _ --~ .. J ~i-~~~_s_s_~~n ... ... "=::=1 

Table 6 - Current status and plans for privatisation 

3.2 Strategic alliances 
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:l~~~-----=-==11~------1 
- • I 

15%ETC ·1 
• i 

15% ET (holding) :i 
• ! 

• 35% Institute of Cybernetics .! 
35% Telecom Finland i 

i ESDATA Ltd. 
I 
' 

!Data 

= :r 

; Estonian Paging Ltd. :_' Paging 
EP Ltd. 

'! -I --6:~tont~-T~~o=m::::.:-=---===;l 
40% Telecom Finland :1 

"--------------- -- - " " """' -- - ---- " " ' '" ___ :, 

I 
Estonian Mobile l Mobile telephony 
Telephone Company (NMT 450, GSM, DCS 1800) 
Ltd. - EMT Ltd. 

:Telephone (local, long distance, 
Estonian Telephone :international) 

:Telex 
Company Ltd. - ETC , Telegram 
Ltd. i Altaj 

: Data transmission 

: Telemedia Eesti Ltd. : Telephone directories 
! 

I 
t ,_,_, __ .__, ._,.,.' , ... , ...... , .. , " ._, ..... , ......... , .. ,,,,,_,..._.,.,.,,.,. • , ... , •-•-•-m•_ ... ,,.,.,..,,.,.,.' 

Table 7 - Strategic alliances 

: Joint venture: 

• 
• 51% Estonian Telecom 

49% Baltic Tele AB 
(consortium made of 24.5% 
Telecom Finland & 24.5% 
Telia) 

I 
-! 

I 
:I 
:! 
~ I .I 
'! 
:j 

:I 
................... ;I 

:Joint venture: 

• 51% Estonian Telecom 
• 49% Baltic Tele AB 

(consortium made of 24.5% 
Telecom Finland & 24.5% 
Telia) 

• 48% Estonian Telecom 
• 48% Telemedia East AB • 4% Employees 

Next: Status ofliberalisation of the markets for networks and services 
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Previous: Privatisation and strategic alliances 

4. Status of liberalisation of the markets for networks and services - Estonia 

4.1 Telecommunications networks and alternative infrastructure 

Public 
telecommunications 
network 

:cATV 
' 

; Limited competition regime : 
: with exclusive rights granted: Under the Concession 
; to ETC Ltd. to operate, ' Agreement, ETC Ltd. has a 
:international and : 25-year concession to 
'long-distance :operate the public national 
: telecommunications services: network 
: for 8 years, extendible for an: 
; additional6-year period · 

: The CATV operator must 
i Apart from the exclusive : apply for a licence. Article 
! rights granted to ETC Ltd., : 30 of the draft cable law 
: CATV infrastructure can be : stipulates that in order to 
; used as alternative ' provide other 
: infrastructure for providing : telecommunications services: 
: telecommunications : through the cable television · 
:services. To date, no CATV :network, the operator shall 
; company has applied for a : have the relevant licence in 
: licence. I the order prescribed by the 

'law. 
' ' ,,,,,,,,, __ :: ... : .. : .. : .. : .. : ... : ..... : .. : ........ : .. : ... : .. : .. : .. :.~:~:~,,,,,,,,,,,, ........ : ........... :.: 'AP'~rt'::r~~'rri .. ilie·'·-e~ci~~i~~-':.:.::::.:.:::::, :.:::::::::::::::::::::~:::::::::::::::.: ... : ........... : .. : .. : .. : .............. : ..... : ....................... : ..... : .... . 

:rights granted to ETC Ltd., 
I Alt ti · fr tru tu : such infrastructure can be 
! . erna 

1 
ve m as c re : ~sed as an alternative . . ; Owner of alternative 

1 (mterna .networks of . . : infrastructure for prov1dmg : infrastructure must apply for· 
1 roads, rallways, electnclty telec ·catt· :a 11·cence. 
1 

•1. . d .1 . d ) . ommum ons 
i uti lties an 01 m ustry : services. To date, no owner 
i : of alternative infrastructure 
· :has applied for a licence. 
l . .:::::::::::.:: ......... :_: .. : .. : ...... : ... :.: ..... : .. : .. : ...... : .. :.: .. ::.:::::::::::::::::::.: .... : .. : ..... : ..................... : .. : •• ::::::::::::::::::: .. :::: .. : ............... : .. : .. : ........ : .. :.::::. .. : .. : .. :.:.:.: .. :.:..: ........... : .• : .. : .. : .. : ......... _,,, .. : .•.. :.:::: •. ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::.:::::.:.::.::.::.:: ............. : ..... : .. 

Table 8 - Telecommunications networks and alternative infrastructure 

4.2 Telecommunications services 

4.2.1 Voice telephony 

llr-v..::...:o=_i;:_:;~·e..:..:· ·...:::t~..:...I:..;;.~P-= .. --~= .. o=-~=--~c...;-;:.;...· _·.:....·· ·~jr ~:.::.:i~.:...:..~::....~u=.~::::-cli=~·=~t'-·:~_~n_· ·_-·--:-;-·-·:-;--.... _c • .:...........:;··_ll:r:-~::...:e=rv:...:..i_.c.:...:.e....;.p_.~.:....o"....:;. ·.-'-d_:e_~(-'s'-) .. -'-,,.f!;;...;:...::;...:..··~.:....!u=~s;;_i~.....:;_e ..:..;rc.:...ig_· h_· t_s _d_a-:..;i0
1 

: ~pen to competi.tion i ETC Ltd. 
I m accordance w1th · 

·Local 

1 Domestic 
:long-distance 

· International 
:long-distance 

i the terms and 
! conditions of the 
. Concession 

....... : Agree~~~t 

: Eleks Ltd (Haljala 
region) 

Table 9 - Voice telephony - status of liberalisation 

i Not applicable 
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4.2.2 Data transmission 

Internet and Packet-Switched transmission markets are open. Data communications are operated mainly by two operators 
(ESDATA and ESTPAK Data- which is controlled 100% by ETC Ltd.). Data communications have developed very fast and 
are expected to continue to do so. A TM services are not yet under consideration. 

4.2.3 Mobile communications 

r.......... n ; Exclusive : 
l Mobile i Service !!Status of : rights - dat~ Additional information 
1 communications ! pr~~~-~~~ ... Jil.iberalis~~~~~----~ ~~--~-~pi~r_ _ · 
! ~~"-"'' -- • ""' . ·• •~•n~•-•m" T.,. •-• • 

I 
!NMT450 
! 

IETCLtd. II 
. ljOpen to 
: Telera Ltd. !!competition 
i n 

~ ~- ~~ "' - ii 

: : 

:Not ; Have operated since 1980.1 
:.·, applicable ' Expected to stop service in: 

; 1998 

;_; MEsotobmi·l·ean !! :At the end of 1992, a NMT 
· :1 : 900 network became 
; Telephone !I Open to i Not :operational, mainly for 
; Company !I competition ' applicable : Finnish businessmen, 
; LLtdd.)(EMT :1 i today in decline. 

l ; t . ·i ; ' 
L ....... .::::::::::::::: .. : ..... : .. : .. : ..... : .... ~ ...... :~:.:: ... : .. ::.:.:::::.~ ... ::::::::~::.: ...... : ........... : .. : .. :.:::.:.":~:~.~:~.~::: .. : ........................ : .......... ~ ........ : .. : .. :: ... : .. : .. : .. : .. :~.: .. ::.:::::.~.~:~.~::::~.~:~.:.~:~:~.:.: ....... : .. : .. : ..... : .. : .. : ..... : ................................... : .. : .. : .. : .. : ............ :.:.:::::::. 

···:::::.::::~.~: .. : .. : .. : ...... :~: .. : .. : .. : .. : .. : .. : ...... :~:::::~:~:~:::::~. 'E'Ml".:t::i~:f::~:::::::.:: .. :, 
GSM is developing quite I 
rapidly but frequency I 
plans are made for a 
maximum of 3 operators. 
Ritabell will be 

iGSM 

DCS 1800 

1 Paging 

Radiolinja 
Eesti Ltd. 

Ritabell Ltd. 

i Open to 
! competition 

:Not 
; applicable 

' . operational by mid-1997. 
' . ' . :EMT .. Lt~t_: .. : .. :.:::.: .. ; ::~:~:::.:::: ........ : .......... : .. : .. : .. : .. :.:: .. ::::.:: .. :~~ , .. :~: .. :.: ... : .. : .. : .. : ... : .. : .. : .. : .. :--;:--::·:~ .. : ..... ;;: .. ::::::::::::::::::::::~:~.::.: ........ ::::: ... : ... : .. : .. : ... : .. : .. : .... :: .. : .. : ...... : ..... : .. : .. : .. : ... :~: .. ;I 

Radiolinja Oy Open to 
; competition 

Ritabell Ltd. · 

i Baltcom 
; Estonia 

:Estonian 
~Paging 

: Jiushen Ltd. 

...... 

:Open to 
' competition 

:Not : DCS 1800 is not yet in 
; applicable ; operation 

. . . . . . 

Not : Baltcom Estonia will start ; 
applicable ; dealing with ERMES in · 

: 1997. 

. ...... ! 

Table 10- Status of liberalisation of mobile telecommunications markets 

4.2.4 Satellite communications 

There is currently no operator registered in Estonia, nor are there any specific regulations for the provision of satellite 
telecommunications services. Satellite terminal equipment can be freely provided. Apart from the question of exclusive 
rights granted under the Concession Agreement to ETC Ltd. and of the availability of frequencies, satellite communications 
services can even be provided without a licence if no connection to the public network has to be made. 

4.2.5 Other services 

The market of value-added services is open to competition. No licence is needed to provide value-added services if no 
connection to the public network has to be made. 
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Previous: Status of liberalisation of the markets for networks and services 

5. Additional information on networks and services - Estonia 

5.1 Penetration rate 

frPe_~_et~~~-~~ .... ~~!~. . . . . . . ....................... . . . . . . . . . ................................................................... ..1 
!~TY··c~~ecffons._per .... !·o~·~iio~~eli~I~s_ ............. ~.l!?~~ot~i~aHahle) ........ ~ .... l 
lMain telephone lines per 100 inhabitants ...... 1!28 ·- ; 
. -- ---------~-~ -~~- --~:.:.-:.:.~---~-~~-~~-~--- ~~~~ 

i Percentage.ofhouseholds provided with !j60% 

; !~leph~.n~_.!~~~----·. ... .. . .. ..... .. .. ... . .. JL. ......................... . 

Table 11 - Penetration rate 

5.2 Quality of service - Voice telephony 

5.2.1 Waiting time for telephone subscription 

,---- ....... ---·-·--·-- ... ·---·----=:;::.;.::::.':.':. -·-· --··----~-------·-·-·--·--·-···-·~ 

: Average waiting 1 Maximum waiting ; 
i time ! time ; 

==~ 
Table 12 A -Waiting time for telephone subscription 

5 .2.2 Amount of faults cleared within 24 hours 

Table 12 B - Quality of service of voice telephony 

5.2.3 Quality of service of the Tallinn city networks 

I · ·· [!~llififi .. cltY·-~~~~~-~: .. :·: .. : .. ·:·~·~=-·:.::.::.: .. :.:::.::.=~===~~·~~~~~~·==~=:.·"1 
I~!Z~~~~~:;;~:~:~;2~m- · ············ --·- ·-. 

I :i:!;;;"!~';;"~~~c~::r.ards> J . · ·· · · · · 
I equipment (exchanges, local loop 117.3 · 
network) per 100 subscribers . . 

.::.:::::::::::::::::::::.::::::::::.:~::.:::.:: .. :.:.:.:: .. :::.: ... :.:::::::.:::::.::..:.::: .. : .. ::.::.:::.::::::.:::::.::.:.::.:: .. : .. : . .:: .. : .. : .. : .. : .. :.: .. .: ......... : .............•. ~ ... ::::::.:::.::::::.:::.:::.:::.:::.:::.:::.::::::.:::::.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::.::::::::::::::::.:::. .. : .. : .. : .. : .. : ... : ... :. ......... :-. .. : .. : .. : .. :_:.:: .. :.: .. : .. : .... .: . .::.:. 

Table 12 C - Quality of service of the Tallinn city networks 

5.3 Network investments 

5.3 .1 Investment volume per year 

1995: EEK 525 million (ECU 34 million) 

1996: EEK 682.5 million (ECU 44 million) 

5.3.1.1 Network investment volume per year in urban areas and in rural areas: 

42.9 million US dollars in urban areas and 7.8 million US dollars in rural areas, 

5.3.4 Investment per main telephone line: 
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one-off investment: 115 US dollars 

5.3.3 Network investment plan for the country as a whole and as regard to regional diversity 

1998: EEK 655 million 

In Tallinn: 16.4 million US dollars 

In other cities: 26.5 million US dollars 

In rural areas: 7.8 million US dollars 

Next: Participation in international bodies. groups and projects 
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Previous: Additional information on networks and services 

6. Participation in international bodies. groups and projects - Estonia 

6.1 Membership/participation in international bodies or groups 

;[E_T.S_I .'llllemb~rship .. ~ .. preparatiol1ll~ot_ ~ppli~~l>,l~ ...... 

Table 13 -Participation of the Republic of Estonia in international bodies 

6.2 Estonian participation in international telecommunications projects 

On the governmental level, Estonia is involved in the PHARE Multi-Country Programme for Posts and Telecommunications. 
It is mainly the Estonian telecommunications operators which are involved in international telecommunications projects. 

Next: Future trends in the sector 

Bul1,mria Czech Republic Hungary Latvia Lithuania Poland Romania Slovakia Slovenia 
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7. Future trends in the sector - Estonia 

7.1 Telecommunications policy 

The draft new Communications Law and the other pieces of new regulations set out the Estonian telecommunications policy. 
No separate complete policy document for Estonian telecommunications is published. The policy aims at harmonising the 
Estonian regulatory framework with EU Telecommunications Directives and policy completely by the year 2000. 

7.2 Development of markets and technology 

The following improvements in the situation are expected by the year 2001: 

• 45 main telephone lines per 100 inhabitants 
• 50% of all lines to be digital lines 

By the year 2005, the percentage of lines connected to digital exchanges is expected to rise to 68%. 

Next: Awendix 1 - List of sources 
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Previous: Future trends in the sector 

Appendix 1 - List of sources - Estonia 

1. Draft table on the Major Aspects of the Regulatory Framework in Central and Eastern 

Europe, fmal version 5 

Source: European Commission, DG XIII 

Ref.: DG XIII, IS 2 MS/HPG 

Date: 4 July 1996 

2. Completed questionnaire on the telecommunications sector status 

Source: European Commission, DG XIII, Gebhardt, 

Ref.: HPG/dhar- 9603t051 

Date: 21 March 1996 

3. Study IS4/94: The development of advanced networks in PHARE and Tacis countries 

Source: Sagatel 

Ref.: S.4375/EST 

Date: February 1996 

4. Regulatory Status Survey for the Telecommunications sector in Central and Eastern 

Europe and the former Soviet Union 

Source: EBRD, Telecommunications Team, Terrance Rochefort 

Date: March 1995 

5. Central and East European Countries (CEEC) Information Society Forum- Conclusions and recommendations of Panel A 
(Financing and Infrastructure), final version 

Source: The European Commission and the Hungarian Ministry of Transport, 

Communications and Water Management 

Date: May 1996 

6. Central and East European Countries (CEEC) Information Society Forum- Draft Report of Panel B (Legal and 
Institutional Framework) 

Source: European Commission, DG XIII 

Ref.: hpg/dhar regpanel 

Date: 4 March 1996 

7. Draft outline of the major elements of regulatory reform in developing countries 

Source: European Commission, DG XIII, Gebhardt, version 2 

Ref.: 

Date: 11 July 1996 

8. The Road to Accession, Telecommunications and Posts Sector Paper 
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Source: European Commission 

Ref.: 

Date: 17 July 1996 

9. Interviews with officials of the Ministry of Transport and Communications: Mr. Laks, Head of Department of Foreign 
Relations; Mr. Naestema, Deputy Director; Mr. Astrik, Head of Department of Post and Communications. 

Bulgaria Czech Republic Hungazy Latvia Lithuania Poland Romania Slovakia Slovenia 
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Facultes Universitaires Notre-Dame de Ia Paix 

Centre de Recherches Informatique et Droit 

in association with 

FUNDP Cullen International SA 

PHARE MULTI-COUNTRY PROGRAMME FOR TELECOMMUNICATIONS AND POSTS
TELECO~CATIONSSTATUSSTUDY 

Final Report- March 21, 1997- HUNGARY 
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Previous: List of contents 

Executive summary - Hungary 

The current telecommunications law is Act LXXII on Telecommunications. Two other important telecommunications 
legislative measures are the Act LXII on Frequency Management and the Act on Radio and Television. This last also 
regulates broadcasting matters. In 1993, certain government decrees and ministerial decrees were adopted in order to 
complement Act LXXII on Telecommunications. 

Hungary has adopted a regulatory framework with a liberal regime designed to attract investors and introduce competition 
both in markets for telecommunications networks and in services. Key provisions contained in the 1992 Act LXXII include 
free network access, compulsory service provision and the provision of services on the basis of contractual negotiations 
between parties (concession contracts, networks contracts and subscribers contracts). 

Separation between regulatory and operational functions was part of the reform initiated in Hungary in 1989. The regulatory 
functions are exercised by the Ministry of Transport, Communications and Water Management, whereas the instituted public 
authority is the Communications Authority under ministerial supervision. They are separated from the telecommunications 
operators. 

In 1993, MATAV, the public telecommunications operator, was privatised. Today, 67% ofMATAV's shares are held by a 
foreign consortium. There is no restriction on foreign ownership by law or decrees except for the provision of 'concessionary 
services' but it may be a condition of concessional tendering. According to Act XXXIX of 1995 on the sale of entrepreneurial 
assets in state property, 25%+ 1 vote should remain state property with respect to companies operating such services. Many 
joint ventures have been concluded. 

The infrastructure market is liberalised and there is no restriction by law or decrees on building alternative infrastructure. 
Only authorised service providers may use leased infrastructure, i.e. Matav may lease lines from others to provide a service 
but the owner of the infrastructure may not provide a service if it is not authorised. The only remaining restriction on the use 
of such infrastructure is that concessionary services (public switched telephone services) can only be provided by the 
concessionary companies. In effect, all telecommunications services except public voice telephony can be offered on these 
alternative infrastructures. 

Liberalisation has been introduced for local telephony. The country has 54 so-called primary areas - 18 of which are run by 
13 independent local telephone operators. MATAV still has a dominant position and will hold exclusive rights for 
long-distance and international public telephone services until the end of the year 2001. Value-added services, CATV, data, 
and satellite communications markets are open to competition. The mobile communications market is concessional, i.e. open 
if the minister invites tenders. 

Since 1991, improvements have been made to the Hungarian local and transit networks. On the transit network level, a 
digital backbone network (DBN) has replaced the old analogue transit structures. Although the penetration rate is low (25 
telephone lines per 100 inhabitants), the quality of service is improving. 

As regards the development of the telecommunications network and services, Hungary is well advanced. Full digitisation of 
all telecommunications services and infrastructures is planned for the year 2002. 

To get into line with EU legislation, Hungarian legislation would need to be revised with particular emphasis on liberalising 
domestic long-distance and international voice telephony. 

Next: The regulatozy framework 
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1. The Regulatory Framework - Hungary 

1.1 Telecommunications 

;!Enacted 
'23 Nov. 1992 

............... : .................................... . 

I 

! Subject 

I -- ----
- Ownership 

limitation 
:Act XXXIX of 1995 on the 'IE t d I 
. 1 f tr . 1 ·' nac e , ; sa eo . en epreneuna .1 1995 I 
:assets m State property :! ! 

.. -~ .... - . .. .. ..... . .. ..._.......... ..................... ....... . .... . ......... ! ............. ,,,,_, ..... ....... . ..... , .. ,_, __ ,,, .. ,, .. _, __________ ,, .... _J 

: Government Decree i 

: N142/1993 on the .I 
• Communications : Establishment of an :1 

; integrated communications :!Enacted 
Authority :authority and the ;!1993 

:amendment and repeal of :1 
: certain telecommunications :! 

................ .................. :laws ... ........... . j 
! ............................ -..................... ·-·--·-··· ........................... ; Govemmeni .. D'ecree .......................... ; !' .................................................................................................. : 
I • ; N158/1993 on :1 : 
, Network :telecommunications :IE t d ! · k. . ·i nac e · 

interconnection ; netwo~ ~terconnection, :1 1993 ; authonsatwn of . ! 
; interconnection, and •1 

: network contracts :I 
' • --~ ....... ----· ·-- --~· • ~ i. 

: Ministerial Order :1 

• . . :Statute 23/1993 (MTCWM}I 
Baste technical plans; of the Minister of :1 

; Transport, . . :!Enacted 
on . . : Telecommumcatwns and ;11993 
telecommunications : Water Management on the • i 

i basic technical Plans of the : i 
! Telecommunications :1 
:system -1 

il....--. '" .... ·--- ..... ,_ .. .. 'l 
I Ministerial Decree 
- . 

! Statute 26/1993 (MTCWM): 
• ! of the Minister of · 

Structural plan for the! Transport, : Enacted 
PSTN ~ Telecommunications and ; 1993 

: Water Management on the 

....... 

; structural plan for the 
; Public Service Telephone 
:Network 

...... . ............ .. ............... 

Previous: Executive summa:ry 
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Ministerial Decree :! 

• Concession N25/1993 (IX.9) K.HVM ofl 
procedure and the Ministry of Transport, :I 
administration fees WTelecoMmmunications andh :!Enacted 
for . ater . anagement on t e :1 9 Se t. 1993 
telecommunications : concessiOn procedure and :. !, P 

: the administration fees for · i 
: the telecommunications .I 
1 .~.~~tor ... l. 

Ministerial Decree 

Statute 24/1993 (IX.9) 
e . . . KHVM (MTCWM) of the 

Number allocation m ! Minister of Transport, 
the PSTN i Telecom-munications and 

! Water Management on the 
! number allocation plan in 
i the Public Service 

:Enacted 
: 9 Sept. 1993 

http://www.ispo.cec.be/peco/phare/Hungary/Hun4reg.htm 

' : Telephone Network 

1~~~===-=·--=·=-··=--=·-·=-=-=---=-·-~·-= .. -~·~~---~·-·-~-~----=--~--~ .. ~··=·========~~===-·-=·-=--·~·-= .. =·=·--=·-·-=·-=-·-=·-·-=·--=--=-=·--~·-·-· 
• i Ministerial Decree 

Regulation on tariffs ~ N3011993 (XI.23) KHVM 
1 of public telephone : (MTCWM) on the i Enacted 
! service :regulation of the tariffs of 123 Nov. 1993 

1 _ . _ _ . . .............. .. . . ............. : public telephone services 

Table 1 - Telecommunications regulations 

1.2 Broadcasting 

II Enacted 

'
I Primary legislation : Act on Radio and Television li21 Dec. 

111995 

Table 2 - Broadcasting regulations 

1.3 Competition 

Table 3 - Competition regulations 

Next: Players in the telecommunications market 
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2. Players in the telecommunications market - Hun~:ary 

2.1 Main regulatory structure 

Republic ofHllllgary 

Parliament 

Govenunmt 

Ministry of Transport, 
Telecommunications 

and Water Management 

NRA 
General regula.tory respo:nsiliility 

• co~ession agreement 
• tariffs for public tel.sel'Yices 

• tariffs for leased lines 

Communications Authority 
(HI F) • Prepare new regula.tio:ns "Urlder the 

sa ervision of the M:ircist 

67% private 33% held by 
State :holding company 

Hoogarian 
Telecommunications 

Company 
Matav 

2.2 Telecommunications regulatory authorities 

Previous: The regulatory framework 
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!"~~====~~,~~==~~~-~--~··==············=-···~~~~~~~~==~~~~~~~~~! 

1 Key responsibilities: :! 

Regulatory 
authorities 

! The Ministry has a general · i 
Ministry of Transport, I regulatory responsibility. The :i 
Telecommunications and Water I Minister grants concession :I 

. Management : agreements and determines all :! 
I tariffs for public telephone services :I 
I and leased lines through a :I 

I 
price-capping system. •! 

..... .! ............................................................... __ ··-~~······················ ... ·········································· .................. ! 
C · ti. A th ·ty : Preparation of new regulations :1 

ommumca ons u on ' I un~~r the supervision of the : i 
Hungary Mm1stry -i 
" .. ·- . ·-·-·---·-··· -···--·-·· ....... ··-····-·-· .. - . . . ·-· .. ·-·······-·-·- ....... "_ ... l ...... ·-- -·-·--.... -·- .. ._ .... ····-·--···· ........... ._ ............................................... ·' i 

Table 4 - Telecommunications regulatory authorities 

2.3 Telecommunications operators 

Switched fixed! PSTN 
networks and ! 
services 

Mobile and 
satellite 
networks 

jnc;~)~-o~:·:~-·- :J~lannedf~~_(9..i? ...... ·~-----·.. ... J 
i Easy Call Hungaria :! 

Paging 

Satellite 

; Eurohivo 

Operator Hungaria 

i 

:i 

:J 

:! 
··········· .. .I 

i VSA T services are provided by some 15 companies, : i 
~among which four are leaders in the market: !I 

I

I : Banknet 
Hungaro DigiTel 

! • Sat-net (operating as a department ofMatav) 

i 
1 SFMT Montana 

.... 1 

Table 5 - Telecommunications operators 

Next: Privatisation and strategic alliances 
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Previous: Players in the telecommunications market 

3. Privatisation and strate2ic alliances- Hun2ary 

3.1 Current status and plans for privatisation of the main telecommunications operator 

TeiOCO~S I~tatus . . . ·-rlaus . . . ' :i:~n~ir . ~:[:~~~~~~·lr~::.s :~·················:~ 
operators ! : i planned participation :!company 

~ MATAV . - . - . ~-. -·- ~ ....... :..:::.;-·:r:P:.=r=o~=e=-.;d;=~r=~'-'---=~~~::..=;;:=::..:..:::.=====-·-,:/r=-====·~--;1 

I Rt . 11 ; used: : l :1 

l
i · : Pa.rti~ Y d . : Plan to float a: concession :I : i 

: pnva se m . part of the ; agreement :I 
I :two ste~s: f~s~ MATAV ; with the ! ;I 

I 
: half (33 Yo) m shares on the ; MagyarCom I :I 
: 1993 and . ; Stock 'Consortium for :1 

• , second halfm, E h e :67% of the · '' 

I 1995 : ~~~~:, shares I 67% I 100% ··./,Incorporated·:::: •.. ' 

I 
; a maximum ot Procedure ,

1 
!! 

· 50% of . planned: to !i 
: MA TA V : float 17% of : .... i. ;::·i:i 

:shares ; MATAV 
:shares :1 

:I 
......... ,; L ..... .................. i 

Table 6 - Current status and plans for privatisation 

Comments*: There is no restriction on foreign ownership except for the provision of concessionary services. According to 
Act XXXIX of 1995 on the sale of entrepreneurial assets in State property, 25%+ 1 vote should remain State property in the 
case of these services. 

3.2 Strategic alliances 

: Joint venture: 

Digitel (Esztav) :Telephony • Bezeq, French, Hungarian 
investors 

. ·::::: .......................... :: ............................. :::::::::::::::::: .. ,;: .. ::-:: ... :·: .. : ..... : •• : .. : ... :·: • .:.; .. :· .. ; .. :·c:".;·: .. :::::::::::::::::::::: .. :.: ........... : .. : •• : .. : .. : ... ::": ...... :.: .. ; .. ·· ................................................................................................. , Joliifveiitlire: .................................................................................................... , 

Easy Call Hungary ! Paging 

EMITEL I Telephony 

Eurohivo Kft MagycJ, p . 
P · : agmg : agmg ' 

• Matrix Telecommunications • Telecom Finland 

: Joint venture: 

• 50%MATAV • 50% Bezeq 

Joint venture: 

• Microsystem Telecom 
• Corporation 

Gerard AC Sales and Leasing 
(US) 
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......................................................................................... ~ , .................................................................................................................... ,Jo'liit-veiituie·: .................................................................................................... , 

Hungaro DigiTel 'VSAT 

· Hungarotel Telephony 

Jasz-Tel Telephony 

• Antenna Bulgaria • Muszertechnika 
•TKI 
• Marconi Global Com 

:Joint venture:

• Hungarian 
Telecommunications • Cable Company (US) 

:Joint venture: 

• Dutch, Swiss and Hungarian 
; investors 

··----·· ·-· i ... 

• Kelet-Nograd Com Telephony 

:Joint venture: 

• Hungarian 
Telecommunications • Cable Company (US) 

.. ... .. ... : .. : ... ~:~:::::::::::: .. : ....... : .. : .. : .. : .. : ......... : ................ :~:~:~::::~:~::::~:~:: c~~~:~.~~=-: .... : .... :.: ............................. : .. : .. :.: .. :.::.:.::.::.: ... ::::.~:~::::~::::::::: .. 

MagyarCom 

MATAV(HTC) 

Telecommunications 

Telephony 

Data 

1 

Telex 

:Telegraph 

·-- .•... 

· Operator Hungaria : Paging 

• Deutsche Telekom • Ameritech 

, Joint venture: 

• 27% A V Rt. State-owned • 67% MagyarCom consortium 

, (Deutsche Telekom 

j +Ameritech) 

• 1.97%EBRD • 0.99% IFC • 3.04% MATAV employees & 
others 

; Joint venture: 

• 51% Antenna Hungaria • 49% TDF Radio-Services 
(France) 
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---------------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------·-: Jollif"veiitiire·:··-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1 

• 44% Scandinavian consortium : 

PannonGSM : Mobile telephony 

(Telecom Denmark, Finland & 
Swedish Telia AB) 

• 26% Consortium of MOL Rt 
Hungarian Oil Company, 

• Wallis Int. & Videoton) 
16% PTT Netherlands • 14% Te1enor 

I 
I 
'i 
:I 
i 

·::::.: .. : .. : ....... ~:~::::::::~:~:~::::::.:::~:~: ... : .. : .. :." .. : ... :~:-~:..: .. ~· ..:~:::::~~::.::"-":.:." ... : .... :: .. : .. ::.: ............ ::.: .... :.::.::::::~:~:::::::~:~:~::.: .. : .. : .. :.: : .. :~: .. :.: .. : .. : .. : .. : .. : .. : .. : .. :." .. : .. ::.:."----:: .. : .. : .. : .. : .............. :.:: ...... :.::.:~:":~::::~::::::::::::::::~:~.:::~::.::::.:: .. : ... ;I 
. : ; Joint venture: .i 

· Papatel i Telephony 

·Raba-Com :Telephony 

• Hungarian 
Telecommunications • Cable Company (US) 

:Joint venture: 

• Hungarian 
Telecommunications • Cable Company (US) 

............... 

... ·······-···· ............. ·····--· ...... '"" ..... · ................ . 

, WesTel 900 GSM ~ Mobile telephony - GSM 

:Joint venture·:-

• 43.6%MATAV • 41.9% US West • 9.5% WesTel Radiotelefon • 5% International Finance 

:::::::::::: .. ::.:." ... : .. : .. :.:::::.":": .. :.: ... : .. ::::.~::::~::~:~:~~:::~: .. ::.; ;:: .. : .. :·:·.: .. : .. : .. ::::::::::::::::::~:~:::::.: .. : .. : ...... :: .. : .. : .................. : .. : .. :~:~::~:~:~:~::::~. ; ..................................... - -.... . . . . . . . . . . . .. ..................................... .. Jomi'veiitllie:··---------.. ·----------------------------------------------------------------------

W T 1 R d" t 1 :6 I Mobile teleph~my -
es e a 10 e e on: analogue serv1ces 

Table 7 - Strategic alliances 

• 
• 51%MATAV 

49% US West 

Another potential strategic alliance may be formed by local telephone companies uniting in order to have more power against 
Matav. They are also working with alternate infrastructure providers and private networks to form a consortium which would 
be a second long-distance operator after 2002. 

Next: Status ofliberalisation of the markets for networks and services 
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Previous: Privatisation and strategic alliances 

4. Status of liberalisation of the markets for networks and services - Hungary 

4.1 Telecommunications networks and alternative infrastructure 

[~=~!~=~·~·~!:_ .. ~.! ... ~~~~-~-~.!~.~=~!.~.~~ !.~!~~-~-~-= .. "'"'"'"' ... :.::=======::===·==m .. C .. :.:= .. =-=-=-= .. =-= .... "'···mm.J.~.~-~-~~---~~-~-~!~.~=~~.~!.~ ............... m .... : .. "'"'~ 
: : Divided in 54 primary : . 

; areas, the long-distance and I 
: international telephone I 
: network is operated by I 
:MATAV. I 

I 
1 

: Mobile, paging, operators i 
; Public telecommunications : and others concessionary I Concession agreement 
: network · service providers have to i made with Minister on 
' : lease lines from MA TA V to! behalf of the Government 

· interconnect their base i 
: stations and the primary 
: areas. Some paging : 
: networks use satellite and I 
: other radio means to .:

1

1 

: distribute messages. . 

I .l 1····-·-·-···········-·-·-·-········-·--· .................................................................... ·ea:D"-~·-iJrmciiJie-he-·iisecno·····l··-·-·-·-·-····-·············-............................................................................... . 
provtde 

1

. 

i. CATV telecom-munications L ll .tt d 
services except for public ega Y permt e 

: switched telephone I 
. : services. I 
: : .. : .. : ....... ~: ..... : .. : ...... : .. : •. : .. ~.: .. : .. :c.: .. ::::::::::::::::::::::: ... : ......... : .. : ...... : .... : ............. : .... :: .. :::::::.:::::::::::.::.: .......... : ..... : .. : .. : .. : .. : .. : .. : .. : .. : .. : .. : ..... : ..... :: .... : ... c .. : ......... j .. : ............................. : .. : ............. : ..... :.::::::::::: .. ::::::::::.::::::::::::::.:::::.: ... : .. : ... : .... , 
; : At present, cannot be used 1 ; 

: i as an alternative to the I : 
! PSTN. Except for public 

i Alternative infrastructure : switched telephone 
(internal networks of roads,: services, it can be used for Legally permitted 
railways, electricity utilities: any other 
and the oil industry) ; telecom-munications 

· services but must be used 
: internally for a closed user 
; group. 

Table 8 - Telecommunications networks and alternative infrastructure 

4.2 Telecommunications services 

4.2.1 Voice telephony 
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r·~~~~e· tel~~~o~; ! ~~~~~i~~tion :Service provider(s) ~::~~~:~;:~ts: r---- --- H -------- -, E~Clusive nghis~ - ' -- -- --- -- --H - - - -

II ; granted to 

• MATAVfor 

Local 

operate 29 
are~s on a . MATAV Rt. 
national basis,~+ 13 local telephone . January 1, 2002 
as reverted 
areas & 5 local ; operators 
areas; 

• 13 local TOsto· 
operate local 
areas. 

Table 9 - Voice telephony - status of liberalisation 

4.2.2 Data transmission 

The data transmission market is open to competition and developing rapidly. The universities have their own academic 
network, and the Hungarian Railways have the Hungarian Railway System. Banks have Banknet which is also used for 
tourist bureaux and Internet access. Twenty private Hungarian banks have formed a joint venture to run their own network 
called Giropak. MATAV is operating four data transmission networks (DATEX-P, DATEX-L, PLEX-Com and Sat-Star). 

4.2.3 Mobile communications 

~-i\1~6ne:::~::~~~:~::::~:~:::::~.:··:s~~,~~~~-'-'·:::~:~:::::::::: ....... ;. ;~;-~~~ -~r ... ::::~:~::::~:~::::~:~::::::::::~:::::.c:~·· ~~~f~i;e'~·'··-'-'-~---: Add~~-~~;;'i':::::::::::::::~::.:.: .... :: 
! co~mum- ;, providers ; liberalisation : ng . s. a e 0 ' information 
! cat10ns : expiry 

I ~~;;ph~~~ ~~!~~C~ {~fut~-li-c....:.ab= .. ~=-~·=-·=---=---= ...... = ... · .. ~:~ N=••----::..::-~t= .... a:...::. ~.::..: .. ~=h.::..:. c.....:ab....:.l_e.:..::· ""'ii~N.:..:.--__ o....:.t .. _in_o_p-_e=ra=_ ti:.;_. o=n=_. ::::.
1 

~~~~:~:~----. idi~~~1~~~: -~ ~~~flf~:~!h :Date not r~ed 1~:~ [g;~age. 
: : 1 service to the public. : t1.~. : 
; ";c: .. : .. : .. : .. : .. :.::.~ ... : .. : .. : .. :.;.~:; .. : .. ::~:::::; ·:~::::::::::::::;.c: .. : .. :.;: .. :; .. : ... : .. : .. : .. :::::::::: ::::::::::::.: .. : .. : ........ : .. : .. : .. : .. ::;.:::.:::::::.:.; .. c;::: .. ::.: .. : .. : .. :; .. : .... ; .... ;: ... c.; .... :.~: ... ~.::::.:~:~:::::::::::;:::::. ·:::: .. ::::::::.::.::::.:: .. : .. ::.: .. :.::c.c: .. : .. : .. : .. : .. : .... ; ... ::.::, 

i ! WesTel 900 ! ' : . 
I i GSM : Licences issued in 
j GSM :2 operators i Not applicable ; 1993 for a 

: Pannon GSM ; 15-year period. 
I , I ·-----·· ·-·--------- --· ....... -... -' ............................. -.............. --- . ·--.......................... .... ... -- .. --- ·-- ....... -- ...... . .................................................................... -

!lo:s 1800 _ : :~!~J:t ___ JNot applicable ---~-- _ i Not applicable • J~r~:e ~~gguced · 
! 

:Paging 

; Easy Call 
: Hungaria 

; Eurohivo 

! Operator 
; Hungaria 

: Hungarian TOs 
: ERMES standard.: 

:Open to competition :Not applicable ; ERMES standard .. 

:UHF(FM 
; transmitters) 

Table 10 - Status of liberalisation of mobile telecommunications markets 

4.2.4 Satellite communications 
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Satellite communications are open to competition. VSAT services are provided by more than 15 companies. 

4.2.5 Other services 

Other services are open to competition. 

Next: Additional information on networks and services 
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Previous: Status of liberalisation of the markets for networks and services 

5. Additional information on networks and services - Hungary 

5.1 Penetration rate 

I 
. . . . . . 
!Penetration rate -
fcxrv··co~ectioiis.iier-Tq~~~~-us-elioi~s ···········~ ~~~---·-·----~---~~-............... -.. ~ ...... ~~~-----~--~ 
IIM"_ill telephone lines_!leE..!_~J:>.itants-_j25 - -
l Percentage_ofhouseholds provided with·-· ;INot available 
l telephone lmes n 
--~--" _,., ----------··"··~-·--·---- ... ·-- !;.¥·---·----·------~· .. 

Table 11 - Penetration rate 

5.2 Quality of service - Voice telephony 

5.2.1 Waiting time for telephone subscription 

Average waiting 
time 

' Maximum waiting ! 

:time 
------- .... - --· -·-- --·--···-··-·-------- .. 

- 90% of the 
requests within ' 
6months 

• 8% of the 
1 Waiting time for ·th· 

I 

telephone requests WI m ; Not known 
12 months ' 

subscription • 2% of the 

I requests after ' 
I 

1 
12 months . ; 

U: .. : .. :~:.~.~ .. :.::: .. :~:~::~:::::::::::::::::::~::~:~:~: .. :.~.~:-~~ ... : .. :.:L. .. :~: .. : ... ~:.::~::::::::::::::~:~ ... : .. ::.: .. :.~: .. : .. : .. : .............. :~: .. : .. :~ ... : .. : ..... :~:~: .. :~.~--:~:::~::::~:~::::::::::~:::::::~:::::::~:~:~:::::::~:.!. 

Table 12 A- Waiting time for telephone subscription 

5.2.2 Numbers of faults cleared within 24 hours 

i.:.:.!IO=···-"=······=·-~-=~~=-··-~=--~=-~·e.:::..··· ·:..:...· .:..:..:::::;::..:..:..:....:..;.::..:.=:::::.:::..:.· ·:..:...· _ .:..:..· .:..:..· _ :.....;· -. .. . J?..~.:-~.?..~ ................................. __ . __ 
Table 12 B - Quality of service of voice telephony 

5.3 Network investments 

5.3 .1 Investment volume per year 

1994: US$ 500 millions 

5.3 .2 Investment per main telephone line 

One-off investment US$ 1500 

5.3.3 Investment plans 

Slight increase until1998 (16- 18% a year) 

Flattening curve after 1998 

Next:Participation in international bodies. groups and projects 

Bulgaria Czech Republic Estonia Latvia Lithuania Poland Romania Slovakia Slovenia 
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Previous: Additional information on networks and services 

6. Participation in international bodies, groups and projects - Hungary 

6.1 Membership/participation in international bodies or groups 

Table 13 - Hungarian participation in international bodies 

6.2 Hungarian participation in international telecommunications projects 

CEEFOS (Central and Eastern Europe Fibre Optic System) 

Next:Future trends in the sector 
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Previous: Participation in international bodies. groups and projects 

7. Future trends in the sector- Hungary 

7.1 Telecommunications policy 

The current Hungarian telecommunications policy applied until the end of 1996. A new 1 0-year communications policy is 
expected to be approved by Parliament in the near future. Hungary wishes to join the European Community and therefore 
intends to harmonise its laws. 

The current policy contains, among other measures: 

• fullliberalisation of all telecommunications services and infrastructure by 2002; 
• the introduction ofPCN/DCS before 2000. 

7.2 Development of markets and technology 

• full digitisation of the network ( 100%) by 2002 at the latest • installation of 3000 km of optic fibre has already been carried out • GSM countrywide coverage has already been achieved • countrywide operation of ISDN after 1997 • A TM capabilities are on trial • intelligent network is in use for business users 

=,..,..,..,..,..,.,..,.,..,..,..,..,..,..,..,..,-, .... = ...... =······= ...... = .... = .... ·..,.,-. ~ ... ..,-,. _..,..,_ .-:-::: .. = ..... = ...... = ... , "'"'"''""-.,..,._,..,.., . .,..,._ . .,..,._ .,.,..,..,.=-=~=--.,..,. .. .,..,._ . .,..,._ . .,..,._. """"'· ... = .... = .... = ...... = ... = ...... = ...... = ...... ,= ...... = ...... = ...... = .... -~...... . . 
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Appendix 1- List of sources- Hungary 

1. Draft table on the Major Aspects of the Regulatory Framework in Central and Eastern 

Europe, fmal version 5 

Source: European Commission, DGXIII 

Ref.: DG XIII, IS 2 MS/HPG 

Date: 4 July 1996 

2. Completed questionnaire on the telecommunications sector status 

Source: European Commission, DGXIII, Gebhardt, 

Ref.: HPG/dhar- 9603t051 

Date: 21 March 1996 

3. Study IS4/94 on the development of advanced networks in Phare and Tacis countries 

Source: Sagatel 

Ref.: S.4375/Hun 

Date: February 1996 

4. Regulatory Status Survey for the Telecommunications sector in Central and Eastern Europe and the former Soviet Union 

Source: EBRD, Telecommunications Team, Terrance Rochefort 

Date: March 1995 

5. Central and Eastern European Countries (CEEC) Information Society Forum- Panel A Conclusions and recommendations 
of Panel A, (Financing and Infrastructure) Final version 

Source: The European Commission and the Hungarian Ministry of Transport, Communications and Water Management 

Date: May 1996 

6. Central and Eastern European Countries (CEEC) Information Society Forum- Draft Report of Panel B (Legal and 
Institutional Framework) 

Source: European Commission, DG XIII 

Ref.: hpg/dhar regpanel 

Date: 4 March 1996 

7. Draft outline of the major elements of regulatory reform in developing countries 

Source: European Commission, DGXIII, Gebhardt, version 2 

Ref.: 

Date: 11 July 1996 

8. The Road to Accession, Telecommunications and Posts Sector Paper 

Source: European Commission 

Ref.: 
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Date: 17 July 1996 

9. Hungarian Post and Telecommunications Regulation and Policy 

Source: 

Date: 15 November 1994 

10. Act XLV of 1992 on the Post 

Source: 

Undated 

11. Act LXII of 1993 on frequency management 

Unofficial translation of the Hungarian-language document 1993. evi LXII. Tor 

veny A Frekvenciagazdalkodasrol 

Source: Magyar Kozlony N°87 

Date: 2 July 1993 

12. Summary of the Hungarian telecommunications sector 

Source: 

Date: 15 November 1994 

13. Interviews with officials of the Ministry of Transport, Telecommunications and Water Management: Dr. Csaba Csapodi, 
Director General of the Development Department and Mr. Peter Eszto, Deputy Director. 
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FUNDP 

Facultes Universitaires Notre-Dame de Ia Paix 

Centre de Recherches Informatique et Droit 

in association with 

Cullen International SA 

PHARE MULTI-COUNTRY PROGRAMME FOR TELECOMMUNICATIONS AND POSTS

TELECOMMUNICATIONS STATUS STUDY 

Final Version - March 21. 1997 -LATVIA 
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Previous: List of contents 

Executive summary - Latvia 

Latvia has chosen to adopt a gradual restructuring of its telecommunications sector rather than aim for a radical 
transformation. The current Latvian telecommunications law is the 1993 Law on Telecommunications and the main 
broadcasting regulation is the Law on Radio and Television. 

The Ministry of Transport is responsible for telecommunications. It contains two departments - the Department of 
Communications and the Department of Informatics, and the Ministry is mainly responsible for granting operating licences. 
The Telecommunications Tariff Council and the Telecommunications State Inspectorate fall under its authority. The national 
regulatory authority is meant to be set up independently from all telecommunications organisations. 

To compensate for lack of funds and know-how, Latvia has adopted a liberal regime on foreign participation in Latvian 
telecommunications companies. The only existing limitation on the establishment of a joint venture with foreign investors is 
that the company must be legally registered in Latvia. 

Lattelekom, the public telecommunications corporation, was created in 1991 and partly privatised in 1994. When this 
happened, the foreign consortium, TILTS, had to sign an umbrella agreement with the Latvian Cabinet of Ministers by which 
it committed itself to certain obligations (full digitisation of the network within 8 years, universal service obligations and 
respect for a stipulated tariff system). 

The infrastructure market has not been liberalised. The 1993 Law on Telecommunications granted Lattelekom exclusive 
rights to operate the PSTN. It is not permitted to use CATV networks and alternative infrastructure to provide basic 
telecommunications services in the Latvian territory. 

Liberalisation of the services market is not complete. Lattelekom has exclusive rights to provide basic telecommunications 
services. There is, however, competition in the liberalised market for mobile communications with NMT 450, GSM and 
paging operators being licensed. The market for private data transmission via satellite is also liberalised. 

Under the USSR, the Latvian telecommunications network was part of the Russian telecommunications infrastructure. 
Consequently Latvia has suffered from a lack of international connections, an old infrastructure and a scarcity of billing 
systems at local level. Though in the process ofbeing modernised, the Latvian network is still rudimentary. It has a weak 
rural coverage, a low level of digitisation, and both calls from the analogue local network and international calls must be 
operator-assisted, except in the Riga area. However, the level of service quality is improving. For instance, 74.46% of faults 
are now cleared within 24 hours. 

To get into line with EU legislation, Latvian legislation needs to be revised with particular emphasis on liberalising basic 
telecommunications services and infrastructure markets. 

Next: The regulatozy framework 
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1. The regulatory framework - Latvia 

1.1 Telecommunications 

~--- ·--------- ------------------- -- ----- ·---------- i ---------- ------- ------ ---- i E~~~t~d----- --,-! 

i~rimarylegisla~~~ ~~;~~~;~~~;;~;COW~i("""" !?~:Il~-----1 
I Resolution on the Procedures by which ; Enacted :I 
!the Republic of Latvia Law on : 4 May 93 : i 
!Telecommunications takes effect ' ; ! 
' . ----------- ........... ------------------ -----·; Ena~-t~d -------------~~ 

~Radio and Telev~~on_~~w ___ ! ~ _se_llt. 95 1 

I Law on Conformity Assessment : Enacted :I 
1=------=----=--:-:,......,-:-----,L ........... - ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ -~---'::~.¥-~ ~6 .. :! 
Key secondary legislation I 

Subject 

Opening 
telecommunications 
market segments to 
competition 

I; 
!i n 
!l 

!I 
!iLaw on Entrepreneurial Activity 
j! 
ll 
H 
l! 

! Enacted 
i 26 Sept. 90 

~~~~~------~--~~L-~"'""" ...,._----~- ~ ...... -~--~-~-~~~-~-w~ ~---" 

Conformity assessment HR 1 . C fi . A i Enacted 
II egu atwns on on orrmty ssessment 14 April 96 

....................................... Jl...... .. . . .. ................................................................................ ----.-- 1---.-..... . ...... . 

~=~~;~;_;~~-~;;~;~~o~ _of -~~~~d9? _ 
!Certification Procedure for i Enacted 
t~~lecommunications Equipment ..... ! -~~---~?..Y.: . ..?..?. .. 

~--------------------~==== 

Table 1 - Telecommunications regulations 

1.2 Broadcasting 

!E~~~~~~:~~~~-~~"~--~~~~-~~d-;;;~~i:~:-~:;"---"-------------rrfe~~d~~-:--: 

! ~ey se~~~~~~~ legisla~on =]~tio~~~-Radio and TV C-.;~~w~~---] 

Table 2 - Broadcasting regulations 

1.3 Competition 

! 
! 
! 
I 
! 

! 

'["'"'"'"'":::: .. ::.: ... :c::.: .. : .. ::-:."'"-'··''"'-'·":c:":": .. :: .. : .. : .. :."'·'"'--··"'c"''"'"'"'"'"::::::::.: .... :.": .. : .. : .. : .. c ....... : .. : .. : .. : .. :.::."--'·"-'··:-: .. : .. : .. :c::.: .. : .. : .. :.: .. :."·"··'·"·''·"··'·"·"··'·-·".:::.: .. :."····''"'·'"·"··'cc.: .. : .. : .. : .. :.::l::.: .. :.::.::.:: .. : .. : ...... ":":":":"::.:.::::·; 
: p o 1 o 1 to ;jLaw on Competition and Restriction of I Enacted :1 

! rimary egis a Ion '!Monopolies i 3 Dec. 91 :i 

E~=~~~~~:::]~~~~~!~J 
Table 3 - Competition regulations 

Previous: Executive summary 

Next: Players in the telecommunications market 
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2. Players in the telecommunications market - Latvia 

2.1 Main regulatory structure 

Republic of Latvia 

Committee of -
National Radio and -
TV Council Board 

Cabinet of :Ministers 
Monopoly Supervision 

Competition authority 

NRA 

Umbrella agreement 
Grants radio and TV licences 
Monito:rs licence content 

:Ministry of Transport 

Department of 
Corrununications 

I Numbering, type-approval, 

Department of 
Informatics 

draft regulations Grants licences 
1~----,--------,-------.J 

Radio 
and TV 
Center 

Technical 
bro8dcasting 

Telecommunications 
T ariffCouncil 

T a:riff control of selVices 
provided by La.ttelekom 
Monitoring the quality of 
selVices 

Lattelekom 
Public Latvian 

Operator 

51% State owned 

Telecommunications 
State Inspectorate 

Frequency control 
and :management 

2.2 Telecommunications regulatory authorities 

Previous: The regulatozy framework 
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~~-~---1 

• responsible for the umbrella I 
Cabinet of Ministers 

agreement i 
I 

!.--·-·-·-·------·-·-·------·-·------·-·-----····i'·-·-·-··········-----:.:..:.:.:._ ................................................... :.: .. : .. : .. : ............. : ................................................................................... : ........ : .................. : .. : ... -~ 
arbitrates in disputes between I 
Lattelekom and other 
operators on issues such as 1 

Ministry of Transport • interconnection i 
holds ownership function of 1 

NRA • the State within Lattelekom I 
grants licences 1 

• regulates the I 
telecommunications industry I 

: I 
I~ ... :·: .. :· ... :: .. :--: .. ; .. :~:.:· .. :--:.:.;.::~:~:::::::::::::::::::; ::::::::;~ .. ..: .. : . .::;:.;:.: .. :..:..:.;~:::::::~:::::::::::: .. : .. : .. : .. : .. : ........... : .. :;:.::.: .. : .. :.: .. ~.:.: .. :.:.:.: :...;.;:;.:::;.~ .. :.~::::::~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::.::::::::~:~::::::.:::.:~:::: .. : .. : .. :; .. :.; .. : .. : .. : .. : .. : .. : .. :: 

' numbering ! 

Regulatory 
authorities 

: Department of Communications • type-approval • drafting of 
~(within the Ministry of Transport) : telecommunications 

regulations 
: . ' 

. ...... ; ~ii~:ic:~-::s-~~~;~~:[''-=~~:J!~i~~r!"i~:~f~~-'-: 
'--------- -· ' .... . - _ ......................... _. ..; 

- - controls tariffs on services i 
Telecommunications Tariff • provided by Lattelekom ' 
Council quality of services 

National Radio and TV Council 
Board 

-· 

Table 4 - Telecommunications regulatory authorities 

2.3 Telecommunications operators 

- issues radio and TV licences • monitors the content of radio 
and TV programmes in 
compliance with the licences 
granted 
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i.. .. • · ................... · · ·; i,-srn· 1 Lattei~k~~ · · · ................. ···· 1 

~~~~ 1 I 
! :::~~~:S and . Cable TV 132 CATV providers are registered I 
1 l\i"Ot;ii~-a~d---·- .......... --- ---···---" ...... -·---{ -·---·-· .. · · ............... _ ---· --·---· .. --· ""··---·-·-·-·--·-·- .. ·--··-····-·-· .. ····· ... "-- -· .. ······-·--·! 

i 
I 
i 

NMT450 · . : ! State Information Network Agency i 
' ! l ! 

!~!:2:?:.?.:::.:: ...... : .. : .. ::::::::)t~.~~-~~~,-~~~:~:~:~::E~,~,~i?:~~~~-::~~~~~,~~,:: .. : .. : .. : .. : .. : .. : .. : .. :.::." .. '··-'-'-'-'-:::,,,,,j 
! Latvian Mobile Telephone Company :! 
l ! 

l ·l 
GSM I Baltcom (licence granted in March 1996) I 

1~9~~1 
Paging I Baltcom Plus+ Alina (they share the licence) :1 

! ·~ 

!HALLO :1 

~~~~:-~~:==::Jl~§:~~~f~t~~::::::::::.c.: ...... : .. : .... : .. : .. : .. : .. :~.~···':··~···'-'···:~~:~~·='~'~-=~ .. ::~~-~···:··:·:'·~--~·~·:·:~::'J 
Table 5 - Telecommunications operators 

Next: Privatisation and strate~ic alliances 

·~-~-·"""·· .. = ...... = ...... = ...... = ...... = ...... ,..,. ~..,.,..,..,..,..,..,..,.~==,.,..,..,..~,..,_,.,~.,..,.-~~==· ·"""'· ,,..,..., """· ·"""· ,.,..,-. _.,..,..,_ .... - ........................ . 
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Previous: Players in the telecommunications market 

3. Privatisation and strate~:ic alliances - Latvia 

3.1 Current status and plans for privatisation of the main telecommunications operators 

., ., ....... ·· .. _ --- ................................. · ··:·c-ilrr~~ti- ........ i.i............... ---~ 

Telecoms ;!status :jPlans l !~:~~~~:r i max. level !!Plans to form a i 

operators il :! : planned : of foreign !!company I 

:F~~ft~~e~Sellingsmkes·=~ 
i lpnva se !TILTS · !!public joint-stock i 
I l !consortium !!company in 1997 I 

~:: 
Table 6 - Current status and plans for privatisation 

3.2 Strategic alliances 

f~~-~P~:~t:~:~~:~~-J ~~~~~~~~~~::::::~.: .. : .. : .... :.::.: ........ : .. : ...... ~~---: .... ::::.:::.:·"~-~:J[~~~~-~sh!~:~s.-~~!~~:::::.~.:::~:---:·: .. : .. : .. : ............................. ~-:-....... :~:--:·:·~-::::.:::::::::.~~---~-~:~:~~::.] 
i !I -~

1 
Joint venture: 1 

1 !IT~lephony (local~ long • i 
;!distance, mtemational) i 51% State-owned I 
: jPublic d~ta . I • 49% Tilts consortium I 

Lattelekom i!commumcations · ! 
;!Leased lines 0 63% Cable & Wireless I 
:!Telex ! O 27% Telecom Finland j 

:jTelegraph i O 10% IFC 1 

---------------- .... .... .. -- __ l L ... ---- --- ......................... ________ -- - .. ----- .. J - ---------------·------- -. -..... --.... _____________ .. ____ ........................ --- ... -.. . . . ·------.. ·-----------1 
il Joint venture: i 

.I i 
'I • ! 
1 24.5% Telia ' 

Latvian Mobile i!NMT 450 • 24.5% Telecom Finland :I 
Telephone ;!NMT 900 • 23% Latvian State Radio Centre ·· 

LMT IGSM : ;~~~!!e\!;,:ian Manufacturer) I 
:j I 

........ l.... '""" ! 

.I :Joint venture: . --~-' 
:1 • 

B~tcomGSM LM • ~i~!'~~:~~::::::m:estem I 

LJL~---~=~J 
Table 7 - Strategic alliances 

As long as the resulting company is legally registered, current legislation states that there are no specific limitations on 
setting up a joint venture with foreign investors. 

Next: Status of liberalisation of the markets for networks and services 
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Previous: Privatisation and strategic alliances 

4. Status of liberalisation of the markets for networks and services - Latvia 

4.1 Telecommunications networks and alternative infrastructure 

I c·atOgory of . . --~Status . . . . . . . . . . ---- ... -~Legal requirements 

l ~~~~~~t~l~~-t':l~e ... _ .. The La~ia~-i~;;b-lic ·· · · ·· · · · _; · ························· · ·· · · · · "· · · --· · · · · ··· · · ----_ 

! Public : telecommunications network is: Exclusive rights contained: 
1 telecommunications : operated by the main public : in the Law on · 

I 
network : operator, Lattelekom, under : Telecommunications. 

: exclusive rights until 2013. 

II Open to competition but 

I 
CATV networks cannot be 

CATV used to provide basic Not legally permitted 

1

1 telecommunications services 
until2013. 

· .. : .. : .. : ......................... _, ..... ...: ..... : . .:: ..... : ...................................... : ..... :.: .......................................................................................................... : .... : .... ; ..... : ...... :'""" ... ·-· ... 

I 
. . Open to competition but 

~ltemattve mfrastructure alternative infrastructure . 
! (mtemal_networks of. . ! cannot be used to provide basic: Not legally permitted 
: ro~~~' rallwa~s,. electncl!Yj telecommunications services : 

1 .. :~~-~~~~:::~:::~: .. ~~~:;~~~:~~~-: .... : ... ~~~~~-::~:~.:~-~ .. : ............................... :.~:::::::::::::~:::::::~:::::::c ............... : .. : ........ : ....................... : ..... ~.~-~::::~::::::::::::::::: .... : .. : ..................... c: .. : .. : .. : .... .. 

Table 8- Telecommunications networks and alternative infrastructure 

4.2 Telecommunications services 

4.2.1 Voice telephony 

Table 9 - Voice telephony - status of liberalisation 

An umbrella agreement was signed in 1994 between the Tilts consortium and the Latvian Government. This agreement 
contains three main obligations: 

1. full digitisation of the network within a period of 8 years; 

2. compliance with universal service obligations; 

3. application of a stipulated tariff system for the first three years and then of a price cap system until 
2002. 

4.2.2 Data transmission 

The data transmission market is partially liberalised. Exclusive rights have been granted to Lattelekom up to 2013 to provide 
public data communications and image transmission services to the public. Private data communications services can be 
offered competitively. 

4.2.3 Mobile communications 

Mobile communications services are open to competition in Latvia. 
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i · f 1 Exclusive :i -
,Mobile iS . 'd :Status o I . ht d t :!Additional ; 
i communication~ ervice provi ers liberalisation r~g s .- a e :!information : 
! __________ ~----- ______ i __ ------~------ -- _ __ ---------------- j ~---~xpiry :L. --- _ -------- ___ 

i Altaj I 160-300 !lone operator :[No competitor ! Not applicableiNot available i 
! ~--------------j ---------- -- ------------- '-- -- -: - ------ - - ~ - -- ---------------J -------------- ------ --~ !_______ ------------ _________ j 'EJ: · b"l ' iANMT900: ~ NMT 450 ; TLatvl tan Mo ~ e . -~"~- . . ! N 1" bl :!is operated by 
! : e ecommumca-tlo~,.___,pen to competitiOn : ot app tea eithe same i 
: :Company : :!company ; 

F=- I ~~~=~~~a~:= ~en ~co~~tion ifNot ap~ll:~:IJJ~~~~o~ is---. 
! 1 BaltCom_(March : 1 :1operatwnal 
i i 1996 untt12001) : ! -~ 
'. ...................... .... . . . . . ....... ; . . .. ................... . . . . . . . . . . . ............... '"'". . ,. .. . . ......... J -.- ··-·· .. . . . . . ' ' ' '".' .............................. "'"" '"' 
1 ------------------------·---------------------------1 ------------------------------------------------------------------------- -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~ ---------------------------------------------------, fN'o---ciii:Y:eiii ___________ , 
! I -~ 

1
1 DCS 1800 I No service provider. Not applicable I Not applicablelplan .~r th" _ 

1 : 1pro~I mg IS; 

1 i :!service 
~ • " -.~." '"" ~- ~-~•; _, .. , .. ,.,. ....... , .. ,,,., .. , .. , .. " " ", .. ,.,., .. ,.,., .. ,_._ .. , ._,. .. , ...... .' • '" • .. , .. , .. , .. , .. , .. , .. _. .. , .. , .. , .. , .. , .. -m .... •• ""'""'"'""''"'"'' • ·--·-·-•-•• .. , .. , .. , .. , • 

I :Alina I 

I 
! State Information 1

1 :; 

k 
·Open to competition; .!41. 

~ N etwor Agency -1. · d -: tcences 
I Paging tcenc: Jequrre I Not applicablejgranted, 4 
1 ! TELIA LATVIA excep or . ' :!operators. 
, . Governmental bodtes! :1 

I
, . I -~ 

!HALLO i :1 

I. ----------------------------------- _________________________________________________ !_ -1:..:..:·-. ..:..:..:..:....:::::.:.::::==::::.; 

Table 10 - Status of liberalisation of mobile telecommunications markets 

4.2.4 Satellite communications 

Satellite communications are liberalised in Latvia but only for private data transmission. Lattelekom has no plan at the 
moment to offer VSA T services alone. Lattelekom provides third party access to the satellite. Teleport Baltija offers VSAT 
satellite communications. In practice, there is some illegal by-passing but this is very difficult for the Department of 
Communications to control. Some companies are using VSA T to provide basic telecommunications services. 

4.2.5 Other services 

The value-added services market is open to competition, but in pursuance of Latvian Law on Telecommunications any 
company wishing to provide value-added services has to use the Lattelekom facilities. The state-owned operator, Lattelekom, 
is the main supplier of value-added services in Latvia (LAN to LAN, videoconference, Internet access, etc.). In March 1997, 
it has launched a fast Internet service called Apollo to compete with about thirty Internet services providers already present 
in this market. 

CATV services can be offered without a licence but registration is needed. Before the registration is given, the National 
Radio and TV Council Board examine the content of the CATV services to see if it is compatible with the Latvian 
broadcasting regulations. Currently, several local operators are offering services via analogue networks. E-mail services are 
provided by Lattelekom and by SOV AM (Soviet America)Teleport. 

Next: Additional information on networks and services 
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Previous: Status of liberalisation of the markets for networks and services 

5. Additional information on networks and services - Latvia 

5.1 Penetration rate 

:r~.e~et:r.~tio~. ~~!.~_:::::.::.:::....... . . .. . . . . . . . . . ......... ....... .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . 
1·-·-·-·-·-·······-··-·-·-·-·····-----·-···-···-···········-········-···········-·······-·-·-····-········-·-····-·······································l!N'oTavaliibte···bu:t··tlie····-: 

! ilnumber of CATV · 
I CATV connections per 100 households !!connections per 100 
I [jinh~bi~nts is around 
' :!17m Riga 
! ~~::i~l~ph~~~--:~~~:s: .. P~~~:n>o:~iiili~t·it~~is·····-:··1i2:rJ?t:~:~: .. :~:~::~::::::::::::::~:::::::::::.::::~~:~::::::::::~ 
I -- ......... _ .. __ .. _________ ... _ .. ____ ..................... -........ ..1•----·-·-·--· .. -· _ ............................. . 
1 Percentage .of households provided with !1 72.5% · 
1 telephone lm~~---- d __ 

Table 11 - Penetration rate 

5.2 Quality of service - Voice telephony 

5.2.1 Waiting time for telephone subscription 

1 · ··· ·· ·· · · · ·· · [~;~~e~artrng""~~~:rmu~waitmg--· 

l~------------,r~~==~~--~:rar~o~un~d71~04~,~00~0~~-l 

I 
Waiting time for . , people were on the 
telephone ! around 5 years · waiting list in the 
I subscription _____ j ~~~~~g ~f-~2_? _______ _ 

Table 12 A- Waiting time for telephone subscription 

5.2.2 Numbers of faults cleared within 24 hours 

~---- .. .. !Numbe~s ~f fa~lts ~le~red within 24h. ·1 

!On average 174.46% (83.8% within 48h.) 
1.. ............................................................. : ...................................... ,_ ........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ . 

Table 12 B - Quality of service of voice telephony 

5.3 Network investments 

5.3 .1. Investment volume per year 

1995: US$ 108 million 

1996: US$ 52 million 

5.3.2. Investment per main telephone line 

One-off investment: US$ 631.35 I MTL 

5.3.3. Investment plans 

From 1996 to 1998: US$ 219.60 million 

Next: Participation in international bodies. groups and projects 
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Previous: Additional information on networks and services 

6. Participation in international bodies, groups and projects - Latvia 

6.1 Membership/participation in international bodies or groups 

Table 13 - Latvian participation in international bodies 

6.2. Participation of Latvia in international telecommunications projects 

Next: Future trends in the sector 
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7. Future trends in the sector - Latvia 

7.1 Telecommunications policy 

Currently Latvian policy is concerned with: 

• harmonising legislation and standardisation with EU concepts • developing telecommunications and broadcasting • implementing the National Programme for European Integration • extending the availability of information services to all residents of Latvia, regardless of their geographical location • reducing the monopoly period for voice telephony and public data transmission • introducing advanced services and modernisation of the PSTN • preparing a strategic 10-year national plan for the information society in Latvia. 

7.2 Development of markets and technology 

Development efforts are currently concentrated on: 

• introducing advanced services 
o coverage of main cities and routes for GSM services 
o ERMES is under consideration, and also whether it should be provided by the current paging operators or by 

separate new operators. 
0 ISDN countrywide capabilities planned (first trials made in Riga in 1996) . 

• modernising the PSTN 
o average installation of 1,200 km of fibre optic every three years. 
o full digitisation of the network by the end of the year 2002 

• period 1994-1996: digitisation of the transit network 
• period 1997-2002: digitisation of the local network 

o penetration rate of around 35 main lines per 100 inhabitants by the end of the year 2001. 

Next: Appendix 1 - List of sources 
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Next: Future trends in the sector 

Appendix 1 - List of sources - Latvia 

1. Draft table on the Major Aspects of the Regulatory Framework in Central and Eastern 

Europe, fmal version 5 

Source: European Commission, DG XIII 

Ref.: DG XIII, IS 2 MS/HPG 

Date: 4 July 1996 

2. Completed questionnaire on the telecommunications sector status 

Source: European Commission, DG XIII, Gebhardt, 

Ref.: HPG/dhar- 9603t051 

Date: 21 March 1996 

3. Study IS4/94 on the development of advanced networks in PHARE and TACIS countries 

Source: Sagatel 

Ref.: S.4375/LAT 

Date: February 1996 

4. Regulatory Status Survey for the Telecommunications sector in Central and Eastern Europe and the former Soviet Union 

Source: EBRD, Telecommunications Team, Terrance Rochefort 

Date: March 1995 

5. Central and Eastern European Countries (CEEC) Information Society Forum- Panel A Conclusions and recommendations 
of Panel A, (Financing and Infrastructure) final version 

Source: The European Commission and the Hungarian Ministry of Transport, Communications and Water Management 

Date: May 1996 

6. Central and Eastern European Countries (CEEC) Information Society Forum- Draft Report of Panel B (Legal and 
Institutional Framework) 

Source: European Commission, DG XIII 

Ref.: hpgldhar regpanel 

Date: 4 March 1996 

7. Draft outline of the major elements of regulatory reform in developing countries 

Source: European Commission, DG XIII, Gebhardt, version 2 

Ref.: 

Date: 11 July 1996 

8. The Road to Accession, Telecommunications and Posts Sector Paper 

Source: European Commission 

Ref.: 
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Date: 17 July 1996 

9. Supreme Council Resolution on the Procedures by which the Republic of Latvia Law on 

Telecommunications takes effect. Authenticated translation. 

Source: 

Date: 4 May 1993 

10. Interviews with officials of the Ministry of Transport and Communications: Mrs. Rudaka, Director of the 
Communications Department; Mr. Siksna, Senior Advisor; Dr. Virtmanis, Director of the Department of Informatics; Mr. 
Jakobsons, Deputy Director of the Communications Department and Mr. Kalnietis, adviser. 

Bulgaria Czech Republic Estonia Hungary Lithuania Poland Romania Slovakia Slovenia 
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FUNDP 

Facultes Universitaires Notre-Dame de Ia Paix 

Centre de Recherches Informatique et Droit 

in association with 

Cullen International SA 
II 

PHARE MULTI-COUNTRY PROGRAMME FOR TELECOMMUNICATIONS AND POSTS

TELECO~CATIONSSTATUSSTUDY 

Final Report- March 21, 1997 -LITHUANIA 
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Executive summary - Lithuania 

The largest of the Baltic States, Lithuania has adopted a radical restructuring of its telecommunications sector. The very 
liberal telecommunications regime should continue to attract foreign investors and technology which should in tum lead to 
rapid improvements in upgrading the infrastructures and in the quality of services. 

In 1991, general legislation for the telecommunications sector was passed and the new Ministry of Communications and 
Informatics was created. Further telecommunications legislation was passed in December 1995, providing for the 
liberalisation of telecommunications services and requiring all companies wishing to operate telecommunications on the 
Lithuanian territory to be granted a licence. While postal and telecommunications matters are both treated in the Law on 
Communications, provisions on radio-communications and broadcasting matters are treated separately mainly in the Law on 
Radio Communications. The primary competition regulation is the Law on Competition. 

Lithuanian Telecom (SE Lietuvos Telekomas) is a government enterprise owned 100% by the Ministry of Communications 
and Informatics on behalf of the State. Although not yet made into a company, it is planned to privatise SE Lietuvos 
Telekomas. In view of this privatisation process in 1998, the Ministry of Communications and Informatics is preparing a new 
telecommunications law. There has been no restriction on foreign investment in Lithuania since December 1995. 

The markets for infrastructure have been liberalised. Currently, SE Lietuvos Telekomas operates the public network. 
Provided that there are legally registered and that they apply for a licence, CATV networks and alternative infrastructure can 
provide telecommunications services. 

The markets for services have been liberalised. To operate in the Lithuanian territory, all telecommunications operators must 
hold a licence granted by the Ministry of Communications and Informatics. In mobile telecommunications services, licences 
have been granted for NMT 450, GSM and Paging Services. There are 32 privately-owned CATV companies. Data and 
satellite communications markets are also open to competition. 

By the end of 1997, the transit network will be composed of fibre optic cable enabling Lithuania to have fast connections 
with all its neighbours. The penetration rate of telephone lines is 25.4 per 100 inhabitants and on average new applicants 
have to wait 2 years to obtain a telephone line connection. 

To get into line with EU legislation, Lithuanian legislation needs to be revised in order to ensure that regulatory authorities 
are clearly independent from any operating entities. 

Next: The regulatory framework 
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1. The Regulatory Framework - Lithuania 

1.1 Telecommunications 

[ • Licensing i 'GOVernment Resolution N° 1400 -
I regulations on licensing of 
i telecommunications activities 

--~ ·-··-·-·~- . - - - -"" -~----·-·--·---·---·--· --

:Enacted 
; 1995 

:Enacted 
: 31 Oct. 
; 1995 . . 

------~ ·--·---·- ·-·-·-·--·-·-

i[ 
• Enterprises 

• 
it_ 

I 
:Enacted 

; Law on Enterprises :27 April : 

}==-==========-=·~~:.::.;1~~: ;:ret~ In~~~·~~ -- - - - -~~~t~d --Foreign investment 

Table 1 - Telecommunications regulations 

1.2 Broadcasting 

Table 2 - Broadcasting regulations 

1.3 Competition 

Table 3 - Competition regulations 

Previous: Executive summazy 

Next: Players in the telecommunications market 
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2.1 Main regulatory structure 

Ownership 
functions 

Republlc of Lithuania 
Cabinet of :Ministers 

lVIinistry of 
Communications and Informatics 

I 
Vice-lVIinister 

for Communications I I 
Vice-lVIinister 
for Informatics 

Departments Departments 

I I I I 

http://www.ispo.cec.be/peco/phare/Lithuania/Lit5play.htm 

Previous: The regulatory framework 

I 

Communi
cations 

technology 
strategy 

Enterprise 
coordination 
andsertice 

quality 

Communi
cations 

:regula.tions 
and licensing 

Control of 
computer 
networks 

Informatics 
systems State :register 

Lithuaman Lithuaman 
Posts Telecom 

U nifu:ation 
and 

standards 

I 
Radio TV 

Centre 

I 

State State Radio 
Inspectorate Frequency 

Se:rvice 

2.2 Telecommunications regulatory authorities 

State Sertice for 
protection of 

consumer 
rights and price 

competition 
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.............................................................................................................................................................................................................................. ; Key···r·espolisibllities:·-·-·-·-·-·-..................................................... 1 

Regulatory 
authorities Ministry of Communications and 

Informatics 

State Service for the Protection of 
Consumer Rights and Price 
Competition 

State Radio Frequency Service 

' ! 
• NRA: general responsibility for 

postal and telecommunications 1 

areas 

- sets telecommunications tariffs 
once the telecommunications 
organisations have made their 
proposals 

- monitors the i 
telecommunications sector and i 
the implementation of : 
telecommunications regulations ; 

• is in charge of the licensing i 

procedure (drafting, monitoring,; 
• follow-up) i 

has type approval responsibility 1 • in the near future, it will ' 
authorise the certification, body : 
to operate certification, and 
test-houses to deliver 
certifications, and also be 
responsible for frequency 
allocation 

[
·:::~:: ....................................... _ ..... ~:~:~:~ ................................... ·····-·-·······-····-·-·····················-- ~Tiiis-·a1v1s1oii ... orllie···mm:1stiY·-rn.ay ................... . 
State Inspectorate of become a division of the , 
Telecommunications Communications Agency soon to be ' 

:created 
~~ ............... -----~~~-~~~~- ~--- ---~----~ --~~-------- - ~--------- -------- ~-

Table 4 - Telecommunications regulatory authorities 

Next: Privatisation and strate~ic alliances 
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Previous: Players in the telecommunications market 

3. Privatisation and strategic alliances - Lithuania 

3.1 Status and plans for privatisation of the main telecommunications operators 

Telecoms !I status . ·~PI~:. . . : ~~:i~~:~ ~~~~!1 or!IPJans to form a 
operators :I : , planned ~o:r~~~~pationllcompany ············-·· ......... ·······''---·-········ ... . ................ ____ .................... ......... .I ................................... . ................... . -·-·-···-··············-·-·-·-··-·-·-·······-······r······-·-········-·--··-·-·-·······-·-·-····-··. ········-····-······-·--···································· ............................................................. 1 •••••••••••••••••••..••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• , ................................................................ . 

:, : : 
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!!Government : : 1 !!within 1-4 : 
,'1 . . I !I 

i,enterpnse : Privatisation 1 j!years. Is 
i SE Lietuvos :1 : under : Still under 1 O% 11 OO% !I expected t? be 
; Telekomas il100% :consideration consideration I ilmer~ed w1th 
; :!State-owned nRadio . 

:j :
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· :!Telecommunica 
i :' dtions Centre 1=-- ------ J. ... ·--- --- w - --· ·- • • ·--·· ... il. 
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!?f Ltthuaman __________ ,,1 __ .1 ___ _ ____________ __ _ __ j~tere_st~ _ __ ___ ____ _______ _____ _______ _ _ .......... -........... ___ _ 

'~-~~ . _ :~~_J;sed Not applicable jJoint_venture : 51% /I 00% j~corporated 
I ; I Partly I ii 

! 
Mobile :lprivatised, still! i! 

. Telecom- dwith a majoritY Not applicable Joint venture ,~ 49% /100% ilrncorporated 
I munications '!of Lithuanian • ' II 

~~~et~.. ... 'I[E~j~;iiNot a::;:c~~~~ :Joint venture····~lr9%./to:: ~~-:..::.n=co,;_;_rp,;_;_,;_;_or:..;;_a;;.;_te:..;..d,;_;_·-:..::.· --.::;--·, 

I il?fLithuanian · II 
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il~~~. J;~.It; • .,~ , Not applicable · Joint venture .177% flO()~ .![Incorporated 

Table 6 - Status of and plans for privatisation 

3.2 Strategic alliances 
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Table 7 - Strategic alliances 

Since December 1995 there has been no legal restriction on foreign investment in Lithuania nor on the establishment of 
telecommunications enterprises with foreign capital. The Law on Foreign Investment protects foreign investors from 
discrimination. There are no tax obstacles to the repatriation of profits. 

Next: Status of liberalisation of the markets for networks and services 
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Previous: Privatisation and strategic alliances 

4. Status of liberalisation of the markets for networks and services - Lithuania 

4.1 Telecommunications networks and alternative infrastructure 

l

j_;category of 
infrastructure 
..................................................... 

! Public 
telecommunications 
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CATV 

; Lithuanian 
i telecommunications 
: infrastructure is liberalised, 
: but today there is still only 
: one company operating the 
:PSTN: 

ilLegal requirements 
I! 
" li 
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............... _..:..:.;_~ 

li 
n 
i!A licence is needed. 
I! 

II 

l 
i 
I 
I 
I 
I 

___ j : SE Lietuvos Telekomas. 
~~ .. - --~ "' .. 

_____ ll ______________ _ 

: CATV can be used as an !!A licence is needed to : 
: alte~ative infrastruc~e. to llprov_ide t.elec?mmll!licationsj 
:provide telecommumcations I! services m Lithuama and I 
: services bu~ to date no ownerl!can be granted to C?mpa~es 
: of such an mfrastructure has Hthat are legally registered m . 
· applied for a licence. !!Lithuania. ! 
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Table 8 - Telecommunications networks and alternative infrastructure 

4.2 Telecommunications services 

4.2.1 Voice telephony 

i---

i Voice Telephony 

I International i Liberalised from Omnitel , Not applicable II 
!long-distance ~ 1995 Lintel I! 

I ............... ,................. .., ... i.... ., ................... ···--·-- .................................... ,........... , .......... ..JI 

Table 9 - Voice telephony - Status of liberalisation 

4.2.2 Data transmission 

The data transmission market is open to competition. Services are provided by several companies, among which SE Lietuvos 
Telekomas, Omnitel, the Academic and Research computer network, Infostruktra and Relearn. The academic network called 
Litnet is part of the Internet network. 

4.2.3 Mobile communications 

The mobile communications market is open to competition. 
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Table 10 - Status of liberalisation of mobile telecommunications markets 

4.2.4 Satellite Communications 

The satellite communications market is open to competition. VSA T traffic can be connected to the PSTN but in practice 
there is currently no VSAT operator wishing to be connected under the conditions set up by SE Telekomas Lietuvos. 

4.2.5 Other services 

The market for other services is open to competition. The E-mail market is deregulated, and currently there are more than six 
e-mail service providers. 

Next: Additional information on neworks and services 
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Previous: Additional information on networks and services 

6. Participation in international bodies, groups and projects- Lithuania 

6.1 Membership/participation in international bodies or groups 

~'i~i.t~~~~~~·::::·:.:...... ..... .. ............ .:IS..t.a.~~.~.. . . ...................... . IIDat~·o(ID.~~.~~rsitip · ·· .... _ f!!!r .. ~~·-·-·-............................. ~~~~~~: ......................... ~:: ~~e!:~·:·: ............. ~·~·:·: .... :~: ............................................. l[~~Y~~£er .. I99'!""(rene~~2~:~: 
~ __ ....... ;~~~ber ..... ·:· .... : .. ______ _ ....... Jl§>t~mb~~ 1992 

[g¥~ .. 12....... .. ....... - ...... -......... .J~~!.~~~~~~!............. ... .. ~~~~! ... ~E.P~~~--~?1~ .............................. .._ .......... . 
I.:'Y.!<:?.. .... .... . .................... . .. ..... Jl~~¥.o.ti..~~.on. ~?.! ... ~.~~~.ssi~t.t ...... .l[n?..! ... ~EP..l.i.~~b.1e... . . ...................... . 

~E~~I . . . . . . .......... . . . 'l;~~';.'~~~tder . . linot~)J)Jiicable .. 
Table 13 -Participation of Lithuania in international bodies 

6.2 Participation of Lithuania in international telecommunications projects 

• MoU on Trans-Europe Lines signed: Though the Memorandum of Understanding on GSM is not yet signed, all 

• 
• 

• 
• 

provisions and recommendations of this MoU are respected in practice. Indeed the GSM licences issued stipulate that 
they are following the measures and standards recommended by the MoU on GSM . 

Joint project with Sweden to lay a submarine fibre optic cable. Started in 1996, this project is expected to be fmalised 
in 1997 . 
BliP - Baltic Information Infrastructure Pilot: This project aims at creating information highways between Vilnius, 
Riga and Tallinn. The frrst steps of this project were funded with the help of the European Union . 

PHARE Multi-Country Programme for Telecommunications and Posts . 
Vienna agreement on frequency allocation 

Next: Future trends in the sector 
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Previous: Participation in international bodies. groups and porjects 

7. Future trends in the sector- Lithuania 

7.1 Telecommunications policy 

SE Lietuvos Telekomas will remain a state enterprise until the year 2000. 

The Ministry of Communications and Informatics is considering special legislation for the sector. Every year until 2000 the 
policy on information and communications technology is revised. 

7.2 Development of markets and technology 

The Lithuanian network will be upgraded progressively until the year 2005 by 

• replacing (gradually) the analogue switching technology with digital system • installing (gradually) long-distance fibre optic cables (Warsaw- Kaunas- Riga- Tallinn, and in 1997 Lithuania-
• Belarus) 

migrating (gradually) the transit star architecture towards a mesh structure • use of SDH transit technology 

The GSM network should cover the whole Lithuanian territory. While DECT is not planned so far, one licence for ERMES 
services is under consideration and ATM functions are planned for after 2000. ISDN functions are to be started in 1997. 

Next: Awendix 1 - List of sources 
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Appendix 1 - List of sources - Lithuania 

1. Draft table on the Major Aspects of the Regulatory Framework in Central and Eastern 

Europe, fmal version 5 

Source: European Commission, DG XIII 

Ref.: DG XIII, IS 2 MS/HPG 

Date: 4 July 1996 

2. Completed questionnaire on the telecommunications sector status 

Source: European Commission, DG XIII, Gebhardt, 

Ref.: HPG/dhar- 9603t051 

Date: 21 March 1996 

3. Study IS4/94 on the development of advanced networks in PHARE and TACIS countries 

Source: Sagatel 

Ref.: S.4375/LTH 

Date: February 1996 

4. Regulatory Status Survey for the Telecommunications sector in Central and Eastern 

Europe and the former Soviet Union 

Source: EBRD, Telecommunications Team, Terrance Rochefort 

Date: March 1995 

5. CEEC Information Society Forum - Panel A, Conclusions 

and recommendations of Panel A (Financing and Infrastructure), Final version 

Source: The European Commission and the Hungarian Ministry of Transport, 

Communications and Water Management 

Date: May 1996 

6. CEEC Information Society Forum- Draft Report of Panel B (Legal and Institutional Framework) 

Source: European Commission, DG XIII 

Ref.: hpg/dhar regpanel 

Date: 4 March 1996 

7. Draft outline of the major elements of regulatory reform in developing countries 

Source: European Commission, DG XIII, Gebhardt, version 2 

Ref.: 

Date: 11 July 1996 

8. The Road to Accession, Telecommunications and Posts sector paper 
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Source: European Commission 

Ref.: 

Date: 17 July 1996 

9. Interviews with officials of the Ministry of Communications and Informatics: Mr. Vamas, Vice-minister for 
Communications; Mr. Burkauskas, PHARE Multi-Country PCU for Telecommunications and Posts; Mr. Usas, Senior 
advisor; Mr. Mykolaitis, head of the Licence Division, Mr. Stanislovaitis, head of the Standards and Unification Department 
and Mr. Bitinas, head of the Strategy of Technologies Department. 
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FUNDP 

Facultes Universitaires Notre-Dame de Ia Paix 

Centre de Recherches Informatique et Droit 

in association with 

Cullen International SA 
II 

PHARE MULTI-COUNTRY PROGRAMME FOR TELECOMMUNICATIONS AND POSTS

TELECO~CATIONSSTATUSSTUDY 

Final Report- March 21. 1997- POLAND 
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Executive summary - Poland 

The 1990 Polish Communications Act was recently amended and consolidated in the Act of 1995. The regulatory framework 
also contains two other important laws. The first, the Law on Economic Activity with Participation of Foreign Parties, 
regulates foreign investment. The second, the State Enterprise Privatisation Act, concerns the privatisation of State 
enterprises. The spirit of these two laws is to accelerate generally development by permitting privatisation and investment by 
foreign companies in Poland. However, the Communications Act serves to protect Polish interests by limiting the foreign 
ownership of Polish telecommunications operators. The Acts on National Council for TV and Radio Broadcasting and on 
Anti-Monopolistic practice regulate, respectively, broadcasting and competition matters. 

Regulatory responsibilities have been delegated to the following two separate entities reporting to the political authority 
which is the Ministry of Posts and Telecommunications: 

• the State Radiocommunications Agency - responsible for frequency allocation and other matters related directly to 
Polish radiocommunications . • the State Postal and Telecommunications Inspectorate - monitors operators' activities, supervises their adherence to 
licensing conditions and collects annual non-radiocommunications licence fees. 

Regulatory functions have been administratively separated from the operational functions which have been delegated to the 
main public telecommunications operator, TPSA. To ascertain whether or not the three entities above are fully independent 
from the telecommunications operator, further information and assessment is needed 

Incorporated in 1992, the public operator, Telekomunikacja Polska SA (TPSA), is stilllOO% state-owned, but a decision on 
its privatisation is to be taken in 1997. Depending on the type of services provided, foreign participation is restricted by 
Polish legislation and monitored by the Ministry of Posts and Telecommunications and the Ministry of the Treasury. 

Liberalisation of the markets for services and infrastructures has been partially undertaken but progress is slow. CATV 
companies are allowed to compete with telecommunications operators for the provision of telecommunications services but 
are obliged to obtain an operating licence to do so. Alternative infrastructure can be used to provide local voice telephony, 
data communications, paging or any other telecommunications services but only for communication and subject to a licence. 
Any company which has been granted a licence is authorised to set up and operate telephony services at a local level. 

For domestic long-distance telecommunications, Polish legislation stipulates that the operator must be at least 51% 
Polish-owned and also that a majority of the board of directors must be Polish citizens resident in Poland. International 
carriers in Poland must be 100% Polish-owned, and public telephony and telegraphy have to remain with TPSA. An 
interconnection regime has been developed by a Ministry decision establishing the terms for negotiations (3 months), and an 
arbitration procedure exists which is supervised by the Ministry. 

At the service level, the provision of local voice telephony is open to competition with limitation; i.e. TPSA and only one 
other operator. However, problems with interconnection has limited the effectiveness of such competition. The mobile sector 
is competitive with one NMT 450 licence and two GSM licences granted in 1996. The CATV and data communications 
markets are open and value-added services companies have a foreign participation limitation of 40%. 

The mobile communications market is open to competition but GSM operators must be 51 % Polish-owned with a board of 
which the majority are Polish citizens residing in Poland. They must also pay a substantial fee to obtain a licence from the 
Ministry. 

The Polish network, owned and operated by TPSA, has a four-level hierarchical structure comprising 2 transit levels and two 
local levels. Some switches are still manual, and some villages are still off-line. Digitisation of the network is in progress and 
a nation-wide digital SDH backbone network is being implemented by TPSA, including a few digital metropolitan area 
networks (MANs). 

The penetration rate- 15 telephone lines per 100 inhabitants- is low in contrast to the general development of the country, 
and the demand for telephone lines is far from being satisfied (in 1994, 2.3 million people were waiting for a telephone 
connection). There is a low penetration rate for telephony services in rural areas. 

Official determination to limit foreign ownership forms an important part of the Polish telecommunications policy. Less 
restrictive limitations could attract more investors and speed up the liberalisation process which is slow and gradual in 
Poland. 

To get into line with EU legislation, Polish legislation should be revised with particular emphasis on further liberalising the 
markets for alternative infrastructure, voice telephony and satellite communications. 
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1. The regulatory framework - Poland 

1.1 Telecommunications 
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Table 1 - Telecommunications regulations 

1.2 Broadcasting 
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Table 2 - Broadcasting regulations 

1.3 Competition 
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Table 3 - Competition regulations 
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2. Players in the telecommunications market - Poland 

2.1 Main regulatory structure 
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Ministry 

f 
Treaury 

Ownership 

function 

T.P. SA 

Main Public TO 

lOO'Yo State owned 

s 
~inistry ofiJst and 

l}Ieconunur4cations 

~ j 

I 

2.2 Telecommunications regulatory authorities 

Anti
monopolistic 

Court 

Anti-

monopo

listic 

Off'JCe 

http://www .ispo.cec. be/peco/phare/Poland/Pol5play .htm 

Previous: The regulatory framework 
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Regulatory 
authorities 

Ministry of Posts and 
Telecommunications 

Agencies of the Ministry of Posts 
, and Telecommunications: 

• National Postal and 
Telecommunications 
Inspectorate 

• National 
Radiocommunications 
Agency 

• Anti-Monopolistic Court 

• Anti-Monopolistic Office 

• Institute of 
Telecommunications 

' ' 

Key responsibilities: 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

regulatory authority 
ownership function 

l 
! 

monitors operators' activities ·i 

supervises the quality of ;I 
service 1 

supervises the adherence to I 
licensing conditions 1 

collects annual fees ! 
I 

frequency allocation ! 
frequency management i 

licensing for radio-based ,l;: 

telecoms, satellite and 
i 

• ~~~:~~~:gof I 
radiocommunications licences! 

• collection of annual licence :1 
fees :! 

:I 

·I 

I 

• regulations 

• arbitration 

• technical support 

:l 
1 ........................................... . ........ ) .. . ........... j 

Table 4 - Telecommunications regulatory authorities 

2.3 Telecommunications operators 
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rr=~==~~~r~==~~==~:r.~~-=~F=~~~~~~~~~~~~~, i Telekomunikacja Polska SA (TPSA) I 
~ ! 

Switched fixed: PSTN 
networks and i 

i 68 local operators (but only approximately 15 I 
I operate) ! 

I More than 130 companies licensed i 
.t . .......... . ............... ! 

[r:~=::abc:..:._le.:.::.. __ TV.:..:..; ____ ..;;::;; ____ =_ =-___ ...;..;. __ .:..;.;_.1~0---operat~r~- m .................... w .. ·----·- • _______ .. __ ............. _ .! 

services 

Mobile and 160 MHz i 1 

satellite I 1 

Radiotelephone !IITPSA I 

networks : NMT 450 I Centertel I 
- -----·-- --- .. -- ... . -- ........ --.......... -- .. J .. .. .. . -- --·- .. -. -·----·-·-·-·----·-·-·-·-·-·-·--·-·-·--·- ... . .... --·- --·--·-·-·-·-·-·-·· ·------------! 

Trunked 
networks 

GSM 

~~UniNet I 
: Metro-Bip i \ ! 

._,, __ j ~ , • .. ~•w -~~---~, • • , '"~ I 
l GSM licences under preparation for 2 consortia ! 

: Polska Telefonia Cyfrowa (PTC) I 
Polkomtel I 

~~~~~-~~ 
I Regionally, 50 operators, among which are :1 
I i 
I Metro-Bip, Telepage, Easy Call, Belpagette and ;I 
1 Alphapage. :I 

i ·i 

Paging 

E
.··· · ···· :..:..· · :..::.· ··==.:..:..:..:..:.::.,f~ti~lliiiVSAT ne~orh <ru.:ii;;n~~~~;;;~es) ---- · · 1 

~~=!: _ Ji~sA (intenla~:'-~'~~o:~ and telegra~hy)- _ J 
Table 5 - Telecommunications operators 

Next: Privatisation and strateiic alliances 
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Previous: Players in the telecommunications market 

3. Privatisation and strategic alliances - Poland 

3.1 Current status and privatisation plans of the main telecommunications operator 

:i :1 Procedure Current/ max. 
Telecoms :I status !Plans I used and/or level of foreign Plans to form I 
ope~~~-~--·- ........ !L ... ___ .1. ___ ·-. . __ .J !_)~-~~-~~~----- .. _. ___ .. ~~rt!~~l_)~ti~n a company ..... J 

I :1 ;! Either by 1 

:1 :1 selling stakes I I 
:j i!Preparatory for up to 49% I , 
~~ ;!studies due to of the capital, I J 
·~ dbe fmished by 1 j 
'! ;lthe end of 1996~ QI thro.ugh Incorporated 

Tele-komunika~ot ;I I floatation on I under Act on 
Polska SA fi . ti' d 'in . . 

1 

the Stock 1

1 

0% I 49% 
1 
Communicatio 

(TPSA) :,l,pnva se =i eclswns on E h I ofNovember I 
;lprivatisation to xc ange, 1 

I 1

1 :!be taken in thr h th ! 
1990 

II 

I :i ;11997 or .oug e I 

I 

,j ·1 creat.wn of a 1 

1 i holdmg ' 
1
1 

1 

'I I company 
1 

I 
t ................................................... : .... J.l. ....................................... - ... .J .............................................................. _ ....... : ........................................ ~ .................................................................... 1.. ............................................................ ..!. 

Table 6 - Current status and plans for privatisation 

3.2 Strategic alliances 

: Rol Tel Local telephony • 90% Netia • 10% EBT (Elbit & Be seq) 

i Joint venture: 

~ Holding for local telecoms operators: ; 

· Netia Telekom Local telephony • 75% RP Telekom 
• 25% Telia 

Holding for local TOs: 

• 41.7% RP Telekom 
Local telephony SRPT • 25% Telia • 21.6% local investors 

• 11.7% IFC 
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............................................................................... r···· ............................................................................................................................. Do·mrveiittire·:············································································ ....................... , 

. Polska Telefonia 
Komorkowa 

· (Centertel) 

• Polkomtel SA 

· Polska Telefonia 
:cyfrowa 

UniNet 

' Mobile telephony 

----..... 

; Mobile telephony 

i Mobile telephony 

: Trunked PMR 

• 51% TPSA • 24.5 Ameritech • 24.5% France Tlcom 

: Joint venture: 

• 61.5% Polska Miedz and Plock • • 19.25% Air Touch 
International 

• 19.25 % Tele Danmark 

:Joint venture: 

• 51% Polska Telefonia Cyfrowa : • 49% West & DeTeMobil 

: Joint venture: 

• 58 % RP Telekom 
• 38% Motorola • 4% local investors 

~::::..:..::.....:..:.::..::.:...::.:.....::..:..:..~=:::::::.:;~::..:..:.:::.;:.;..:..:..:...:..::.:c=::::=::::... ......... .....:..:..::.:..:.:::.:..:..:..:..::..:..:..:..:_:.::_.:.;:.;::;-'"'-'::;'''"C::::""" ===.....:..:..:...:..:..:..:.....:..:...:...:..:..:....._:_·:..:..:..:.·-. __ ;_· ·-· ·-· . 

Joint venture: 

• Polpager ; Paging 

Telepage ·Paging 

Belpagette Poland : Paging 

• 50% Polpager System (Belgian : 
• -Polish joint venture) 

50%TPSA 

i Joint venture: 

• 60% Ross Financial • 30 % Mick & Associates and 
Polish companies 

: Joint venture: 

• Matrix (Asian investors) • Belpagette (Canada) 

fAiphapa~-~ . · .. : ... : .. : .. ::.:·:·::·:···:·-··: .. :··~~~-~g~¥. ............. : : ·:··:·· .. ·····:······ . .. . . . . . . . . .... .. .. .. : .......... .JI.!.Y.: .. ~~-!?.~~~--i~~~-~il_(]ro_up I11c._ ...... . 
···-···-··········-·-·---·---·····································-·-, ··-·-······-·-·-·-·--·-·········-······-······················-·-·-·-···-········--·-·····--·-·-·-·-~ Jomi"veiiillre·:-·········-··········-····························-···-····-·······-·-·····-····-····-

. Polish Televizja 
KablowaPTK ;CATV 

Table 7 - Strategic alliances 

• h . 70% C ase Enterpnse • 30% Poltelcable 

: Joint venture: 

• 51% local investors • Bresnan International Partners 
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Previous: Privatisation and strategic alliances 

4. Status of liberalisation of the markets for networks and services - Poland 

4.1 Telecommunications networks and alternative infrastructure 

il~~~!i~f~E~!~~~~~~;v~1~~ooy;'~sx~l~i~!:~5ik~~,,~,-= 
Public telecommunications : any company granted a Licence from the Ministry ' 

1 network : licence is authorised to set of Communications 
1 ' up and operate telephone 

I : ~~!.Y.~~.~s . . . . . . . i . . . . .. . .. ........................ .............. .... .. . . . . . . : ··· ................................................................................................................ -... l I>ome.stic-Iong:alstaiice .................. ; 
Long-distance: TPSA ! carriers must be at least ' 

! 51% Polish-owned 

CATV 

International telephony: 
TPSA 

: CATV networks cannot be 
i used as an alternative to the 
' PSTN to provide 
telecommunications 
services unless licensed 

I .... , 

Legal monopoly for TPSA 
in public voice telephony 
and telegraphy services. In : 
other services, international ; 
carriers must be 100% · 
Polish-owned. 
~ -~-~--- ~~ ~" .. -

Legally permitted if 
licensed. 

Local requirements are the 
same as in general 
regulations. 

! Limitation to minority 
! foreign ownership since 

I July, 1995. Some CATV 

I
' 

1 

networks are exempted 
from this limitation. 

' 
:;::::.;· .... =. ·::..;:·::=..;.· ·.::..: .. ·:.;..; .. ·= ... = ...... = ...... = ...... = ...... = ...... = ...... :.:..;. c..::.=::...:.;..;.;·=· .... -;i;;: r= .. ·~= .. ·~= .. ~=~·;,;,;,j~·:~-~:-:fi-:~~~~ ....... ,=~~·-·-· ·-· -~ 
i · . i local zone, according to the 

I
. ~lternative infrastructure !licence. 11 operators have · · · 
(mternal networks of roads, 1 • d 1. t Licence from the Mllllstry 
railways, electricity utilities i recetyde tal tchence to th of Communications 

1 d .1 · d ) 1 provt e e ep ony o e 
!I an 01 m ustry i residential subscribers ! ; 

I 
i living in special housing I : 
: programmes I : 

l!:.::~: .. : .. :..:.~::: .. : .. ::.:.::.::::::::::::::::::::::::::: .. : .. :::.: .. :: .. : .. :.::.~ ... : .. : .. : ..... :~::::f...:::::::::::::: .. : .. : .. : .. : ................. : .. : .. : ... : .. : .. : ... ~ ... :~.~ .... :.:.: .. : .. : .. :.::.::~:::::::::~.~:::::::::::::::::::::::::c .. : .. : .. : .. : .. : .. : .. : .. : .. : .. : .. : .. : .. : .. :.::.:.: ... :.~.~ .. : .. : .. : .. : .. : .. : .. :. 

Table 8 - Telecommunications networks and alternative infrastructure 

4.2 Telecommunications services 

4.2.1 Voice telephony 
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................... 

1
r:V=o=i:..:.:c:...:.e=te=l=ep..:.:.h=o=n=y== .. ·.:::..; ... ·;jr-~=i;=-~=~

0

=~=-~~= .... ;= ... !=.!·~= .. ·~:;;_ ... :.;;__ ; ~ervice provider(s) i ~[~~ir~-~=~-~ ~a, 
Open to competition ! - Telekommunik~cja 

Local 

without any : Polska SA : 
limitation on foreign : (TPSA) 

. ownership. · • approximately 

, Local competition is 
; organised under a 
! duopoly regime, 
1 TPSA plus a private ' 
i operator 

15 operators . 
competing with; Not applicable 
TPSA in each ' 
local territory 
in a duopoly 
arrangement 

I 
······························ -··· ........................ ! .............................................................. ---···-······---------------! ........................................ .! l ...................................... - ............................... ) ·-·-------·-·-·-·---·-----·-·-·---·-·--··-----·----·----·--·--·· .. ·-·-·-·; ...................................................................... -----~ ......................................................................... ] 

I 
! iTPSA : I 
I · I 
I : Limitation to · : 

1 
: : minority foreign . ' 

Domestic I Not liberalised; :ownership since July, 
I exclusive rights : 1995. Some CATV :January 1, 2001 

long-distance i granted to TPSA :networks established · 
i ; prior to this are 

International 
long-distance 

j : allowed to continue 
! operations. 

! I 

~~~~:~~~~;~e·· :~~SA·····.. . ........................• ~F-~re. decided-yet .. 

Table 9 - Voice telephony - status of liberalisation 

4.2.2 Data transmission 

The data transmission market is open to competition. There are: 

• 5 countrywide operators • 30 value-added services providers 
• Internet services 

Moreover, a trial installation for mobile data transmission was implemented in March 1995 by Telbank. 

4.2.3 Mobile communications 

Mobile communications market is open to competition, and at the moment four public operators are present. 
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! :!Exclusive Mobile 
communications Service providers IIStatus of ilrights date : Additional 

lib-~~~~-is~~i~_n _il~f e~pi_~r .... ~~~~rmation 

Radiotelephone 
160MHz TPSA 

! 
il :Operated since . 

, ii ; 1972 (manual : 
il !INot i switching). The ' 
,No other operator !!.'applicable ; whole country is: 
1 

ii :covered . 

. I

I :
1 

1 o,ooo 
................. !I : subscribers 

;:::~:::::::.: .... : .. :.:.:.: ..... :: .. : .. :.:.:.:..::.::~'~''''''''",i·························-·······················································1· ·································-·············-··························-~!Not·······························. ··•······•·························································. 

C t rt 1 I
,No, but competitive!! i Operated since : 

en e e 'th GSM " · 1992 ' w1 iiapphcable : ; 

I ......................................... .JL.......... ..- .... .. ........ . 

NMT450 

---J--- i
11 

!
11 

: GSM licences 

1 
;, :are granted for 

i 11 : 15 years. 

:I !!Not . 
!Competitive, only 211 ; TOs have to pay: 

: Polska Telefonia ' 1· ; a fee of ECU : 
. Cyfrowa PTC jGSM operators Jlapplicable . 100 million and ; 

1. I!J,! , must be at least · 
;51% 

:1:::---: ~:~:=e~o~:r.1!1N::::-!!~o~ .... --;i~~;:~f 
· ! yet !!applicable :network is under; 
: i ·1 :1 :consi-deration 
( ........ . . . .. -· -· . . .. .. . . . . ....................... ; . . . . .. .. . . ................... .. . . . . . - . - . ~ ' ............................ ,., . . . ....... -· - -~ ~ - - - . - . . . ... " .......... : ...................... . . . . . . . .. - . - - . . . . ~ 

: Polkomtel 

GSM 

; .................................... _ .................... l ................................................................................ : r ................................................................................. ; [ ................................................. : Po11Jage·r··ls .. tlie··-----·~ 
i . I Polpager and other I Open to !iNot . only : 
! Pagmg i local operators =competition i!applicable ; countrywide · 

! . . ...................................... .. .. ............ ............... ......... ... ·! ........................ .!l. .... ..... ..... .. op~~~-t~.~.... · 

Table 10 - Status of liberalisation of mobile telecommunications markets 

4.2.4 Satellite Communications 

Except for international satellite telephony and telegraphy, the satellite communications market is open to competition. TPSA 
has been granted exclusive rights to provide international satellite-based telephony and telegraphy. 

4.2.5 Other services 

The market for other services is open to competition. E-mail services are offered by TPSA, by Nask and by about 70 Internet 
providers. 

For VSAT, there are 6 networks providers (GTE, ANT, DT, Eurodata, Teleport Europe, and Unisource) and about 600 users 
in Poland. 

In 1995, there were more than 700 CATV networks in operation, offering their services to 2 million subscribers. According 
to the 1993 Broadcasting Law, the operators require a licence, are required to broadcast about 30% of domestically produced 
programs and cannot advertise for more than 12 minutes per hour. According to the Communications Act, no foreign 
operator can own more than 49%. 

Next: Additional information on networks and services 
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5. Additional information on networks and services - Poland 

5.1 Penetration rate 

Table 11 - Penetration rate 

5.2.Quality of service - Voice telephony 

5.2.1 Waiting time for telephone subscription 

In 1996, 79% of requests were met. In 1994, 2.3 million people were on the waiting list. 

Table 12 A- Waiting time for telephone subscription 

5.2.2 Numbers of faults cleared within 24 hours 

r .... -.... - ----------------------

it ())1 __ a:ve~-~~~ ....... :[Data 11ot av~~~~?,-~~ .... -_ ' 

Table 12 B - Quality of service of voice telephony 

5.3 Network investments 

5.3.1. Investment volume per year 

1994: US$ 0.8 billion 

5.3.2. Investment per main telephone line 

1994: US$ 158 

5.3 .3. Investment plans 

The Polish Ministry ofPosts and Communications expects the number of subscribers to reach 10 million by the year 2000. 

Investments in Poland are described in two documents: 

• Development Strategy of Telecommunications in the Republic of Poland until the year 2000. This foresees two phases 
of development: 

o -First Development Project (1994-1997): ECU 567.4 million already invested in 1994 
o -Second Development Project (1997- ?): ECU 1.93 billion • Telecommunications Development Policy approved by the Government in May 1996 and put before Parliament. 

Next: Participation in international bodies. groups and projects 
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Previous: Additional information on networks and services 

6. Participation in international bodies, groups and projects- Poland 

6.1 Membership/participation in international bodies or groups 

Table 13 -Polish participation in international bodies 

6.2 Polish participation in international telecommunications projects 

FLAG, ICO, Intelsat, Immarsat, Eutelsat, Intersputnik, MoU GSM, ETO/ECTRA 

Next: Future trends in the sector 
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7. Future trends in the sector- Poland 

7.1 Telecommunications policy 

Current Polish telecommunications policy includes among other objectives a public tender for local telephony licences. 

The national operator, TPSA, has committed itself to achieving the following goals before the year 2000: 

• extension of SDH technology in the transit network (digital SDH backbone network for the end of 1998); • installation of digital technology in local networks; • development of telephone services in rural areas; • extension of international network interconnections with fibre optic technology. 

A Development Strategy ofTelecommunications in the Republic of Poland until the Year 2000 was produced in 1993 by the 
Ministry of Posts and Telecommunications in cooperation with TPSA. It includes a new Law on Telecommunications, an 
initial development project with a master plan for the development and upgrading of the network and a second development 
project dedicated to the further development of the network and local communications (27% digitisation for the year 2000). 

Within the Ministry of Posts and Telecommunications, a special body, called the Government Plenipotentiary for Rural 
Telephony, was created in 1991 to improve the development and availability of telecommunications in rural areas. 

In May 1996, the Government approved the "Telecommunications Development Policy" and transmitted it to the Parliament. 
In 1997 the drafts of new (separate) Telecommunications and Postal Acts should be prepared. 

7.2 Development of markets and technology 

ERMES paging services are expected for 1997. Following the B-ISDN trials ofmid-1996, the partial introduction of ISDN is 
planned for 1997 with country-wide coverage in 1999. ATM is to be implemented in MAN and countrywide backbone 
structures. The introduction of intelligent networks is also planned. 

Next: Appendix 1 - List of sources 
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Appendix 1 - List of sources - Poland 

1. Draft table on the Major Aspects of the Regulatory Framework in Central and Eastern 

Europe, final version 5 

Source: European Commission, DGXIII 

Ref.: DG XIII, IS 2 MS/HPG 

Date: 4 July 1996 

2. Completed questionnaire on the telecommunications sector status 

Source: European Commission, DGXIII, Gebhardt, 

Ref.: HPG/dhar- 9603t051 

Date: 21 March 1996 

3. Study IS4/94 on the development of advanced networks in Phare and Tacis countries 

Source: Sagatel 

Ref.: S.4375/POL 

Date: February 1996 

4. Regulatory Status Survey for the Telecommunications sector in Central and Eastern 

Europe and the former Soviet Union 

Source: EBRD, Telecommunications Team, Terrance Rochefort 

Ref.: none 

Date: March 1995 

5. Central and East European Countries (CEEC) Information Society Forum- Panel A Conclusions and recommendations of 
Panel A (Financing and Infrastructure), final version 

Source: The European Commission and the Hungarian Ministry of Transport, Communications and Water Management 

Ref.: none 

Date: May 1996 

6. Central and East European Countries (CEEC) Information Society Forum: Draft Report of Panel B (Legal and 
Institutional Framework) 

Source: European Commission, DG XIII 

Ref.: hpg/ dhar regpanel 

Date: 4 March 1996 

7. Draft outline of the major elements of regulatory reform in developing countries 

Source: European Commission, DGXIII, Gebhardt, version 2 

Ref.: none 

Date: 11 July 1996 
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8. The Road to Accession, Telecommunications and Posts sector paper 

Source: European Commission 

Ref.: none 

Date: 17 July 1996 

9. Interviews with Mr. Halka, the Director General of the Ministry of Posts and Telecommunications, Mr Busz, Deputy 
Director General and a Chief Specialist, Ms Anna Mioduszewska-Suchowicz. 
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Executive summary - Romania 

A new Telecommunications Law has been in effect since September 1996. Some of the principles defmed in this law have 
been further specified in ministerial orders. Broadcasting and competition matters are, respectively, regulated by the 
Audiovisual Law (48/1992) and the Competition Law. 

At present, the Ministry of Communications is the regulatory authority together with the General Inspectorate of 
Radiocommunications. A new Communications Authority will be created on the basis of the telecommunications law. 

Rom Telecom is an autonomous administration which is 100% state-owned. Its transformation into a joint stock company is 
planned for the year 1997 and partial privatisation is planned to start in 1998. 

The infrastructure market is not liberalised in Romania and exclusive rights have been granted to Rom Telecom until 
September 2001. Neither CATV operators nor the operators of alternative infrastructure can provide basic services (voice 
telephony and telegraphy). 

The telecommunications services market has not been fully liberalised and progress in this direction is mixed and somewhat 
inconsistent. Voice telephony falls under the exclusive monopoly of Rom Telecom and there is only limited competition in 
the data communications market. The local paging market is open to competition and there are some frequency restrictions at 
the national level. The satellite communications market is open but interconnection with the PSTN is allowed only for data 
transmission. Although VSAT operators are allowed to provide data transmission, there is a low level of demand. Mobile 
communications are open to competition and two GSM operators have been licensed. One of them started operations in April 
1997 and the other one will start in June 1997. About one hundred CATV operators have a total of some four hundred 
licences. 

The Romanian public network has a mesh architecture with a four level-structure. The network which is undergoing a 
process of digitisation is still mainly analogue (75%)and has a low coverage, especially in rural areas. Fibre optic cables 
have, however, been employed to interconnect new digital exchanges in a country-wide backbone network. The problem of 
the low penetration of telephony in rural areas is being specially addressed by the General Directorate for Strategy within the 
Ministry of Communications. 

There are, however, a few hopeful signs. The achievement of the objectives contained in the Romanian Master Plan should 
improve the situation. The liberal attitude of the Romanian legislation with regard to foreign investment should help the 
development of the telecommunications sector. Moreover, the partial privatisation of the public telecommunications 
organisation, Rom Telecom, should accelerate network modernisation and contribute to meeting the needs of both residential 
and business customers. 

To get into line with EU legislation, Romanian legislation should be revised with particular emphasis on liberalising 
infrastructure and voice telephony markets in accordance with the time schedule (by the beginning of the year 2002) to 
which the government committed itself at the WTO negotiations in February 1997. Data communications and national 
paging markets should also be further opened to competition. Interconnection with the PSTN should be possible for satellite 
communications users. 

Next: The regulatory framework 
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1. The regulatory framework - Romania 

1.1 Telecommunications 

'Enacted l 
Primary legislation 1996 Telecommunications Law (74/1996): 12 July, :.!_, 

: 1996 
..................... :! 

i 

! 
Key secondary legislation 

j 

Subject I 
i 

1 ---------·-·-·-·------"~ree 191/1995 regarding operations of Enacted :I 
1 !postal a~~ ~~l~~~~~~~a?o~s services) 1995 ______ j 
1
! Ministerial Orders on :I 
! i Enacted ·I ; Ordinance of the Minister of 
; • ONP for leased lines ~Communications No. 7611994 ~~9~arch, ;j 

i['=+riifi~~g'fng-=========~ ~ct;;;~~~,~~~~,~~~~;:~t"""'-''"'~ · · · · · · · ·· · · · ··· · ... ·i 
I services ; Communications No. 55/1992 on : 

· authorisation of radio-paging services . 
~ •~•~•~•~•~ ~- - --~·~·~·--~"'" •·~ '"'"'"'" m-•-•-• ·-•-•-• .,1 ..._.., __ " " • • • • • •-·-·-·------·-·-·--•- -·-·--- ·-• --·--·-·-·--•-•-··- " •· '"'"'" " " " '"'"'"'_... 

i Ordinance of the Minister of 
• radiocommunications: Communications No. 364/1993. On 

; auth?risation of the radiotelephone 
:services. 

... ....................... .. ...................... . 

c~-=~~:-e:~:J~~~;IT=~~~-JI~j 
I 

- trunked mobile 
communications i Ordinance of the Minister of 

I I Communications No. 364/93 

I : .. ~.~~.::~.~·.-:::::.-:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::..:~.:. . ~-~.:..·:::.~.~.: ...... ~:: .. :.:.:.:::::::.:·:::::: .... ~.~.~.::. : ...... ~.~.: .............. : .... : .. :::.::::::::.::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::.:::: .. : ....... ~ .......... ~.~ ............... ~.-~ .. : .......... ~.~ ....... : ...... ~ .................................................. : 

I 
• value-added services . Ordinanc~ o~the Minister of : ~3~ted 'I 

: ; Commumcations No. 90/92 : 
1992 

ay, ., 

! ~ ~~-::~=c~tio= --~::~c~~~~~::~,~~ ---- -. . l r~:~.~:l 
Table 1 - Telecommunications regulations 

1.2 Broadcasting 

Table 2 - Broadcasting regulations 

1.3 Competition 

Previous: Executive summazy 
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,.................. ..... ......................... .. ................. ' .... . 

I 
Primary legislation : Competition Law 21/96, in force after 9 ' r~~~~1i .. :: ~ ... ~ 

:months (January 1997) , 1996 

Table 3 - Competition regulations 

Next: Players in the telecommunications market 
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2. Players in the telecommunications market - Romania 

Republic of Romania 

I 
Ministry of 

Conununkations 
Ownership 
functions 

NRA 

'--~------r----' Regulatory fimctiom 
r-------1 

I 
O;pl""'""c 

ra 
uc .... cot•Pa 

·~dlal$.~(111$ 

Ope rating activities 

RomPost-
Telecom 

I 

Posta 
~adiocom- Rom 

Romrt 
municatii Telecom 

ft ~ RA RA 

~~~ .,fi!: 
~ -

2.1 Main regulatory structure 

General 
Directorate 

for 
Regulatory 

Affairs 

O;pl""'""c 
ra 

E~~P .. ~,.~(Ill 

2.2 Telecommunications regulatory authorities 

General 
Directorate 
for Strategy 

I 
O;pl""'""c 

ra 
-~...,c~ 

All«•dCII 

http://www.ispo.cec.be/peco/phare/Romania/Rom5play.htm 

National 
Council 

of 
Radio ani 
Telecom 

General 
lmpector.a.te 

of Com-
Mll1ic.a.tiom 

Previous: The regulatory framework 
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I Ministry of Finance 
! 

- regulates tariffs of public 
services and public entities 

L.~--~------ .. ~- -~ ......... ~--· ,_-- -~ '" --- -

!Ministry of Communications 
- general regulatory 

competence 

I __ .- ,,,,,,,,,_ ····--···-··--·-- '''''''' .................... . 

I state Secretary for Regulatory - helps the Ministry for 
!Affairs Regulatory Affairs I 

-=ji=m:.;;;~fili~lic~~':dl 
1Affarrs : th · · d" I i ! au onsation con ttions 1 

i • I 
!includes the Department for monitoring that licences I 
. conditions are respected , 
!Licence and Authorisation 1 

···--·-··---··-·-·······---·-·-····-·-·-········-} .. :_: .. :.~._:_:.:: .... ::.::::::~: .. : .. : .. : .. : .. : .. : ....... _:_:_: .. : .... :::.:.::::: .. : ............... :_:_: ..... :~:-·-·-·-·····:.c ... ! .. ::::::::::w::::::::::c::::::.::::.: .. :_: .. : .. :_: .... : .. : .. :~ ......................... :: .. : .. ::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ................. j 
il 

1 helps the Ministry for 1 

II State Secretary for Strategy and Strategy and Development i 
;ll!Development Affairs ! 
; I 

·:c:_: .. : •• ::_::::::::::::::::::::::::::~:c._;_:.:::::::.:]J L..::..::.:::::::::::::::::: .. ::.:_:c:::: •• : .• : .. ~ .•.. ::~::::::::::::::::: ... -... : .. : .. : ......... : •• _.~;_;_;_;_;_;:::::::::::::::::::::' :::::::::::: .• ::::.:.:: .. : .. : .. : •. :~: .. :_:..::::_;_ .. : .. :_: .. ~~:-·-·-:c.::::::::::::::::::::::::::.::c:.:::.: .. : .. : ...... : ..... :.:; 
11 leading national i 
!i · telecommunications I 
!!Department for Strategy • deve~opment and policy I 

Regulatory l!(d rtm t f th M' . try f tacklmg the problem of 1 

authorities lie epa ~n t? )e mts 0 underdevelopment or I 
il ommuntca tons non-existence of telephony ~ 
!! rural areas ! 
!i l 

. ___ _j [ - ... --. -·-· .. ---.. __ _..::::::=.::..:..:..:·..:..:· ·..:..:· ·:..;·; ·;:;:-·..:..:--:;-:::.:-:..::.__::..:,,..-:.:..;~::.:....:..:-'-:7-'~-=-'-..,-:..:.:...:..:..::..:...:, I 
i I By delegation from the Ministry: 
I 
! 

! 
! 
I 
!General Inspectorate of 
!Communications 

I 
l 

I 
! 

• 

• 
• 
• 

technical expertise about 
tele- and 
radiocommunications 
equipment 
type-approval 
frequency allocation 
control of the frequency 
spectrum 

i L ..:._-===::::;~~i===:.:::..._;=:..::::..:=·--·------ " _, 
-- defmition and approval of th~ IRomanian Institute for 

!Standardisation , 

I( covers all sectors of the economy): 
! 

! 
l................... . .......................... . 

! 

I 
!The National Audiovisual Council: 
I(CNA) 
I 

standards (need for a · 
ministerial decision to move 
standards into a mandatory 
technical norm) 

- awarding TV and 
radiocommunications 
licences as cable licences 
after authorisation of the 
technical aspects by the 1 

Ministry of Communications.! 
! 

I -- --- ......... - .. J ...... _- " 

lcousultative Committee for 
!Telecommunications 
I 
[ __________ -~- ~- -~ ~----

- making recommendations 
• debating the content of 

, licenses and of 

J .. ___ -~e~~~:unications pol:~ _I 

Table 4 - Telecommunications regulatory authorities 
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2.3 Telecommunications operators 

:psrn 
Switched fixed 
networks and : Cable TV 
services 

Rom-Telecom, RA :j 

About 150 cable TV operators licensed for a total of :1 
400 licences (numerous mergers took place in recent ·I 

years) ·1 
·I 

!}.:.::::====~·:c..,__=====:..:..=:;:.:·-=---·. -------- -. -.......... -·---·-·-------·--·------- .;! 

I 

: Radiotelephone 

; 160MHz 

:NMT450 

: Trunked 
i networks 

networks : GSM 

: DCS 1800 

:Paging 

' 

i Satellite 

Telemobil (monopoly under licence) 

numerous (bus and taxi companies, etc .... ) 

'I 
•i 
·i 
•i 
:j 
:! 
'i 

2 operators under licences (not published) after publi~l 
tenders :1 

No operator 

25 local private paging operators 

Radiocommunicatii 

around 100 users ofVSAT terminals. 

Table 5 - Telecommunications operators 

Next: Privatisation and strategic alliances 
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Previous: Players in the telecommunications market 

3. Privatisatjon and strategic alliances- Romania 

3.1 Current status and plans for privatisation of the main telecommunications operators 

Status iiPlans i used and/or , 
~:~:-~:~s- ... ~~-EJ--. .. ................. .. . .. . !I ! Procedure [ ~~~~~:~1 or,: I Plans to form a_: 

-~-~-~~-at~r-s- ... 1 . . . .......................... .. .. . . . !I. .................... .. planned : ~o;r~~~~pa-tio~company ; 

~~J~~;:-;;~~=-==--1~~ 
iT 1 -- ~·~ ---~ A.¥;~~y-- ...... ----·t ..... -... .. .......... 60% private ;jio be pri~ati~e~ 
i e e~ ___ j ~~~-- _____ _i ~~~--st~te :!t~!~ll~--- _ ______ J 

Table 6 - Current status and plans for privatisation 

In principle, there is no restriction on the amount of foreign investment and participation in Romanian companies. Foreign 
investments can be realised via partnerships with Romanian nationals, limited liability companies or joint stock companies. 

The Foreign Investment Law which came into effect on 1 January 1995 granted tax holidays for foreign investments of over 
US$50 million and several years' duty-free importation. Tax holidays granted to companies incorporated before 31 
December 1994 will stay valid. 

Two major instruments were used to initiate and speed up the process of privatisation: the 1994 Mass Privatisation 
Programme and the 1995 Law on Acceleration ofPrivatisation. However by March 1996, the goal ofprivatising 3000 
companies had been only partly reached. Less than a third of the country's population opted to take part in this privatisation 
process. While there is no limitation on the amount of money invested in the privatised companies, the percentage of shares 
for sale to be sold to Romanian nationals is limited to 30% and the State Ownership Fund is in charge of selling the shares. 

3.2 Strategic alliances 
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l
c . I. . . Services . . .. I Owner~ hlp ~t~t~~ .................................. "l 

;:;;;;;;;..:oc.:..:mc.:_p;:;;;:·····a=·····n=····~=·····===;;.;;.;;..;...;.....;;;;,;.:..:..;..===·.;_· .;..;;· ·· .. :..:... ________ :..:..:..:..: .. :..:..·. :..:..:.....:..:..:..:..:.:..:..:.:;..,;;;::..:.;.:::...:.:.::..:.;;..:..:::.==···=······=······=·····::::::······=······=· ==:.:.:::::.:::::.:.:.::..:..:.:==··i 

Joint venture: 

Telefonica Romania 
(Telemobil) Analogue cellular telephony 

• 60% Telefonica of Spain • 20% Rom Telecom & • 20% Radiocommunicatii RA 

......... ~=~====~.~=~:.c.: ............. : .. : .. :.:: ......... : ..... : ............ :.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::==~====~=~====~=~========·=~; ;J~'li{t~e~hl~~~·= ..... : .. : .............. : ...... : ... :.: .. : .... :c: .. : .................. : .. : ......... : .. : .. : ... : .. : ... ~ I 

I 

; Rompac-RTNS Data communications 
• 50.5 % Transpac • 48.98% Rom Telecom • 0.52% private investors 

r=~~~~~-~---~· .. =-·-~-.. ~--r~--~-~--~~--~~--~--·:..:..·~--.. ~--=-·:..:..-:..:..··~·r,~---7--~~~--~~~~-= 
! Joint venture: 

! 

I Cable ~ision of 
IRomama 

I 

/CATV 

• 52% Christal Ltd . • 45% Rom Telecom 
• 1%KUinc. • 1% Rutter-Dunn • 1% private investors 

I ~tion~~- •IPa::-s:t:~ ··-----~t~~=~~ti~ns 46% 

! 
i 

I 
! 

! 
i 
I 

I 

I ~~".""unications) ······ ········ ··· · · · ··· · · ·· ·· · · ·· ······ ··· • Radiocommunic~ti~~. r;;;u;;;.; 

IF~el ...... _· ~atel~tes .. I~n~uni:a~o~ (su~sidi~-o~-- , 

jl · Sprint + private Romanian ! 

I 
Logicnet Data communications compani~s. . i 

100% pnvatised. i 
........................................................ - .......................... : .. : .... : ............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ ~.J 

Table 7 - Strategic alliances 

Next: Status ofliberalisation of the markets for networks and services 
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Previous: Privatisation and strategic alliances 

4. Status of liberalisation of the markets for networks and services - Romania 

4.1 Telecommunications networks and alternative infrastructure 

ff~:~teg()ry·:o.f _illr~:~:~~~~ctu~~-1 ~·~-~!.~:~: .............. :f[~~~~~.Ee,quire_m~llts_ . 
: -·-·-·-···········-·-·················-·······-·····-·-···········-···········-···················-····· ~Th-e ... Ro"inaiiiaiP-s·m··lS-················;r·····································-················-·······-···············································--

~ Public telecommunications operated by Rom Telecom i E 1 · · ht 
· ' XC USlVe ng S . network under monopoly probably : 
. until 2002. i 
' ..... - .. • .... • .. -- _J --- ...... • • ........ 

il~A~- ...... -----------------~ ~~~;;~;!~;~;) ~~j~:£;t:ed, -
1 • • . .............. · · · · ·.c..:.c.c..::c:...c_;.:...:.:..:..:..:.::::.~ 

I ~lternative mfrastructure : Alternative infrastructure I 

I 
(~ternal netwo~k~ ofr?~~s, i cannot be used to provide 1:· Not legally permitted 
rallw~y~, electricity utihtles , basic services. 

~ ~~~--~~! ... ~~u-~!ry ). . ................... . 

Table 8 - Telecommunications networks and alternative infrastructure 

4.2 Telecommunications services 

4.2.1 Voice telephony 

~~~\'oi~~~;~~~~ny ... .! ~~::~:::d;-_ i ~e~ce provider(s) i ~;~!~~;e ~i~~~ ~:tJ 
I ~ocal _ _ _ _ -~ ;~1~~::0 r;:~~ublic Rom ~:e-com )anuary 1, 200~ 
I 
i . i Domestic 
1 long-distance 
I 

, Not liberalised; 
i exclusive rights : R m Tel 
l granted to the public ; 0 ecom 

.............. .J ~pe~~t?r ............................ . 

i January 1, 2002 
I 

I Not liberalised; 
International !I exclusive rights · R T 1 long-distance granted to the public : om e ecom ·January 1, 2002 

! operator : 
L .. : .. :~: .. :~::::::::~:~:~:::::::::::::::::.. ... : .. : ... : .. : .. : ...... : .. : .. : ...... :.::.: .. ~:~::::~:~:~: .. ::.: .. : ......... : .. : .. : .. : .. : ............ : ................. : .. :::::::~:~.~:~.~::::~.c.~:~.::.~.~ .. :.:: .. : ..... : .. : ........ : .............. : .............. : ................. : .. : .. : .. : .. : .. : .. : .. :..:..: ..... : ... : ... :.::.:::::.~::::::::::.:::::::: .... ~ .. : 

Table 9 - Voice telephony - status of liberalisation 

4.2.2 Data transmission 

While the interconnection with the PSTN is allowed for data communications, there is only limited competition in this 
market. The level of the demand is low. Rom Telecom provides circuit switched data communications while packet switched 
data communications are provided by Rompac (a 50.5% subsidiary of the Transpac group) and Logic. In 1995, a packet 
switched data transmission service was initiated between Romania and Austria. 

4.2.3 Mobile communications 

A licence is required to operate a GSM network. 2 GSM licences were issued in October 1996, after a public call for tenders. 
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Mobile : .. -~1Status of ii:F:xclusive :Additional 
communications: Service providers : liberalisation nrtghts .- dat~ information 

:jof exptry : 
. ·-·- -··--- -· ....... _ ·- ... ,_ .. ___ .. i ........ --·-·-· .. . ,, ..... _ . . .. ... 

~;gi~:phone :[Different I open to competition !!No\. bl 
-·--·---·-.... -... ·--·-·-· --·-·-... ; -·-· ....... -... -........... - ............ ._ ... ._ ....... i ........................ ·--·-·-·-·-----·---........ _ . ...J[_~~£ .. ~C~ ....... ~ .......... ~ 

I !i ; Started in ; 
; Telemobil !Open to competition II ; 1992. In 1995 i 
· 

1
•but only.1 oper.ator. ,

1

1
1,_
1Not ·covered about I i {Telefonica . I . 1 & .1offers thts servtce (mli 1. bl : 14,000 

i ntemationa :!practice, a l!app tea e :customers. 
!NMT450 

I Rom Telecom) !monopoly) !! :Capacity . 

i ............. . ...................... ................ :1. ..... .. .................. .!!........... .: 1~~~-~-~...... I 
~t ............................................................... , ............................................................................. 'foJ)eii .. to ... comiieHtion:··:r··-.. ····-·-................................ Tiie ... s .. e.concf .............. ~ 
! Two GSM licences Jeven though only onel!N t GSM operator 

I 
GSM were granted in 

1
operator started ilapopl· bl should start 

mid-1996. !operation in April i! tea e operation in 

; -- -- -- - .. -- ---· ---"-~-~_;:_ __ ! ~ ~27. -. --- ........... -- :l_ _____ . ·--"-~ ~~--!-~~· ...... ___ , 

I 
. . I . !Not ~Tri~ls and pilot I DCS 1800 No service provtder iNot applicable :i r bl proJeCt to be 

i i 'iapp tea e launched i I . .. ........ .. 

I IIAt ~ational ~evel. ;I 1 

pagmg servtces are " · POCSAG 
:.Iunder a limited i,l. : 

9 private local 
companies. 

:standard. 
:competition regime II 
. due to some 

1
j
1
j 

fi : 29 cities 
requency I!Not . d 

! Paging Alfa-Bit, the largest· restrictions. !!applicable 'covere · 
1 :operator, is 100% ·1 ~' .. ·No nati'onal 
1 

; privately owned. IAt local level !! I · !i licence 

l
i !provision is under a i! 

·'fi t.ti. ., : granted. i ree compe 1 on ii 
!regime :! 

i I II 
L:::::::::::c::.:.".c.c: .. ::":::..c-:.:."::.::::::::::::: .• :c: .. : .. : ... : .. ::.: .• : ... ::.::::::::::::::c::" .. : .. : .. :: .. : .. : •. : .. : .. : ........ : .. ::.:::::::::::::::::.:.::." .. : .. : .. : .. : .. : .. : .. : .. :".::."_ .. : ....... " ..... ::: .. ::.~:::::::::::::::::.c .... c ... : .. : .. : .. : .. : .. : .. :: .... : .. : .. : .. : .. : .. : .. : ..... :: .. ::.:::::::::::::::::::::.: .... ::.:.:. 

Table 10 - Current status of liberalisation of mobile telecommunications markets 

4.2.4 Satellite communications 

The satellite communications market is open to competition but interconnection to the public network is not allowed. 
Although VSA T operators are allowed to provide data transmission, there is a low level of demand. Romania is a member of 
Intelsat and Eutelsat, and the signatory is the Ministry of Communications. 

4.2.5 Other services 

The market for other services is open to competition. In 1995 Rom Telecom set up a joint venture with France Telecom's 
subsidiary Transpac, called Rompac R TNS, which provides packet switched data network services. By early 1996, Global 
One was offering a range of services including global X.25, frame relay, LAN-to-LAN, messaging and pre-paid calling card. 

About 100 CATV operators have been licensed, with a total of 400 licences. Non-exclusive licences are granted to cable 
companies by the National Audiovisual Council. There is no specific law covering the provision of cable telephony. Cable 
operators have agreed to split the territory and operate in their assigned areas. All CATV networks are analogue and consist 
of aerial cables. The biggest CATV operator in Romania is Cable Vision of Romania. 

Radiocommunicatii RA operates radio and TV broadcasting carrier services. 

Next: Additional information on networks and services 
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Previous: Status of liberalisation of the markets for networks and services 

5. Additional information on networks and services - Romania 

5.1 Penetration rate 

~~~~iF 
I, Main telephone lines per 100 inhabitants 

1
i!(

3 
. 

1 
) 

,! m rura areas 

~,' ................................................................................................. ··:.:::.:":":::·=--.... ::;.l;;l-:..::.: .. ·...:..:·..::.:..::.:.::..:.:.:.c:..:..:..:..~:..:.::·:.::..··:::.:;""':::::;"'"'l 
Percentage of households provided with 1141 % 

I ~-~!~P~()l1~}_ine~......................... . . .. . . . .................... .. .!i .. 

Table 11 - Penetration rate 

5.2 Quality of service - Voice telephony 

Under the terms of their licences, the CATV are free to choose how they penetrate the market. Widespread penetration in 
rural areas is not considered. 

5.2.1 Waiting time for telephone subscription 

-------- -~~ 

~~~;::::r_J4year: J/s~e~s- _ 
Table 12 A -Waiting time for telephone subscription 

5 .2.2 Numbers of faults cleared within 24 hours 

Table 12 B - Quality of service of voice telephony 

5.3 Network investments 

5.3 .1 Investment volume per year 

In 1994, US$ 160 million was invested in the telecommunications sector. 

5.3 .2 Investment per main telephone line 

One-off investment: Lei 0.877 million (approximately US$420) per MTL. 

The average cost per line added in the Phare countries is around US$ 1,200. 

5.3.3 Investment plans 

A Long-term Telecommunication Development Programme- Master Plan was developed for the period 1991-2005, and is 
currently being re-evaluated. A new programme will be put forward by the Government in early 1997. 

The cost of network modernisation for 1994-1998 is estimated at about ECU 843 million. 

Next: Participation in international bodies. groups and projects 
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Previous: Additional information on networks and services 

6. Participation in international bodies, groups and projects- Romania 

6.1 Membership/participation in international bodies or groups 

Table 13 - Romanian participation in international bodies 

6.2 Romanian participation in international telecommunications projects 

Romania is involved in the regional and trans-european projects such as TEL, TET, KAFOSor TAE. ROM Telecom is taking 
benefit from studies and expertise fmanced by the PHARE Multi-Country Programme for Telecommunications and Posts, 
the US- IDA, the EBRD and the World Bank. 

Next: Future trends in the sector 
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7. Future trends in the sector- Romania 

7.1 Telecommunications policy 

Liberalisation should be completed by 2002. ROM Telecom will be transformed into a joint stock company in 1997 and will, 
in the flrst instance, be 100% owned by the state, although partial privatisation is expected in 1998. Current priorities are the 
development of long- distance and urban networks, but this perpetuates the problem of under-developed rural networks. 

In order to promote rural telephony, local voice telephony services may be liberalised. The use of combined networks will 
necessitate regulation on infrastructure interconnection. 

Finally, the creation of the General Inspectorate of Communications, through transformation of the existing General 
Inspectorate of Radiocommunications and the attribution to it of a wider role covering all areas of communications will 
facilitate more effective monitoring of compliance with legislation, licencing and authorisation. 

7.2 Development of markets and technology 

The Long-term Telecommunication Development Programme for the period 1991-2005 includes quantitative objectives. For 
the year 2005, a target of 7 million lines has been set, which is equivalent to 30 main telephone lines per 100 inhabitants. 
Medium-term objectives are the extension of the analogue network, the introduction of digital technology, the installation of 
digital microwave links and flbre optic cables and the implementation of a high-speed data transmission network. The 
long-term objective is the full completion of network digitisation by the year 2005. By 1998 5,000 km of optical flbre will 
need to be installed and 10,000 additional km by the year 2005. 

Radiocommunications are considered as a good option to tackle the problem of the under-developed rural networks. 
Therefore radiocommunications networks will be further developed. 

Now that Romania had unlocked military frequency spectrum for civilian use, ERMES services can be offered. GSM 
licences were granted in 1996. DECT services are under consideration for rural communications. 

Next: Appendix 1- List of sources 
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Appendix 1 - List of sources - Romania 

1. Draft table on the Major Aspects of the Regulatory Framework in Central and Eastern 

Europe, final version 5 

Source: European Commission, DGXIII 

Ref.: DG XIII, IS 2 MS/HPG 

Date: 4 July 1996 

2. Completed questionnaire on the telecommunications sector status -

Source: European Commission, DGXIII, Gebhardt, 

Ref.: HPG/dhar- 9603t051 

Date: 21 March 1996 

3. Study IS4/94 on the development of advanced networks in Phare and Tacis countries 

Source: Sagatel 

Ref.: S.4375/LTII 

Date: February 1996 

4. Regulatory Status Survey for the Telecommunications sector in Central and Eastern Europe and the former Soviet Union 

Source: EBRD, Telecommunications Team, Terrance Rochefort 

Date: March 1995 

5. Central and East European Countries (CEEC) Information Society Forum - Conclusions and recommendations of Panel 
A, (Financing and Infrastructure) final version 

Source: The European Commission and the Hungarian Ministry of Transport, Communications and Water Management 

Date: May 1996 

6. Central and East European Countries (CEEC) Information Society Forum -Draft Report of Panel B (Legal and 
Institutional Framework) 

Source: European Commission, DG XIII 

Ref.: hpgldhar regpanel 

Date: 4 March 1996 

7. Draft outline of the major elements of regulatory reform in developing countries 

Source: European Commission, DGXIII, Gebhardt, version 2 

Ref.: 

Date: 11 July 1996 

8. The Road to Accession, Telecommunications and Posts Sector Paper 

Source: European Commission 

Ref.: 
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Date: 17 July 1996 

9. Draft Telecommunications Law (unofficial translation) 

Source: Romanian Ministry of Communications 

Date: June 1994 

10. Communications Markets in Eastern Europe 1996 

Source: CIT Publications Limited 

Date: 1996 

http://www .ispo.cec. be/peco/phare/Romania/Rom11 app.htm 

11. Interviews with officials of the Ministry of Communications: Dan Chirondogan, Secretary of State; Adrian Bocsan, 
Director general, General Directorate for Regulations; Steliana Barbu, Head of Department, Directorate for Strategy; Iona 
Slavescu, Head of Department: Regulations, Licences and Authorisation; Maria Velieu, Department of Frequency 
allocations; head of Department, Directorate for International relationships; and Mara Varga, head of the International 
Relations Department of ROMTelecom. 
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Executive summary - Slovakia 

Important modifications to the Slovak regulatory framework are expected shortly when a new Telecommunications Law is 
enacted. Broadcasting and competition matters are regulated respectively by the Decree covering the cable network for TV 
and Radio Broadcasting and by the Competition Law. 

Partial separation of regulatory from operational functions was introduced in 1992 with the first amendments to the 
Telecommunications Law in the Slovak Republic. After the new Law is enacted, the independent regulatory authority will 
take the form of an agency. Nevertheless, the Telecommunications Office will stay under control of the government until 
about the year 2000. Afterwards, following the UK.'s OFTEL model, this agency will become independent from the 
government. Currently regulatory responsibilities are shared between the Ministry of Transport, Posts and 
Telecommunications and the Ministry of Finance (which is responsible for establishing tariffs for domestic 
telecommunications services). 

After the division of Czechoslovakia, Slovakia adopted a conservative regime as far as limitations on foreign investment 
were concerned. In line with the policy on Protection of the Economy in Slovakia, state enterprises or companies with state 
participation are not allowed to form joint ventures or any kind of partnership with foreign investors, to protect the status of 
the main telecommunications operator, Slovak Telecom, which is a government enterprise wholly owned by the state. 
However, there are plans to privatise Slovak Telecom shortly which will involve amending the law. 

The market for telecommunications infrastructures is partly liberalised. Though the operation of the PSTN was reserved for 
Slovak Telecom until 2002 at the latest, CATV operators and operators of alternative infrastructure are allowed under certain 
conditions to use their networks to provide telecommunications services from 1 January, 1998. 

As regards basic services, the provision of voice telephony in Slovakia is reserved for Slovak Telecom until2002 at the latest 
- provided that the company fulfils the special conditions stipulated in the operating licence. Public data communications 
were under the monopoly of Eurotel Bratislava up to 1996, but are now open to competition. Mobile communications 
markets are partly liberalised. Since 1992, paging and GSM have also been licensed (Eurotel, GLOBTEL GSM) with 
services beginning in January 1997. Although the VSAT services market is open to competition, interconnection to the 
PSTN is not allowed. 

After the split of the territory in 1993, the United Telecommunications Network (UTN)- the network of the former 
Czechoslovakia- was divided into two parts, covering both the Czech and Slovak Republics. From 1993, communications 
between the two countries were considered as specific long-distance calls. Specific country codes for each republic (SK 
+421, Cz +420) were introduced in March 1997. 

The quality of service is generally poor in terms of the waiting time for a telephone subscription ( 14 months) - although 51% 
of households have a telephone line. 

The pace of liberalisation and harmonisation with European Union legislation is gathering momentum in Slovakia, and the 
passing of the new law will further this process. 

To get into line with EU legislation, Slovakian legislation should be revised in order to liberalise the markets for 
infrastructure, voice telephony. VSAT users should also be allowed to interconnect to the PSTN. The principles of the new 
bill on telecommunications were accepted in the Slovak Parliament in January 1997. 

Next: The regulatory framework 
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1. The regulatory framework - Slovakia 

1.1 Telecommunications 

Primary legislation 

i ... 

l 
' i=K';:-e_y_s_e-co_n_d-;;-a_r_y--;1;-e-gi=-s·la-:-t•io_n _ ____,, r-'-'-.;...;. 

! 
Subject 

• TV and Radio 
Broadcasting 

' 
; Decree on Cable Network for TV and 
: Radio Broadcasting 

Table 1 - Telecommunications regulations 

1.2 Broadcasting 

; Enacted 
: 1964 
; amended 
: 1992, 
i 1993 ' 

'Enacted ' 
:Jan. 1997 

Enacted 
1991 ' 

[~[~~~~~~~~~-jJ 
Table 2 - Broadcasting regulations 

1.3 Competition 

Table 3 - Competition regulations 

Next: The players in the telecommunications market 
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2. Players in the telecommunications market - Slovakia 

2.1 Main regulatory structure 

I 
Ministry 

of 

Finance 

Tmfsf4~stk 

telecat:tm:llmictlio.rts 5mrices 

Republlc of Slovakia 

Ministry of 
Transports, 

Posts and T ele
communications 

• Gclmlagulationfunct.ian 
•Stlltepolicy' 
• Licau:itlgtilrpublic netwoDc5 md 5mrice5 
• ~f41i:equBtcy"5plcttlml. 
• Ownm;Np imct.ian « Slov"u Telecom. 
• ThriffS «~ 

telecClllllllllriCIIlicms 

Teleconununic.atiom 
OffJ.Ce 

Slovak Telecom 

Public Telecommunications Operator 

Antimor10poly 
OffJ.Ce 

• Competitianrule5 

Mqedwith Ra.diokat1lalrt. 

I 
lOOY.Stilte·owned 

Opmtor J.prill. 1991 

EurotelGSM 

Eurotel 
Bratislava 

60% 
owned by 

Slovak 
Telekom. 

2.2 Telecommunications regulatory authorities 

B 
Fram:e Telecom. 35% 
Investment Group 29% 
Energy Sector 36% 

Previous: The regulatory framework 
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Regulatory 
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'i State policy il 
'I : legislation :! 
:1 licensing for public networks i! 
:! and services i! 

:!Ministry of Transport, Posts and • management of frequency II 
:!Telecommunications (MDPT) • spectrum II 
;! ownership of Slovak Telecom n 
:i • n 
:! • telecommunications policy i! 
;I tariffs of international jj 
; I telecommunications .. 
;I • II 
,j imposition offmes il 
·i f! 

:I ===·=--=-·=--=·-=--~r=-~=-==·-=·--=--==-~--~-~-~ ==-==-==-=·=-======~-~ 
- general regulation for i! 

:I 

:I 
·I 
:j 

:! 
'I 
:j 
I 

:!Telecommunications Office . 
:lcunder the control of the government: 
:!until the year 2000) ; 
:J ' 
~ i 
·I 

'I 
'I 

:I 

:I 
·I 

• ~C:i~~~Iic networks and .i.l, __ ,' 

administration of radio , 
• frequency spectrum !i 

protection of rights ofusers and II 
operators of !I 
telecommunications networks !I 

• and services II 
approval of telecommunications!! 

• equipment ll 
granting certain specific 
authorisations • controlling the eight regional 
Telecommunications Offices • imposing fmes 

________ i 
' - .--·-"-·-- ·- -

!Anti-Monopoly Office 
l.. 
i 

!Ministry of Finance 
i 
I 

. ![. competition rules 

tariffs of domestic 
telecommunication services 
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Table 4 - Telecommunications regulatory authorities 

2.3 Telecommunications operators 
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: :lpsrn 
i Switched fixed !! 

Slovak Telecom 

net":orks and :lc bl TV About 1,000 licences, SKT Bratislava being the largest 
services ·i a e operator among them 

-~m-" mm-•-• .,, ___ , • J ,_.,.,,_,_~, ,. """ """, ,. _, 
l 

I 
I 

I . 
!Mobile and 
i satellite 
:networks 

" : Slovak Telecom 
i!Radiotelephone 
li160MHz 
·I 
:i 

; EuroTel Bratislava 

:iNMT450 · 0 :I : New hcences are expected 
. I . 

;ITrunked network~ 0 0 

:1 : 2 GSM hcences were Issued by August 1996 (Eurotel 
;IGSM ; and GLOBTEL GSM) 
'I 

:I 
:IDCS 1800 
~ I 
;!Paging 

'I satellite 
:j 
'I 

; No operator 

Radiokontakt Operator 
Extra licences are expected 

: More than 16 VSA T licences have been granted 
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Table 5 - Telecommunications operators 

Next: Privatisation and strate~ic alliances 
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3. Priyatisation and strategic alliances- Slovakia 

3.1 Current status and plans for privatisation of the main telecommunications operator 

II ' l ,I 'i I 
_, :E· .................. ---_ - ....................... '.Procedure ~c~;~-;~ti i~ .. l 

~~h~~o~==:~~~~1~:=~~:==1 
· li :state will still own 100% i II ;1 

!I , of the shares. , · II :! 
I! , i 1.Joint stock I! ., 
!!Government During 1997 a tender to I company II 1 

!!enterprise ; choose a strategic partner i ; IITransformatioril 
Slovak I! :for 20% of the capital is ! 2.Call for : 100% :!into a joint :1 

. Telecom 11100% state-! expected. (A paper on this! tender !lsto~k company:! 
1 

Uowned ; was submitted to the i i!durmg 1997. .! 
II i government in May 1996)J 3.Flotation il :I 

II__ _ : ~~i~~:¥~ ---~~----------JL I 
Table 6 - Current status and plans for privatisation 

3.2 Strategic alliances 

r!:=~=--~=~=~p=-=~n=· y=-=-:..::;· ~=~--=~=-=~=~=-~~[:::=-=-----::..;.-::..;.--·::..:;---=--·-=---·=-·-·=---s=----e=--r'-v-ic_;.;~::.::;-~-=-:.::;-:.;_· ·=~_;.;--.::.:--=~=-=-:::::l;-:;~-7-'----=-----=----...:;;--·:..::· =-~=-·-·::.::.w=n=e=-rs~-h.::.;;;i;_l':..;,;sc...:;t_a=--~=-~=:=-=-::....-=-=····=:=-1 
1 :Joint venture: :! 
! ;! 

:Mobile telephony • 60% Slovak Telecom :! 

; Packet switched data • 20o/
0 

Bell Atlantl·c :1 
; communications /< · 

1 
Eurotel Bratislava 

RadioKontakt : 
Oper~tor: on 1st ~prilj Paging 
1997 1t merged w1th j 
Slovak Telecom ' 

Table 7 - Strategic alliances 

• 20% US WEST .J 
: Joint venture: :i 

• 7% Slovak Telecom • 44% Czech Radio 

.I 
;! 
:j 

Communications • 49% Telediffusion de France 
:I 
'I 
:i 
:j 

...... J 

At present, according to the Law on Protection of Economy in Slovakia, state enterprises or companies with state 
participation are not allowed to form joint ventures or any kind of partnership with foreign investors. This therefore applies 
to Slovak Telecom. Nevertheless, in January 1996, a joint commission of the MDPT and Slovak Telecom started preparing a 
document on the possibility of foreign participation in the public operator's capital, and submitted it to the Slovak 
government in September 1996. 

Next: Status ofliberalisation in the markets for networks and services 
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4. Status of liberalisation of the markets for networks and services - Slovakia 

4.1 Telecommunications networks and alternative infrastructure 

!'1¢.~~-~-~-o~Y. _of_ i~_f~~~:!~~c_tur~I$:~~-!lls_ - ...................................... : ·.Jt~e-~~~ _ r_equi~~-~-~~-!.~ .. . . . _, 
............................................. ----------·-··--·-------··-------·-·------·--------···: 'The-·slovak .. t>s·rn·-rs·-----------·-·-------·-·r-----·-----·--------·----·----------------------------------·-···-·-·-·------·-·-----------------·1 

. . . : operated by Slovak J . . i 
Pubhc telecommumcations : Telecom under monopoly a~ ~xclusive nghts granted by 1 

network : the latest until the end of 1 hcence ! 
·2002 l 

... -- .................................................................. .- ..... - .......... • .................................... -- .. ..1 .... - ......................................................................... - i 

iCATV 

! ·---·-·-·-·---··-·-·-·-·-----·--·--·-----·--·---------·-·-·--·-------·-··-·--·--·--·--·~ ................................................................................................................... l For-pu'bllc-iietworks·~--a--·-·-·-----·----·--: 
i : These infrastructures will I licence from the Ministry of 
· : be used to provide : Transport, Posts and · 

: telecommunications ; Telecommunications is . 
; services, as an alternative toi required and for non-public ; 
' the PSTN, but only for ! networks, a licence from the 
:internal purposes Telecommuni-cations · 

·--·--·--·--·-·--·-·---···--·-·----- ..... ·--· -·-·-·--· ·----· .. .. .. -----·--·-·-· ......... - -~~~-~~---~~ .. !~~p~~-~_c:l -·-·-·-·-·---·-·-·---- ... ' 
For public infrastructure, a 

: licence from the Ministry of 
: I Transport, Posts and ' 
·These infrastructures can be Telecommunications is : 

ll Alternative infrastructure used to provide I required; 
( ~ternal netwo~k~ of r?~~s, tele~ommunications . I 

I 
railways, electricity utihties services as an alternative to 1 For non-public 
and oil industry) the PSTN, but only for infrastructure, a licence 

1 internal purposes. from the 

1 
Telecommunications Office: 

L"=cc=~"='==cccc_c=c=cc~---"""'==J:::~~~:c_ccccccccc~c~c~c 
Table 8 - Telecommunications networks and alternative infrastructure 

4.2 Telecommunications services 

4.2.1 Voice telephony 

~ ~~~~;!~e ___ JReser\fed services iiSlovak Tc:lecom , [:~ I, 2003 at the 

Table 9 - Voice telephony - status of liberalisation 

4.2.2 Data transmission 

Before April 1996 only EuroTel Bratislava provided nation-wide data communications services for the Slovak Republic. 
Today, data transmission services are liberalised (with 20 Internet providers). Eurotel Bratislava was granted an exclusive 
right to operate the Eurodata network until 1st April 1996. 

4.2.3 Mobile communications 
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Mobile : Services , Status of 
communications : providers i liberalisation 

Radiotelephone , Service not 
i 160 MHz ! Slovak Telecom liberalised 

i 

i 

Exclusive 
rights
date of 
expiry 
~~~- ~- -~ ____ ....., 

Additional 
information 

Half of Slovakia 
covered; connected 

, to PSTN; for 
Not :internal use and . 
applicable ~ public ! 

; administrations; will 
: be disconnected : 

i[-- --- -----:r;: --- - --- - - i Ap~il ~:----- ~~ fu!~~~~~iry-~ 
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I
DCS 1800 No s~drvtce 'r::ILiberalised in law 1Not

1
. bl ·!Not in operation 

I 
provt er , app tea e : 

!~~=:~a=E:~~ 
Table 10 - Status of liberalisation in mobile telecommunications markets 

4.2.4 Satellite communications 

VSA T services are open to competition but Slovak legislation does not permit the interconnection of VSAT traffic to the 
PSTN. There are in total about sixteen VSA T carriers in the Slovak Republic, and these can transmit voice and data. The 
main operators are ANT, Deutsche Telecom, Eurodata, France Telecom and Telecom Europe. 

4.2.5 Other services 

E-mail services are provided by 20 Internet providers. ISDN services are expected to be available during 1997. There are 
about 1,000 CATV licences for a total of 1,830,000 cabled houses. 

Next: Additional information on networks and services 
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5. Additional information on networks and services - Slovakia 

5.1 Penetration rate 

['!!~~~~~~!~.~-~---~~!~.~.:~:::.::::::.:: ....... :.:~ .... ~: ... :.: ..... :.::.::::~:~.::::: ............... : .. :.. .............. , .. : .. : ........ : ...... :::~.:: ... ::::::~:~:~.:::~.::.c:::: ................. : •. ! 
~~!" ~-o~ections per_~ 00 ~ouse~<_?lds ..... JIE.___ _________ ... J 
j!Main tel~~~~--~-~~t~~~~~Jf23.2 __________ j 
· Percentage.ofhouseholds provided with 1! 54% ' 
telephone lmes 1

1
! 

~~~-~-~-""" ' ' " _, "'~- "'" -~" '"' """ ,. ,. ~- '"" ~-~----- "" • "" • • ~-•~• ""'-"'w""' 

Table 11 - Penetration rate 

5.2 Quality of service - Voice telephony 

5.2.1 Waiting time for telephone subscription 

: _______ )~~:Jr~~~::, 
;·············-········--· . 1994: 21 months : : 
: I . : 

l Waiting time for 
:telephone 
subscription 

........ . .... 

1995:19 months ! Five years 

1996: 14 months 

1 •• 

Table 12 A- Waiting time for telephone subscription 

5 .2.2 Numbers of faults cleared within 24 hours 

r·-- ··-----~--- --·-····--········- ................ .. 

··' 

~~~n~ve~age ______ _ J()?.~ .Q .. ~.~.~).............. ' .... .! 

Table 12 B - Quality of service of voice telephony 

5.3 Network investments 

5.3.1 Investment volume per year 

1996: US$ 0.143 billion 

5.3.2.Investment per main telephone line 

One-off investment US$ 154.9 per MTL 

5.3 .3. Investment plans 

The Slovak Government has approved a two-part development programme for the modernisation of the national 
telecommunications network 

1. Period 1992-1995: Telecommunications Project I, 

Planned investment: ECU 394.7 million 

2. Period 1996-2000: Telecommunications Project II, 

Planned investment: ECU 1421 million 

Next: Participation in international bodies. groups and projects 
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6. Participation in international bodies, groups and projects - Slovakia 

6.1 Membership/participation in international bodies or groups 

Table 14 -Slovak participation in international bodies 

6.2 Slovak participation in international projects 

Slovakia is involved in the Trans Europe Lines project (TEL). Based on the deployment of an optical transmission system, 
this project aims to create a bridge for telecommunications between Eastern and Western Europe. 
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7. Future trends in the sector - Slovakia 

7.1 Telecommunications policy 

The Development Concept of Communications of the Slovak Republic by 2000, which was approved by the Government in 
August 1993, set development aims for the short-term (1993-1995) and the medium-term (1996-2000). Its main objectives 
were to achieve a significant increase in the quality and quantity of postal and telecommunications services. The short-term 
priorities were: international co-operation, liberalisation of telecommunications services, legislation, transformation of the 
state-owned enterprise, and technological development. 

Another more recent and important policy document on the development of telecommunications in the Slovak Republic is 
the Telecommunications policy by 2000, approved in December 1995. This provides a comprehensive view of current and 
future telecommunications in Slovakia, combining the Development Concept, the Telecommunication Project II (see below, 
section 7 .2) and the commitments of the Slovak Republic as given in the Agreement on the Association of the Slovak 
Republic to the European Union. Slovak policy aims mainly at creating the prerequisites for fulfilling these commitments. 

The priority areas presented in the December 1995 policy document are: 

• amendment of legislation • liberalisation of telecommunications services • revision of the regulatory framework • transformation of the telecommunication operator • acceleration of technological development. 

The state telecommunications policy for 1995/1996 foresaw the enactment of a new telecommunications bill in 1997. In the 
meantime, a draft law has been issued which meets the requirements of the European Union White Paper for associated 
countries. The necessary supporting documents are already in preparation (decrees, regulations, rules etc). 

7.2 Development of markets and technology 

Since 1993, the Posts and Telecommunications Research Institute (VUS) has been an independent body aiming to meet the 
needs of the Slovak Republic in telecommunications and postal infrastructure development. Amongst its other 
responsibilities, it undertakes researches on new technologies in the areas of telecommunications connection and 
transmission, explores market for new services, measures customer satisfaction with existing services, creates technical 
regulations, and tests various types of equipment. 

In 1996, the Ministry submitted to the government a document called Liberalisation of Telecommunication Market in the 
Slovak Republic, which proposed the liberalisation of all telecommunications services, except for basic voice services. Basic 
voice services should be liberalised by 2003 at the latest. 

Two licences for the provision of GSM service were issued in 1996. 

The development of Slovak telecommunications is based on two projects called Telecommunication Project N1 (from 1992 
to 1995) and N2 (from 1996 to 2000). 

Telecommunication Project N1 aims at building up a digital overlay network and a new structure for this network, thereby 
increasing the general level of digitisation, implementing new technologies and supporting the development of local 
networks. 

The basic strategic objective of Telecommunication Project N2 consists of the continual development of a digital overlay 
network, a considerable increase in digitisation of the network, the implementation of new technologies, and the rapid 
development of access networks. 
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Appendix 1 - List of sources - Slovakia 

1. Draft table on the Major Aspects of the Regulatory Framework in Central and Eastern Europe, final version 5 

Source: European Commission, DGXIII 

Ref.: DG XIII, IS 2 MS/HPG 

Date: 4 July 1996 

2. Completed questionnaire on the telecommunications sector status 

Source: European Commission, DGXIII, Gebhardt, 

Ref.: HPG/dhar- 9603t051 

Date: 21 March 1996 

3. Study IS4/94 on the development of advanced networks in Phare and Tacis countries 

Source: Sagatel 

Ref.: S.4375/SVK 

Date: February 1996 

4. Regulatory Status Survey for the Telecommunications sector in Central and Eastern Europe and the former Soviet Union 

Source: EBRD, Telecommunications Team, Terrance Rochefort 

Date: March 1995 

5. Central and East European Countries (CEEC) Information Society Forum- Panel A Conclusions and recommendations of 
Panel A (Financing and Infrastructure): final version 

Source: The European Commission and the Hungarian Ministry of Transport, 

Communications and Water Management 

Date: May 1996 

6. Central and East European Countries (CEEC) Information Society Forum- Panel B: Draft Report of Panel B (Legal and 
Institutional Framework) 

Source: European Commission, DG XIII 

Ref.: hpg/dhar regpanel 

Date: 4 March 1996 

7. Draft outline of the major elements of regulatory reform in developing countries 

Source: European Commission, DGXIII, Gebhardt, version 2 

Ref.: 

Date: 11 July 1996 

8. The Road to Accession, Telecommunications and Posts sector paper 

Source: European Commission 

Ref.: 

Date: 17 July 1996 
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9. Interviews with Mr. Peter Druga, the Director of the Telecom Policy Dept., Mr. Podhorsky, head of Technical Policy 
Section; Mr. Jankula, head of the State Administration Section (Telecom); Mr. Luknar, head of Regulatory Section; Mr. 
Smitka, in charge of numbering in the Telecom section; and Mr. Halus, General Director. 
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Executive summary - Slovenia 

The Slovenian regulatory framework currently falls short of modem requirements but the draft Law on Telecommunications 
is intended to address this problem. It will be a Framework Law as a result of which some seventy secondary regulations 
should be enacted. The Public Media Law and the Law on RTV Slovenia regulate broadcasting programmes while the 
Protection of Competition Law regulates competition matters. The Public Trading Services Act defmes the terms and 
conditions for the provision of public services in Slovenia. 

The Telecommunications Administration is organised within the Ministry of Transport and Communications (MTC), which 
regulates the Slovenian telecommunications sector, while the Ministry of Economic Relations and Development is 
responsible for tariff issues. The Telecommunications Administration is separated from the state-owned telecommunications 
operator, Telekom Slovenije. 

The main public operator, Telekom Slovenije, is owned by the State but is a separate entity. Incorporated in 1995, its 
"ownership transformation" from a "social owned company" into a joint stock company is practically completed as is the 
distribution of approximately 24% of its shares to current, former and retired employees. Telekom Slovenije, the state 
enterprise, owns the public infrastructure and is present in nearly all telecommunications services markets. There are around 
80 CATV operators with no single dominant operator. Foreign investment in the telecommunications industry and 
repatriation of profits and capital are allowed in Slovenia but no telecommunications company can be wholly owned by 
foreign investors. 

The liberalisation of the infrastructure market has not yet started. CATV operators and operators of alternative infrastructure 
cannot provide public telecommunications services except for their own internal purposes. 

The services market is undergoing liberalisation although voice telephony and telex remains under the monopoly of Telekom 
Slovenije until the year 2000. Competition in the data communication market is expected with the enactment of the 
Telecommunications Law. In the mobile communications market the operator is a subsidiary of Telekom Slovenije. 
Providing that they are offered through the PSTN, most of the value-added services are already liberalised. There is 
competition in the operation of the public payphone. Within the near future, leased lines for resellers, CATV and VSAT 
services are expected to be open to competition. 

The PSTN in Slovenia is structured in four hierarchical levels (transit, main, node-, and local exchanges) with a star 
architecture. Digitisation of the network started in 1989, but much has still to be done in this direction, although Slovenia is 
amongst the more advanced of the PHARE countries. In the beginning of 1997, 66% of transmission channels and 46% of 
local exchanges were digitised. 

Slovenia has a relatively high penetration rate: some 75% of households are provided with a telephone line and there are 33.3 
telephone lines per 100 inhabitants. 

Although the regulations need to be more liberal, there are good indications that Slovenian telecommunications markets are 
opening up to competition. A new reform law is in the fmal stage of adoption and this could be the key to the rapid 
development of Slovenian telecommunications. 

To get into line with EU legislation, Slovenian legislation should be revised so as to achieve liberalisation across the whole 
telecommunications sector. There should be guarantees that the regulatory authority is independent from the 
telecommunications operators and that interconnection of VSA T communications is possible with the PSTN. 
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1. The regulatory framework - Slovenia 

1.1 Telecommunications 

: L(e~';~~sT:~~~:uc:~~~~~aw on ~~~~~~~~~~·~·~ 
!!expected II 

; Telecott?IDunications are enclosed in !lin 1997 11 
Primary legislation 

. Appendix 2) :: n 
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Key secondary legislation : II 1l 

Subject 

• Foreign investment 
regulation 

: !I II 

Law on foreign investments 

Law on ownership transformation of 
: enterprises 

!I II 
:!Enacted !! 
!11989 II 
~ i II 
P.: I" n :!Enacted u 
ilt991 !! 
n 
i! 

• Delivery of public : Public Trading Services Act II Enacted " 
(trading) services (include ' !!June 1993 :1 

:iTg":ti~~)rvice II il 
L ... :..~.: ... :.. ... : .. : .. ::.:~:::::~:~:~::::~::::c::~: .. : .. :: ..... : .. : .. : ... :~: .. :-: .. : .. : .. :.~~::::::::~:::: .. : .. : .. : .. : .. : .. :.: .......... : .. : ................... :::.: .. ::::::.:::~:~:~:~::::~:~:~:~:~::::::::::: ... : ... : ..... : .............................................. : .. : .. : .. : .. : .. : .. : .. : .. : .. : .. : .. : .. :J!.: ....... ~.:.::::::::::.::::::::::::~:~:~:.l.! 
Table 1 - Telecommunications regulations 

1.2 Broadcasting 

: Public Media Law 

Primary legislation l Law on RTV Slovenia 

Table 2 - Broadcasting regulations 

1.3 Competition 

; Enacted 
:1994 

:E~~~~~tii~-- .~~ ~~~C~p~tion _ __j[!ffi_te~ J 
1 : Decree on dumping and subsidised import IIEnacted il 

llt994 II 

IIDraft law II 
!i il 

..... !! ................................. .ll 

Key secondary legislation : Monitoring of state subsidises 

I 

i ............. . 
; Sector rules 

Table 3 - Competition regulations 
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2. Players in the Telecommunications market- Slovenia 

2.1 Main regulatory structure 

Republic of Slovenia 

I 
Council of IVIinisters 

Ministry of 
Economic Relations 

and Development 

Responsible for tarifs issues 

Ministry of Transport 
and Conununications 
General competencies 

NRA 

Telecommunications 
Administration 

Telecom Slovenia 
Public Telecommunications 

Operator 

Subsidiaty 

Mobitel 
Public Mobile 

Operator 

1 00% owned by 
Telekom Sloveniie 

2.2 Telecommunications regulatory authorities 
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1 iiMinistry of Transport and n 
I !!Communications • general regulatory authority II 

I ![Telecommunications Administration I • operating regulatory authority II 
! Regulatory ii II 
l authorities ~I Ministry of Economic Relations and • tariff issues; sets the charge unit II 
i :!Development li 
I ..................... :1 _;_;_;_;_c.:_: __ _;_;..:..:.~l 

Table 4 - Telecommunications regulatory authorities 

2.3 Telecommunications operators 

......... 

;IPS TN 

Switched fixed ! I 
networks and d 
services ·ICable TV 

d 

................ _jL - -- - ---. 

: Telekom Slovenije 

: approximately 80 operators 

. .... ... ........... .............. .. .. -------------- ................... - . --
[!Radiotelephone ; No operator 

Mobile and 
satellite 
networks 

;j 
;1 160 MHz : Mobitel NMT 410 

iiNMT450 : 
q : No operator 
;i . 
i!Trunked networks M b"t 1 :i · o 1 e 

:lasM 
!I 
:IDCS 1800 
;I 

iiPaging 
;j 

:!satellite 
'i 
:I 
,! 

: No operator 

: Teleray 

; RTVS (Zavod Radio-Televizija Slovenia) 

· VSA T operators offering services in concession 

............................. - ....... :L. .............................. . 

Table 5 - Telecommunications operators 
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3. Privatisation and strateeic alliances - Slovenia 

3.1 Current status and plans for privatisation of the main telecommunications operators 

Telekom 
Slovenije 

· j . !
1 

- Incorporated! I 
'!Approximately ' in 1995 .. :

11

! 
100% owned :j24% stake will Distribution of: • 
by the state- :i,

1be owned by approximately ~ To be :1 : 0°1o I 99°1o tr ~ d ., government :!current, former 24% to /( t< ans1.orme :i 

enterprise :!and retired employees into a :I 
:jemployees joint-stock :1 

lr:·-=--=-=-· =--=·-==::;;:== .. ·=---=""';;.;.;.""=-.. -=·-=·-J··-···-""""""'"" " " ... J ·- . --·-·-·--·-·--·---.. --! ~~~~~~~- . . :I 
i :lit should be !I The procedure ' ., 
Subsidiary, :!transformed intol should be the ; I !J'ansformed .1 

100% owned :!ajoint-sto~k 
1 
same as the one O% 199% I mto a :1 

by Tel~~om :1company hke i used for : ~~~:~~:;~ike !I 
SlovemJe. :ITeleko~ 1 Teleko~ 1 Telekom ·1 

I.~:~::::~:::::~:":~: .. : .. :.;: .. :.; .. :: .. : .. "::"::·"."::":::;;::::.: .. :.".~::::::::~::::~::~:~:~~: .• :.: .. ::.:.: '"~~.~::.~:~~:~.:::::::.:::~:~:~:~:~::::! ~.~~::~~~~.~: .. : .. : .. : .. : .. : .. : .. :.".: .: .. : .. : .. : .. :::." ..... : .. : .. : .. :.:.: .. :.: .. : .. : .. : .. : .. :..J .~~~Y::~~:~J:~:~::::~::::~::~:~:~~: I 
Private ;i , : I ii 

. company i I i · I d 
j with sha~ed :1 l ! :I 

Teleray ' ownership ·' ! Distribution of ; I · 
II ( tl :!Not applicable , shares · 0% I 99% ! Not applicable ;I Paging mos y :! , , 1 

! ~~~=~by :1 ! :1 

I -- - - . J m~vl<!uaJsLL__ .. mmm~-- _j ___ J 

Mobitel 

Table 6 - Status and plans for privatisation 

The Slovenian Law on Foreign Investment regulates how foreigners trade in Slovenia. Like all sectors of the economy, the 
telecommunications sector is open to foreign investors but these may not own 100% of companies that operate in the 
telecommunications sector. Though foreigners cannot own land, they can enjoy unlimited leasehold tenure. Profits and 
capital can be repatriated. 

3.2 Strategic alliances 

As of early 1997, there is no foreign participation or joint venture in telecommunications services in Slovenia because the 
public telecommunications infrastructure and most of the telecommunications services offered in Slovenia are currently 
controlled by the state-owned company, Telekom Slovenije. 

Next: Status of liberalisation in the markets for networks and services 
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4. Status of liberalisation of the markets for networks and services - Slovenia 

4.1 Telecommunications networks and alternative infrastructure 

i' .. C.ategory of l.nf~·ast~~ct~~ist;t~·s· .................. ;.Legal requirements ~~~-:..: .. :~::::~::::::::~:~:::c::::: ... : .... : ...... : .. :.:: ... : .. : .. : ... : .. : .. ::::: ... ~:~:~~~=~ ......... : .. :: !.:.:: ............ : .. : .. :~:.: .................................................................................... 21.: .. : .. : .. : ..... : .. : .. :. : .. : .. : .. : ...... : ........... : ...... :.:::·:.~::::::::::~:~.::: ............................ : 
: bl" 1 . . ThT le kPSTNSlis op~~ateddby i Exclusive rights are (will 
1 Pu 1c te ecornmumcations e e om ovemJe un er i be) granted by the new 
! network monopoly up to the year : T 1 L ( 1997) 
1 2000. 1 e ecom aw . 
i . ----.... .... ". -- __ j - -------- .... - " .... 
1 ---·-- .. 1 Currently there is no 

: CATV infrastructures may 
i be used for internal 

1CATV : purposes. They cannot be 
: used to offer public 
~services. 

i 

. . : These infrastructures may 
~lternative mfrastructure : be used for internal 
( ~ternal netwo~~ of r?~~s, : purposes. They cannot be 
railways, .el~ctriclty utihtles : used to offer public 
and the od mdustry) :services. 

limitation for internal 
purposes; 

Under the new 
telecommunications law, . 
special permission will be : 
required for the provision o( 
public services. · 

; Today, there is no limitatio~ 
I for internal purposes; : 
I . 

In the new 
telecommunications law, a 
special permission will be ; 
required for the provision o~ 
public services. · 

Table 7 - Telecommunications networks and alternative infrastructure 

4.2 Telecommunications services 

After the new Telecom Law is adopted, a regime introducing more liberalisation in the provision of telecommunications 
services in Slovenia will be put in place. Regarding the opening of services to competition, the new law foresees some new 
articles (15, 16, 17) which are enclosed in Ap_pendix 2. 

4.2.1 Voice telephony 

International ! Not liberalised · ;I 
long-dis~~~ ... -......... _ .... ....1 .~onop?l~..... ... . . .; ~~l~~om Slovenije . :January 1, 20.01 .. 

Table 8 - Voice telephony - status of liberalisation 

4.2.2 Data transmission 

Currently, there is no competition in this market. The new Telecommunications Law, which is expected to be adopted during 
1997, will enable the licensing of data communications services providers on condition that they use the telecommunications 
infrastructure of Telekom Slovenije for offering their services to the public. 

Telekom Slovenije has operated a packet switched data network (Sipax) since the late 80s, since 1995 and has offered a 
circuit switched data communications service called Flexnet. 

ARNES, the internal network of the Academic Research Network of Slovenia, connects universities and academic centres. 
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Through this network, Internet access is also provided for the academic community and since 1996 for a number of new 
commercial Internet access providers. 

4.2.3 Mobile communications 

The current legislation contains a licensing regime for mobile telecommunications. A concession regime is foreseen in the 
draft (new) Law. Currently the only operator (except Teleray paging) is a subsidiary of Telekom Slovenije. 

n --- - - - -----------------------.:;__ ----------- ---~ -------- --~-~ ------------ -------
M b.1 ~ . . St t f : Exclusive Add 'f 1 i o 1 e . . erv~ce . a us .o . i rights _ date ofi . 1 Ion~ 

: commumcatiOns . providers hberahsatiOn 1 e p· mformation i ___ __ -·-·-·- ; X Iry 

_; 

1 Radiotelephone No service N t 1. bl iN t 1. bl No plan for offering 

: 160 MHz pro_vi(\er- - __ 
0 

~ N: z~~:~ ~Tsuch service 

Th · 1 i right to Mobitell The system uses the 
eretts on Y ontel but the granting'l410 MHz radio band; 

?Pethr~ or prkesten : of a second : subsidiary of Telekom 
m Is mar e ' 1. · ' Sl .. . Icence IS not 1 ovemJe. 

NMT450 : Mobitel 

,....... . . _ ....... --.. -........ _ .. __ ... , ... _ .. _ .................... ·-·-· . . ..... ....... : .P~~-~~ ............... : . . .................................... --
!r=-..:..;_;..;.:;.;;;;.;_;~==::;;:r-.::.::..;.;;::.;;.;_;;~==ir-:-:'-'--'-'-'-· :Subsidiary ofTelekom; 

1997 
.d d ; Slovenije; ' 

l provi e 1 

' : There is only on~ that the new ; 
'I GSM : Mobitel ' operator present i Telecommuni- i 2nd GSM operat?r 

; in this market cations Law is i e_xpecte~ to acqurre a 

I 
1 adopted in 1991 hcence ~ 1997 (after 

'! new law IS adopted) 
! i 

i ---- -- - - -- ' - -- _I - -- - - - ------

1§~1800 ----~;;er.;ce f~;;lic~ble 1 Not a~plica~l~-;E __ ~ __ _ 

I EJ There is only on~ No exclusive I Private company uses 

~Paging Teleray operator present I right to : RDS frequencies in the 
in the market* 1 Teleray* . FM broad-casting band. 

: ............................... , _____ .. , ____ ,,: . .: ... :..:.: .. .: ... : ..................... : ........................ :.. ... :..:..: ... : .. : ......................................................... ! ........................................... _ ... , .................. .: ........ ,_.:. . .:. ... - ...... : ............................................. -···········-············:. 

*Granting of at least one ERMES licence is expected in 1997. 

4.2.4 Satellite communications 

Currently, a radio licence is required to operate any type of satellite communications service. The new law foresees a 
licensing regime for VSA T services and a regime of concessions for operating satellite networks and services. 

4.2.5 Other services 

The main public operator still enjoys exclusive rights for most telecommunications services. Consequently, ISDN, videotext, 
telex and teletex are currently operated by Telekom Slovenije. After the new Telecom Law is adopted, these services could 
be provided competitively. 

The Slovenian telecommunications operator, Telekom Slovenije, plans to provide A TM services and E-mail services, which 
are already on trial. 
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5. Additional information on networks and services - Slovenia 

5.1 Penetration rate (1996) 

i.~~~~~r.a.~-~11.~~!,~::::::::·::...... . .. . . . .................... . . . . . . . . ..................................... ......... ..... .. . .. . ' 
~xrv··comiectioiis ... per .. To'tl .. liouseliotd'S' .......... _11·3·6 ........................................................................ 1 

~ain tel~phone lines per .. 100 inhabit~nt'tJL33.3 .. · 

JPercentage _of households provided with·- 11755% 

~ .. ~!.~P~??~}~.~~--.. ·---· ............................... ·-- ........ . . .. ll .................... _ ..................... -....... _ .................. ~ 

Table 10 - Penetration rate 

5.2 Quality of service - Voice telephony 

5.2.1 Waiting time for telephone subscription 

~---- ------------ ··---~~IDg=]~ 

ir:;:;!~~;:rnaor--11[~~:=~=cc ..... =l ;~~:~~l 
l~~~-~~-~!~.!!O~ ·-- .......... -.. -.. J .. ...... _ ............................... -..... . . .. .. ·------·-·-·-· .. -·-·-· ... __ .................................... ! 
Table 11 A- Waiting time for telephone subscription 

5.2.2 Numbers of faults cleared within 24 hours 

Table 11 B - Quality of service of voice telephony 

5.3 Network investments 

5.3.1. Investment volume per year 

1996: US$ 78 million 

5.3.2. Investment per main telephone line 

1996: us$ 1300 

5.3.3. Investment plans 

1996: US$ 155 million 
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6. Participation in international bodies, ~:roups and projects- Slovenia 

6.1 Membership/participation in international bodies or groups 

Table 12 - Slovene participation in international bodies 

6.2 Slovene participation in international telecommunications projects 

Slovenia enjoys a very good geographical position as regards traffic routing within Europe, which it intends to exploit further 
through its participation in the Trans Europe Lines project. Based on the deployment across Central Europe of an optical 
transmission system, this project aims at creating a bridge for telecommunications between Eastern and Western, Northern 
and Southern Europe. 

Next: Future trends in the sector 
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7. Future trends in the sector- Slovenia 

7.1 Telecommunications policy 

Harmonisation of Slovenian legislation with the European Union regulation and the gradualliberalisation of the market is in 
progress. 

7.2 Development of markets and technology 

The New Law on Telecommunication, which is not yet adopted, aims at creating real competition in the Slovenian 
telecommunications market. Expected consequences are a rapid development of the technology, the provision of numerous 
new services in the telecommunications field and more privatisation. 

Due to its geographic position and terrestrial conditions (high mountain ranges) Slovenia is building its telecommunications 
transmission backbone in a shape of a cross - named the "fibre optical cross" - in the North-South direction (Austria-Croatia) 
and West-East (Italy-Croatia, Italy-Hungary). Certain rings will be installed to guarantee safety of operation. Full digitisation 
of the transit network will be accomplished by the end of 1996. SDH systems will progressively be implemented on all fibre 
optic routes until the completion of the SDH backbone by the year 2000. 

A second GSM licence is foreseen. DECT is considered as a local loop solution for rural areas. ISDN capabilities will be 
offered countrywide by the year 2000. 

Next: Appendix 1 - List of sources 
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Appendix 1 - List of sources - Slovenia 

1. Draft table on the Major Aspects of the Regulatory Framework in Central and Eastern 

Europe, fmal version 5 

Source: European Commission, DGXIII 

Ref.: DG XIII, IS 2 MS/HPG 

Date: 4 July 1996 

2. Completed questionnaire on the telecommunications sector status 

Source: European Commission, DGXIII, Gebhardt, 

Ref.: HPG/dhar- 9603t051 

Date: 21 March 1996 

3. Study IS4/94 on the development of advanced networks in PHARE and TACIS countries 

Source: Sagatel 

Ref.: S.4375/SVN 

Date: February 1996 

4. Regulatory Status Survey for the Telecommunications sector in Central and Eastern Europe and the former Soviet Union 

Source: EBRD, Telecommunications Team, Terrance Rochefort 

Date: March 1995 

5. Central and Eastern European Countries (CEEC) Information Society Forum, Conclusions and recommendations of Panel 
A (Financing and Infrastructure), fmal version 

Source: The European Commission and the Hungarian Ministry of Transport, 

Communications and Water Management 

Date: May 1996 

6. Central and Eastern European Countries (CEEC) Information Society Forum, Draft Report of Panel B (Legal and 
Institutional Framework) 

Source: European Commission, DG XIII 

Ref.: hpgldhar regpanel 

Date: 4 March 1996 

7. Draft outline of the major elements of regulatory reform in developing countries 

Source: European Commission, DGXIII, Gebhardt, version 2 

Ref.: 

Date: 11 July 1996 

8. The Road to Accession, Telecommunications and Posts Sector Paper 

Source: European Commission 

Ref.: 
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Date: 17 July 1996 

9. Interviews with officials: Mr. Stanko Perpar, State Secretary for Communications and Mr. Unk, Senior Adviser at the 
Ministry of Transport and Communications. 

Next: Appendix 2 - Extracts from the draft new Law on Telecommunications 
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Appendix 2 - Extracts from the draft new Law on Telecommunications 

Regarding the opening of services to competition, the new law foresees the following articles: 

Article 15 

(Commercial telecommunications services) 

(1) Commercial telecommunications services (except voice telephony and telex) may be carried out on the basis of a 
preliminary notification, on the basis of a licence or on the basis of a concession for the use of radio frequency spectrum. 

(2) Unless otherwise specified by the provisions of this law, telecommunications services may be provided on the basis of a 
notification submitted to the Telecommunications Administration of the Republic of Slovenia, which may within 15 days 
after the receipt of this notification reject it by a written order stating that such a service cannot be provided on the basis of 
notification. 

(3) In the notification referred to in the previous paragraph shall be stated: 

- company name and/or name and surname and address of the 

applicant, 

- telecommunication service to be carried out, 

- technical characteristics of telecommunications network, 

- telecommunications equipment to be used, 

- geographic area where the telecommunication service is planned to be carried out, 

- other data necessary for defmition of kind and nature of the 

telecommunication service. 

Article 16 

(Services on the Basis of a licence) 

( 1) The following telecommunications services may be provided on the basis of a licence: 

- data telecommunications, 

- leasing of telecommunication lines, except those from 

paragraph 5 of the Article 24 of this law, 

-cable communication and/or cable distribution systems, 

- public payphone boxes, 

- VSAT communications. 

(2) The licence for the provision of telecommunications services shall specify: 

- conditions to be fulfilled by the licensee, 

- conditions for the connection of the telecommunications network of 
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the licensee with foreign telecommunications networks, 

- quality and accessibility of telecommunications services, 

- special conditions for the provision of emergency services and services 

for handicapped persons 

- mode of keeping records of services, 

- other important requirements necessary for the provision of the 

telecommunications service, 

- reasons for cancellation of the licence. 

Article 17 ( 16) 

(telecommunications services depending upon adequate use of radio frequency spectrum) 

(1) Telecommunications services: 

- mobile and satellite communications except radio-broadcasting, 

- transmission and emission of radio broadcasting programmes by terrestrial networks and by satellites except the 
transmission and emission of programmes ofRTV Slovenija, 

-paging 

may be carried out by the service provider that has been granted the concession for the use of radio frequency spectrum. 

(2) The Government of the Republic of Slovenia shall, by the concession act, determine the conditions for the granting of the 
concession referred to in the previous paragraph. In the concession act, the Government of the Republic of Slovenia shall 
determine: 

- conditions to be fulfilled by the concession-holder, 

- quality and coverage of the area, for which the concession has 

been granted, 

- technical characteristics and conditions for the connectability of telecommunications networks, 

- special conditions for the provision of emergency services 

and of services for handicapped persons, 

- the duration of the concession, 

- supervision, obligations and reasons for cancellation of the 

concession, 

- the amount and mode of payment of the compensation for the 

concession, 

- adequate use of general conditions referred to in the Article 10 

when arranging relations with users, 

- conditions and procedure for the selection of a concession- holder on the basis of the invitation for public tender. 
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Glossary of terms 

Alternative i1J/rastructure: networks which do not belong to the incumbent telecommunications organisation. 

Altaj: old analogue mobile standard used in some of the eastern Europe countries. 

Analogue: refers to a signalling technique in which a transmission is conveyed by modulating the frequency, amplitude, or 
phase of carrier. 

Calling line identification: additional facility enabling the subscriber called to see the line number of the calling user. 

~cable television - the distribution of television signals from a central antenna or 'head-end' to subscribers' homes over 
coaxial cable network. 

Cellular: a communication service in which voice or data is transmitted by radiofrequencies. The service area is divided into 
cells, each served by a transmitter, which are then connected to a mobile switching exchange which is linked to the 
world-wide telephone network. 

DCS 1800: standard for micro cellular communications systems developed by ETSI, building on the GSM standard. 

Digital: refers to communications procedures, techniques, and equipment whereby information is encoded as either binary '1' 
or '0' as opposed to analogue where information is in variable but continuous wave forms. 

Earth se_gment: the part of a satellite communications network formed by the satellite earth stations. 

ERMES: European Radiomessaging System - new digital paging standard developed by ETSI that will permit the reception 
of tones and/or numeric or alphanumeric messages. 

Q£M;_ global system for mobile communications - digital standard. 

ISDN: integrated services digital network- a fully digital communications facility designed to provide transparent end-to-end 
transmission of voice, data, video, and still images across the PSTN. 

Leased lines: the telecommunications facilities provided in the context of the establishment, development and operation of 
the public telecommunications network, which provide for transparent transmission capacity between network termination 
points and which do not include on-demand switching (switching functions which the user can control as part of the leased 
line provision) 

Ref.: article 2.2, Council Directive 92/44/EEC of 5 June 1992 on the application of open network provision to leased lines 

Mobile and personal communications services: "services other than satellite services whose provision consists, wholly or 
partly, in the establishment of radio-communications to a mobile user, and makes use wholly or partly of mobile and 
personal communications systems". 

Ref.: Glossary, Green Paper on a common approach in the field of mobile and personal communications in the European 
Union, COM (94) 145 fmal 

Non-reserved services: services which are not the subject of special or exclusive rights which reserve the rights to provide 
them to one or more public or private bodies. 

NMT: Nordic Mobile Telephony- analogue cellular system standard. 

ONP: the Open Network Provision concept defmed in Council Directive 90/387/EEC. 

P(AJBX· Private (automatic) branch exchange- a telephone switch providing speech connections within an organisation, 
whilst also allowing users to access to both public switches and private network facilities outside the organisation. 

Packet- and circuit-switched data services: "the commercial provision for the public of direct transport of data between 
public switched network termination points, enabling any user to use equipment connected to such a network termination 
point in order to communicate with another termination point. 
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Ref.: article 1, Commission Directive of 28 June 1990 on Competition in the markets for telecommunications services 
(90/388/EEC) as aniended. 

Paging: radiocommunications-based service involving non-speech, one-way, personal selective calling with a tone, vibration 
or visual alert. The system may either inform the user that somebody is trying to contact him or her, or it may also carry a 
numeric or alphanumeric message. 

Public telecommunications network: "public telecommunications infrastructure which permits the conveyance of signals 
between defmed network termination points by wire, by microwave, by optical means or by other electromagnetic means". 

Ref.: article 1, Commission Directive of 28 June 1990 on Competition in the markets for telecommunications services 
(90/388/EEC) as amended. 

Satellite seryices: the provision of satellite communications services and/or the provision of satellite networks services. 

Satellite terminal: the earth station - a station located on the earth's surface and intended for communication with one or 
more terminals of the same kinds by means of a satellite, - the terminal consists of one or more transmitters or receivers, or a 
combination of transmitters and receivers, including the accessory equipment, necessary at one location for carrying on a 
radiocommunication service. 

Secondary regulations: regulatory acts such as ministerial orders or decrees which defme the scope and depth of the articles 
and principles provided in the main law. An example of secondary telecommunications regulation can be a decree on 
interconnection. 

Space segment: the part of a satellite system formed by a satellite or satellites. 

TO: telecommunications organisation as defined in Council Directive 90/387/EEC. 

Voice telephony :"the commercial provision for the public of direct transport and switching of speech in real-time between 
public switched network termination points, enabling any user to use equipment connected to such a network termination 
point in order to communicate with another termination point" 

Ref.: article 1, Commission Directive of 28 June 1990 on Competition in the markets for telecommunications services 
(90/388/EEC) as amended. 
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